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“Considerate la vostra semenza: 

fatti non foste a viver come bruti, 

ma per seguir virtute e conoscenza” 

(vv 118-120 – Canto XXVI Inferno, La Divina Commedia, Dante Alighieri) 
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1 Introduction and Summary of Contents
 

1.1 Introduction
 
The increase of carbon dioxide emissions due to human activities is recognized as one of the 
most important reason for climate change [1]. The temperature change in the Earth surface has 
been registered and presented in IPCC report [1] and it is shown in Fig. 1-1: according to the 
model that has been adopted, the temperature change occurs because of the human activities. 
 

 
Fig. 1-1: comparison of observed and global scale changes in surface temperature with results simulated by climate models 
using either natural or both natural and anthropogenic forcings, IPCC 2007 [1] 

 
It is nowadays well accepted that carbon capture and storage (CCS) can be one of the most prom-
ising mid-long term technology and a feasible solution for the reduction (-19% as depicted in Fig. 
1-2) of anthropogenic CO2 emissions (source IEA [2]).  
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Fig. 1-2: effect of different technology in the CO2 emissions - IEA 2008 [2] 

 
About 40% of CO2 is released from large scale power plants using fossil fuels, representing at the 
same time the most important source of electricity. Novel concepts for CO2 capture have been 
studied in the recent years to improve the performance, both for thermodynamic and economic 
points of view [4]. Despite natural gas power plants are today the most efficient system for large 
scale power production (with electrical efficiency of about 60%), coal power plants are more in-
teresting in terms of CO2 capture effectiveness, within the mid-long term perspective, due to the 
lower fuel cost, to its abundance and widespread distribution, and to the high carbon content. At 
present, the most efficient and reliable coal power plants are based on Ultra-Super Critical Steam 
Cycle, approaching the electrical efficiency of 45%, with downstream pollutant treatments. How-
ever, the possibility of separating CO2 and other pollutants (S, ash and other contaminants) from 
N2-undiluted stream makes the Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) more promising 
in terms of future development of carbon capture power plants. With the present state of the art 
IGCCs are expected to reach 43% electrical efficiency; with a proper development of hydrogen-
based gas turbine (GT) 2 to 4 percentage points higher efficiency could be expected (Tab. 1-1). 
The CO2 emissions from coal power plant can be reduced from 5 to 25% using adequate technol-
ogy for coal pre-treating and increasing the efficiency of the power plant from subcritical steam 
cycle plant to USC and IGCC. Using the CO2 capture technologies can increase the reduction in 
CO2 emission from coal power plant close to 100% as discussed in Fig. 1-3. 
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Fig. 1-3: effect on reduction in CO2 emissions by increasing the technology improvement in coal power plant [3] 

 

 
Tab. 1-1: summary of different works about IGCCs with performance and expected costs [4] 

As presented in Tab. 1-2, the use of different technologies can represent the key of increasing the 
power plant performance and reducing the cost of electricity associated. In the short mid-term, 
the use of IGCC with physical absorption through Selexol process is expected to reach an electri-
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cal efficiency in the range of 38-40% and the cost of CO2 avoided is expected to be around 26-39 
$/tonnCO2.  
Close to the likely technologies, other new technologies are at the moment under development to 
improve the electrical efficiency and hence reduce the costs. The technologies reported in [4] are 
the chemical looping combustion (CLC) and the combined use of IGCC with IT-HT fuel cells 
like SOFCs (Solid Oxide Fuel Cells). Chemical looping combustion is expected to approach the 
40% of electrical efficiency with almost 90% of CO2 capture in 2020 while the use of SOFC is 
expected to overcome the 50% of electrical efficiency with almost zero emissions in the long 
term (approximately 2035). 

 

 
Tab. 1-2: Outlook of different costs and performance of CO2 capture plants using fossil fuels [4]. 

1.2 Summary of content and motivation
 
The present project activity has been focused on the investigation of two different novel concepts, 
based on the use of IGCC with carbon capture to determine the evolution of the clean coal tech-
nologies in the future years. 
The first system is based on the use of chemical looping combustion (CLC) with packed bed re-
actors (PBRs); it would represent a mid-term solution: the CLC combustion has been considered 
in the recent years for pilot plants and the combined use of PBRs with CLC is at the early demon-
stration stage. 
The chemical looping combustion concept is based on the indirect oxidation of a fuel, by means 
of a solid metal which is alternatively oxidized and reduced by sequential contact with air and a 
fuel respectively. Thus, the solid metal, easily separable from the gaseous stream, behaves as an 
oxygen carrier, taking oxygen in an air reactor (AR) and releasing it by oxidizing a fuel in a fuel 
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reactor (FR). While the metal oxidation reaction is always exothermic for the chemical species 
investigated in the literature, its reduction can either be exothermic or endothermic, depending on 
the metal and the fuel involved. 
In the literature, power production from Chemical Looping Combustion (CLC) systems have 
been mostly studied with regards to interconnected fluidized bed reactors fed by natural gas. In 
addition, a growing research activity is currently on-going to demonstrate the direct application 
of the CLC process for coal oxidation. 
The use of power plant with CLC at pressurized condition could in principle lead to interesting 
net electric efficiencies, higher than those achieved by other CO2 capture strategies, but some 
technical challenges exists and no solutions have been proposed yet: solid circulation between the 
reactors and high temperature-high pressure-high efficiency filtration units are needed before the 
hot gas expansion in a gas turbine. An alternative option which does not suffer high pressure op-
erations and particle separation is based on the use of dynamically operated packed bed reactors. 
With this configuration, the solids are always kept in the same reactor, which is alternatively ex-
posed to reducing and oxidizing conditions by properly switching the inlet gas between air and 
fuel streams. Packed bed reactors can be used in a power plant because during the oxidation cy-
cle, the velocity of reaction front wr is much faster than the velocity of heat front wh: once the bed 
is totally oxidized, the solid material is heated to a very high temperature and a high amount of 
heat is stored in the reactor. After that, a gas stream can be used to remove the stored heat (heat 
removal phase) producing a gas stream at high temperature and pressure that can be fed to an ef-
ficient thermodynamic cycle to produce electricity. 
 
The chapter 2 discusses the dynamically operated packed bed reactor model. The purpose of this 
part is focused on developing an adequate 1D-model to investigate the behavior of a packed bed 
reactor, working with ilmenite as oxygen carrier. The analysis concerns the kinetic model de-
scription based on the use of ilmenite as oxygen carrier, discussing the effects of both gas-solid 
and heterogeneous reactions; the thermal model is discussed to include the effects of solid and 
gas composition. The model is used to investigate the reactor behaviour at the typical operating 
conditions of an IGCC integrated with CLC process. Different methods for the heat management 
of the reactors are studied and discussed in order to obtain a process that allow a reliable integra-
tion of the innovative components with the gasification system and plant turbomachineries to ex-
plore the novel concept for the CO2 capture. The definition of reactor model and heat manage-
ment strategies has been developed in cooperation with Technical University of Eindhoven 
(TU/e) – the Netherlands, in the Department of Chemical Engineering and Chemistry (group of 
Chemical Process Intensification). 
 
In chapter 3 the integration of dynamically operated PBR for CLC is discussed. The general 
power plant layout is depicted in Fig. 1-4. The effect of reactors heat management is investigated 
in the overall plant performance. Due to the different source for steam generation, heat integra-
tion is amply discussed and the effects on plant performance are reported. The most performing 
power plants with CLC are compared with the reference IGCCs plants that are presented at dif-
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ferent levels of technology development. The reference plants selected for the comparison are the 
IGCC without CO2 capture and the IGCC with Selexol unit for the pre-combustion CO2 capture.  
 

 
Fig. 1-4: schematic of IG-CLC PBR. 

 
The second part of this work is focused on the use of SOFCs in an integrated gasification plant: 
since the technological level of SOFCs development is not yet ready for industrial applications, 
SOFCs stack for multi-MW is expected to be proved in the long-term scenario. 
Important international projects are focusing on the development of advanced power cycles using 
fuel cells and gas turbine cycles, integrated to a coal gasification plant (e.g. the FutureGen, Vi-
sion 21 projects of the US DOE). R&D activities are pushed by the exploitation of a low cost fuel 
and by the perspective of applying such technology (Integrated Gasification Fuel Cell cycle – 
IGFC) to high efficiency electricity generation with CCS. A distinctive advantage of this concept 
is given by the electrochemical oxidation of the syngas occurring in the fuel cell, which acts like 
an oxygen combustor avoiding the dilution of exhaust gases with nitrogen. 
 
In chapter 4 an analysis of a pseudo 2-D finite volume model for the prediction of the perfor-
mance of an intermediate temperature (800°C) planar SOFC fed with syngas from coal gasifica-
tion is carried out. For a given cell geometry and material properties, the electro-chemical and 
thermal models provide a relationship between the operating parameters (such as the initial fuel 
and oxidant gas compositions, flow rates, pressure and temperature) to the cell outputs, such as 
voltage (or current density), internal temperature profile, fuel and air utilization and other rele-
vant variables. The kinetic model of the reactions involved is considered for the calculation of 
electrochemical behaviour: anode-side materials and operating conditions allow converting fuel 
into H2 via steam methane reforming and water gas shift reactions. Since the system is working 
with high CO-content, CO oxidation can also occurs. With this respect, a set of equations for the 
combined CO/H2 oxidation is selected based on the definition of cell overpotentials (ohmic, acti-
vation and polarization). A qualitative analysis has been included in the model, to verify the po-
tential of carbon deposition by considering the Boudouard and methane cracking reactions. This 
analysis is based on the calculation of the reaction driving force (reactants to products partial 
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pressure ratio) and equilibrium constant (as function of temperature) ratio. 
 
In chapter 5, the integration of SOFC in a power plant is studied. First of all, the Integrated Gasi-
fication Fuel Cell (IGFC) is calculated without CO2 capture unit (IG-SOFC base) to determine 
the plant performance improvement achievable. The analysis discusses the thermodynamic analy-
sis of integrated gasification fuel cell plants, featuring a simple cycle gas turbine working in hy-
brid cycle with a pressurized Intermediate Temperature - Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (IT-SOFC), inte-
grated with a coal gasification and syngas cleanup island and a bottoming steam cycle (reflecting 
the arrangement of Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle plants) to optimize heat recovery and 
maximize efficiency. The effect of the fuel utilization factor are discussed, the possibility of a 
fuel bypass to increase the gas turbine TIT and reduce the plant expected investment costs are 
considered and issues related to plant layout are also considered in the analysis of results. 

 
Fig. 1-5: schematic plant layout of IGFCs with CO2 capture 

Two different IGFC’s concepts are discussed for the case with CO2 capture as shown in Fig. 1-5. 
For the case in Fig. 1-5a the anode exhausts, still containing combustible species, are burned with 
oxygen produced in the air separation unit, also used to generate the oxygen needed in the gasifi-
er; the product gas is cooled down in a heat recovery steam generator before water condensation 
and treated in a CO2 cryogenic unit (IG-SOFC cryo). 
For the case in Fig. 1-5b syngas is produced with high CH4 content to exploit a better cell cooling 
by means of Direct Internal Reforming and the CO2 capture is carried out by using physical ab-
sorption while an H2-fired gas turbine system is considered for the combined cycle (IG-SOFC 
meth); CH4-rich syngas is obtained with the use of a WGS reactor, 1st stage of CO2 physical ab-
sorption and Methanation reactor while the H2 production is obtained in a post-anode WGS unit 
and a 2nd stage of CO2 separation, where the H2 is separated from the CO2-rich stream and then 
compressed at the GT combustor operating pressure. 
 
In chapter 6 the final remarks and conclusions about the work are summarized. After reporting 
the results obtained and the future improvements, the list of criticalities and main comments 
about the present work are also reported. 
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2 Packed Bed Reactor model for Chemical Looping Com-
bustion
 

2.1 Introduction
A novel technology for energy production that shows great potential to integrate low CO2 
emissions with lower energy penalties is Chemical Looping Combustion (CLC). CLC is based 
on the use of an intermediate oxygen carrier that can be alternatively reduced and oxidized in 
order to produce CO2 undiluted  with  nitrogen,  so  that  pure  CO2 sequestration can be easily 
carried out after water condensation. When an oxidant stream (i.e. air) is fed to a reduced 
metal the solid oxidation is strongly exothermic and the heat generated is used for power pro-
duction, while the metal reduction can be either exothermic or endothermic depending on the 
type of oxygen carrier and on the hydrocarbon fuel or syngas composition. 
The generic reactions are: 

+
1
2

( 2-1) 

+ + ( 2-2) 

+ + ( 2-3) 

 
CLC technology is very attractive and competitive with other CCS technologies for large 
scale power plants, provided that the process can be operated at elevated pressures (>20 bar) 
and high temperatures (>1200°C) ([8], [30]) 
Power plants with CLC carbon capture can be fed with syngas from coal gasification and gas 
treating units. After the reduction phase, the resulting high temperature CO2 and  H2O from 
syngas conversion is cooled down producing high pressure steam. After water condensation 
the pressurized CO2 is compressed to supercritical condition (i.e. 110-150 bar) for the final 
storage. To assure sufficiently fast kinetics of the reaction between syngas and oxygen carrier 
during the reduction phase the solid temperature needs to be sufficiently high. 
During the oxidation phase, air is supplied by the gas turbine compressor (at the typical pres-
sure of 20 bar, the temperature is close to 450°C). Due to the exothermic reaction between 
oxygen carrier and air, a gas stream at constant high temperature and constant mass flow rate 
can be produced and sent to the gas turbine. After the expansion, the air exiting the GT at al-
most ambient pressure and high temperature (close to 500°C) is cooled down in a heat recov-
ery steam generator to produce additional electricity and increase the power plant electrical 
efficiency.  
Different configurations for the power cycle can also be envisaged, according to different sys-
tem requirements  that  may lead  to  some penalty  efficiency:  e.g  if  the  air  temperature  at  the  
compressor outlet is not high enough, air pre-heating requires high cost additional equipment, 
unusual for large scale gas turbines (such as gas-gas HT heat exchanger).  
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The application of CLC has been studied especially with interconnected fluidized bed reactors 
working at atmospheric pressure for several applications and different oxygen carriers have 
been investigated [3]. The operability of interconnected CLC reactors working at atmospheric 
pressure has been demonstrated at different scales ([4],[5],[6],[7]). Circulating fluidized bed 
reactors can work in continuous operation producing an hot air stream stable in temperature 
and flow rate, but the solid circulation is difficult to be operated under pressurized conditions, 
especially as far as the loop sealing and the gas-solid separation (through cyclones) are con-
cerned. 

The technology discussed in this work is based on the use of dynamically operated packed 
bed reactors with syngas from a coal gasification unit. The present investigation is part of the 
FP7 DemoCloCk European project: The objective of the project is to demonstrate the tech-
nical, economic and environmental feasibility for implementing packed bed reactors operating 
at high temperature and high pressure in a CLC process for large-scale power plants. 
Contrary to interconnected fluidized bed reactors, in packed bed reactors the solid remains 
stationary and the oxygen carrier is alternately exposed to oxidizing and reducing conditions 
[9] (Fig. 2-1). Since solid recirculation (and thus gas-solid separation) is not required, pressur-
ized conditions do not present critical issues.  
 

 
Fig. 2-1: Schematic representation of the CLC process with interconnected fluidized bed reactors (left) and parallel 
dynamically operated packed bed reactor (right) 

 
Packed bed reactors for CLC are dynamically operated and the gas stream temperature at the 
outlet of the reactors - especially during the solid oxidation phase – change with time [9]. To 
efficiently integrate this technology into a power plant, an adequate heat management of the 
reactors is extremely important. In particular, an important boundary condition dictated by the 
power island has to be taken into account: the hot stream needs to be produced at nearly con-
stant temperature and mass flow rate, to preserve the gas turbine expander from ther-
mal/mechanical cycling stress and from fluid-dynamic instability. On the other hand, an effi-
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cient operation of the packed beds imposes that: i) solid conversion needs to be almost com-
plete in order to increase the reactor capacity; ii) kinetics of gas/solid reactions have to be fast 
enough in order to avoid fuel slip; iii) hot spots are not allowed to avoid deactivation of solid 
material or the reactor materials could be damaged. These requirements put the packed bed 
reactor technology for CLC in front of relevant technical challenges, to assess their feasibility 
and competitiveness with other CCS technologies. 
This chapter discusses the proper heat management strategy for packed bed reactors for CLC 
of syngas. First, a comprehensive description of the model is reported in order to highlight the 
equations behind the simulation code, used to carry out the numerical analysis and the reactor 
performance prediction. The selection of an appropriate oxygen carrier is here discussed and 
the motivations behind the different strategies adopted are outlined. Results are discussed in 
detail, considering the current state of the art of the technology, the effects of the system inte-
gration in the power plant and some fundamental economic issues. The calculations achieved 
in this chapter have been used in the next chapter where the PBRs integration is amply dis-
cussed. 
 
Nomenclature 

a effective thermal heat conductivitiy [ m2 s-1] 

Ci, Cj concentration of gas/solid component [mol m-3] 

CLC Chemical Looping Combustion 

Cp heat capacity of gas/solid phase [ J kg-1 K-1] 

Dax axial dispersion coefficient  [ m2 s-1] 

dp particle size [m] 

Eact activation energy [J mol-1] 

GT Gas Turbine 

h enthalpy [J kg-1] 

HRSG Heat Recovery Steam Generator 

IGCC Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle 

keff effective reaction constant [s-1] 

ks0 pre-exponential factor [m s-1] 

L reactor length [m] 

m reaction order in solid phase 

Mi molecular weight of component i [kg kmol-1] 

n reaction order in gas phase 

p pressure [Pa] 

PFBR Pressurized Fluidized Bed Reactor 

r reaction rate [mol mreact -3 s-1] 

rg grain radius [m] 

Rg Gas constant [J mol-1 K-1] 

Rvoid void fraction 

t time [s]  
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T Temperature [K] 

vg gas velocity [m s-1] 

wh heat front velocity [m s-1] 

wr reaction front velocity [m s-1] 

x axial position [m] 

yi molar fraction [moli molt
-1] 

HR reaction enthalpy [J mol-1] 

T temperature change [K] 

 porosity 

conv fuel conversion efficiency 

 stoichiometric factor 

HT high temperature energy efficiency 

 effective heat dispersion [W m-1 K-1] 

 gas/solid density [kg m-3] 

HT high temperature time  

r/h reaction/heat front velocity ratio 

 weight fraction [kgi kgt
-1] 

  
 

2.2 Selection of bed material (oxygen carrier)
So far, most of the development of oxygen carriers has been done aiming at the selection of 
materials suitable for application in interconnected fluidized bed reactors ([10][11][12][13]). 
Some requirements and specifications are different when working with packed bed reactors 
(PBRs): since the solid material is continuously exposed to the fresh gas stream, the complete 
oxidation range of particles is encountered; the stability of the material needs to be assured 
over the its entire oxidation range and for many reduction/oxidation cycles. In addition, the 
particle diameter needs to be large enough to avoid excessive pressure drop or bed fluidiza-
tion [14].  
Several materials have been successfully tested as oxygen carriers for CLC processes. The 
oxygen carriers are often based on a transition state metal oxide, e.g. CuO, NiO, CoO, Fe2O3 
or Mn3O4, supported on different inert materials, such as Al2O3, SiO2, TiO2 or ZrO2. Some of 
these materials have been studied in packed beds with natural gas [15].  
The present analysis is based on the use of ilmenite as oxygen carrier since the material is 
naturally available (thus inexpensive as raw material) and attractive for chemical looping 
combustion. Several studies have been carried out with ilmenite in a lab scale atmospheric 
fluidized bed to test the thermo-physical and chemical properties ([16][17]). Ilmenite 
(FeTiO3) as oxygen carrier has shown high conversions for syngas applications, where CO 
and H2 are the main components. The use of syngas (50% CO and 50% H2) have been inves-
tigated by Azis et al. [18] with natural and synthetic ilmenite during the reduction phase, in 
order to highlight the effect on fuel conversion at 950°C with different Fe/Ti ratios; the me-
chanical properties of solid material have been studied as well. Adanez et al. [19] evaluated 
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ilmenite activation after several cycles with syngas: fresh ilmenite and calcinated ilmenite 
reach the same level of activation at different times and the solid conversion is stabilized; the 
increasing in number of cycles reduces the initial oxygen transport capacity (from 4% to 
2.1%) while the solid conversion becomes higher until the reactivity is stable. The oxygen 
transport capacity of ilmenite has been calculated by Leion et al. [20] and compared with the 
theoretical oxygen transport capacity (5%) using 15 g of ilmenite with a particle diameter of 
125-180 µm with methane and syngas (50% CO, 50% H2) in a laboratory-scale fluidized bed 
reactor. An extensive discussion on ilmenite as oxygen carrier for CLC has also been present-
ed by Abad et al. [21] and the related reaction rates have been calculated for the oxidation and 
reduction phases both for pre-oxidized and activated ilmenite: the reactivity of both solid ma-
terials have been investigated using H2, CO and CH4 as reducing gas at different temperatures 
(from 800 °C to 950°C) with different gas compositions. The main kinetic parameters for the 
reaction rates of ilmenite have been evaluated assuming multi grain model with chemical re-
action control and considering a mixed-resistance between chemical reaction and diffusion in 
the solid products. 
 

2.3 Model Description

2.3.1 Kinetic model
The model used for the present investigation is based on a 1D adiabatic packed bed reactor 
model, and it is reported in the following sections. Ilmenite has been selected as oxygen carri-
er. The kinetic model is based on gas-solids reaction between the gas components and the sol-
id material. The main assumptions are reported here. Since no experimental data are available 
on the behavior of ilmenite in a packed bed reactor for chemical looping combustion, the ki-
netic model is based on the equations provided by Abad et al. [21]. The kinetic parameters 
have been confirmed with TGA (thermo gravimetric analysis) experiments (not reported in 
this paper) for a wide range of concentrations and temperatures. The gas-solid reactions for 
the oxidation and reduction phase are: 
 
Oxidation:  

2 +
1
2 + ( 2-4) 

  
Reduction with H2:  

+ + 2 +  ( 2-5) 

 
Reduction with CO:  

+ + 2 + ( 2-6) 

Total reduction to FeTiO2 (Fe + TiO2) has to be prevented because the pure iron presents: i) 
low selectivity towards CO2 and H2O (resulting in higher fuel slip and thus lower CO2 capture 
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efficiency), which is more important for the fluidized bed technology and ii) the tendency to 
agglomerate into bigger Fe particles causing the deactivation of the oxygen carrier as well as 
clogging of the packed bed.  
In this respect it was assumed that the solid conversion does not include the intermediate solid 
states so that the active solid material goes from hematite (Fe2O3) to wustite (FeO), while tita-
nium oxide is treated as inert material and does not take part in the chemical transformations. 
Thermo-physical properties of solid species have been taken from [22]. 
It was also assumed that the reaction is completely selective to carbon dioxide and steam. Ac-
cording to the chemical equilibrium of the solid phase in the range of operation of the system, 
different iron species can be formed, during the continuous fresh syngas feeding to the solid 
material in the reduction phase (see Fig. 2-2) as predicted via minimization of the total free 
Gibbs energy.  
 

 
Fig. 2-2: Iron species equilibrium composition at different temperature (from 400°C to 1200°C) reacting with syn-
gas (composition from base case) at 20 bar. 

 
The  figure  shows  that  also  Fe  could  be  formed,  but  experimental  data  from  the  TGA  have  
shown that Fe is not formed after syngas feeding (also depending on the CO2 and H2O con-
centrations); however, a more detailed kinetic model is needed to capture all these details. 
The reaction rate [mol/m3

reactor-s] is generally expressed as: 
= (1 ) , , ( 2-7) 

 
Where C is respectively the gas/solid concentration in the reactor and void is the bed void 
fraction (assumed to be equal to 0.4). 
The reaction kinetic rate constants keff were estimated as function of the temperature using the 
Arrhenius equation: 
 

= , , ( 2-8) 
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The grain radius rg was selected equal to 1.25 µm [21]. The kinetic parameters for the gas sol-
id reactions have been summarized in Table 1.  
 

 

 H2 CO O2 

ks0 [mol1-n m3n-2 s-1 6.2 x 10-2 1.0 x 10-1 1.9 x 10-3 

Eact [kJ mol-1] 65 80.7 25.5 

n 1 0.8 1 

 
Tab. 2-1: Kinetic parameters used in the present study (from [21]) 

The effect of carbon deposition has not been included in this work, but according to the chem-
ical equilibrium with the syngas composition considered in this study, graphite could be 
formed in the range of 400-800°C. Additional studies related to the carbon formation kinetics 
over ilmenite would be required, for different syngas compositions, but this issue has not been 
considered and it represents a future improvement for the correct prediction of the system. 

2.3.2 Reactor model
A simplified analytical approach is briefly described here, to provide an overview of the 
packed bed reactor behavior and of its potential for application in CLC. 
In principle, the production of a constant high temperature gas stream during the oxidation 
phase is possible with dynamically operated packed bed reactors. If an ideal system is consid-
ered in which the non-catalytic gas-solid reaction proceeds fast and dispersion effects are ne-
glected, the evolution of the axial concentration profile of the gaseous stream (oxygen) and 
the temperature evolution can be predicted, as shown in Fig. 2-3.  
 

 
Fig. 2-3: Schematic representation of the evolution of the (dimensionless) axial profile of a) the gaseous reactant 
concentration and b) the temperature 

Since the gas-solid reaction may continue until the particle is not completely converted, a re-
action and heat front propagate with velocity wr and  wh respectively through the bed (Fig. 
2-3a) where wr > wh. As a result of the heat of reaction, the temperature of the bed changes 
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during the complete cycle and both reaction and heat front can be depicted in the temperature 
profile (Fig. 2-3b). The steepness of the temperature fronts depends on the heat Péclet number 
Peh which represents the ratio between the convective heat flow and effective axial heat dis-
persion.  The  lower  the  Peh number, the smoother the change in temperature in the reaction 
front. 
If the kinetics is fast enough, an overall energy balance can be formulated for the system, ne-
glecting the volumetric heat capacity of the gas phase relative to the solid phase, assuming 
that the solid initial temperature is equal to the inlet gas temperature (T0)  and  that  the  final  
solid temperature is denoted by T1: 

,

,
, = , ( )( )

( 2-9) 

 
 
The heat front velocity can be calculated by assuming that the heat transfer from the solid to 
the gas is concentrated along the front. The reaction front velocity can be calculated assuming 
that all the gaseous reactant reacts with a known, stoichiometric amount of solid material: 

= ,

,

( 2-10) 

 

= ,

,

( 2-11) 

 
So the ratio r/h between the reaction and heat front velocity is equal to: 

/ = = , ,

, ,

( 2-12) 

 
As it can be seen, the ratio r/h is almost linearly dependent (Fig. 2-4) on the active content in 
the gas phase: the higher the concentration of reactant in the gas stream, the faster the reaction 
front velocity and the longer the reactor length between the reaction front and the heat front, 
which is at nearly constant conditions (temperature T1 and  mass  flow rate).   r/h is typically 
higher than 1, but Fernandez et al. [28] recently discussed PBR applications of Ca-Cu chemi-
cal loop with a lower value. 
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Fig. 2-4: r/h for the oxidation reaction as function of oxygen content according to the simplified model 

The packed bed reactor model used in this work has been developed and discussed in recent 
papers [23]. An extensive discussion is also carried out about the effect of particle model [24] 
and the combined effect of the reactor model and the particle model in [9]. A parametric anal-
ysis was also performed to investigate the effect of different operating conditions in the reac-
tor model [15]. The present models have been validated with experiments using copper oxide 
as oxygen carrier. 
In the previous works, the model has been used to evaluate the behavior of the packed bed in 
a single phase (oxidation or reduction), starting from an ideal condition in which the tempera-
ture of the bed is uniform and equal to the feed temperature of the gaseous stream. In this 
chapter, the model is used to evaluate consecutive cycles, with a bed temperature at the be-
ginning of each phase which is the result of the previous phase; moreover, this temperature is 
very different from the temperature of incoming gaseous stream. Therefore, the real behavior 
of the packed bed is simulated, by reproducing the complete process consisting of multiple 
oxidation, reduction and heat removal phases. 
The main assumptions and the governing equations for the reactor model are: i) radial tem-
perature or concentration gradients are neglected; ii) the heat transfer limitations from gas to 
solid phase is accounted for in the effective heat dispersion (pseudo-homogeneous model); iii) 
heat losses through the reactor wall are neglected; iv) pressure drops are fully accounted for 
and calculated with Ergun’s equation. The governing equations of the mass and energy bal-
ances for the reactor model are reported in Tab. 2-2, while the boundary and initial conditions 
are listed in table 3. A very efficient finite difference technique with higher order temporal 
and spatial discretization with local grid and time step adaption has been used [25]. 
 

Reactor model (axial direction) 

Gas phase 

balance 
, = , + , + ( 2-13) 
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Solid phase 

balance 
, = ( 2-14) 

Energy 

balance: 
, + , = , + + ,

( 2-15) 

Continuity 

equation: 

= (1 ) , ,

keff calculated as discussed in the kinetic model

( 2-16) 

Tab. 2-2: Governing equations in the reactor model for the energy and mass balances 

 

2.4 Cycle strategies
The packed bed reactors for CLC are dynamically operated, with a reduction step starting in a 
bed with a temperature profile resulting from the previous step. Thus, heat management plays 
an important role in terms of bed temperature profiles and gas conditions at the reactor outlet.  
As already mentioned, packed bed reactors can be used in a power plant because, during the 
oxidation phase, the velocity of the reaction front wr is  much larger than the velocity of heat 
front wh: once the bed is totally oxidized, the solid material is heated to a very high tempera-
ture and a high amount of heat is stored in the reactor. Starting with a constant solid tempera-
ture, after the oxidation phase, the bed temperature is almost constant, so a gas stream can be 
used to remove the stored heat (heat removal phase) producing a gas stream at almost constant 
high temperature and pressure that can be fed to an efficient thermodynamic cycle to produce 
electricity. 
After the packed bed is cooled (heat is removed), the reduction phase can start to reduce the 
solid material (reduction phase). However, the temperature profile at the beginning of reduc-
tion phase strongly affects the system performance: if this temperature is too low, the kinetics 
of the reduction reactions are too slow and the fuel will not be fully oxidized, so the exhaust 
gases will contain CO and H2 (fuel slip) and the CO2 separation will not be efficient in terms 
of energy requirement and exhaust gas purity.  
According to the kinetic model previously described, where the activation energy for carbon 
monoxide conversion is high, a relatively high temperature is required to convert CO to CO2.  
Two main different heat management strategies are here proposed, referred to as strategy A 
and B.  In cycle strategy A the complete cycle is performed as reduction/purge/oxidation & 
heat removal/purge and four different cases have been considered (Fig. 2-5). 
 
Strategy A.1: air is fed at different temperatures (450 °C, 600 °C, 750 °C). The solid composi-
tion is chosen in order to obtain a maximum solid temperature equal to 1200 °C after the oxi-
dation phase.  
Strategy A.2: the process is the same as in strategy A.1, but with decreased solid active weight 
content (10%) in the oxygen carrier. 
Strategy A.3: due to the higher temperature in the last part of the bed at the end of oxidation 
phase, in this configuration the syngas is fed from the opposite side than the air feed (i.e coun-
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ter-current operation), while the phase sequence is still reduction, purge, oxidation, heat re-
moval, purge.  
Strategy A.4: The oxygen carrier may have a certain water gas shift activity as recently dis-
cussed in Schewebel et al. [27]. The main problem on the kinetic reactions is the CO oxidation 
at low temperature (H2 has a high reaction rate even at 450°C). If the syngas has high CO and 
H2O content, the Water Gas Shift (WGS) reaction may occur as a heterogeneous reaction, ac-
cording to 

+ + 41.1 /

Water Gas Shift is a slightly exothermic reaction commonly used for syngas upgrading or hy-
drogen production and several works have been published about the catalyst properties [26]. 
In the conventional process the reaction occurs in two different main stages: HT-WGS (310°C 
- 450°C) where ferrochrome catalysts are commonly used in the industrial scale and LT-WGS 
(200°C - 250°C) where a mixture of ZnO, CuO and Cr2O3/Al2O3 is used as catalyst: the first 
stage is used to increase the kinetics of the reaction using the high temperatures, while the 
second stage allows an higher CO conversion (because of thermodynamic limitations). In a 
CLC reactor the solid material experiences different temperatures between the reduction and 
oxidation phase (i.e. 450°C-1200°C). Since the operating temperatures for the system here 
considered is not conventional (for WGS), the catalyst properties for WGS have not yet been 
discussed, which are behind the purpose of the present investigation. A sensitivity analysis is 
carried out considering the fuel conversion due to the WGS as a fraction of the WGS chemical 
equilibrium conversion (respectively 5% - 15% - 25% - 50% of the equilibrium conversion). 
The present analysis is considered in order to assess the effect of using a solid material with 
WGS activity. 
 
In cycle strategy B the reactors are operated respectively in Reduction, Heat Removal with an 
inert gas stream, Oxidation and purge phases (strategy B.1). With this process it is possible to 
carry out the reduction phase when almost the entire bed is at the maximum temperature so 
that the reduction reaction rates are high and the fuel conversion occurs faster; In this case it is 
not possible to use air to remove the heat stored in the bed because the heat removal is carried 
out with the solids in the reduced state. Pure nitrogen has been selected as gas stream for this 
cycle. Increasing the reaction temperature during the reduction phase, the possibility to form 
Fe increases and the Fe3O4 decreases. However, the assumption that iron is not present even at 
1200°C, has been taken from Abad et al. [21] . 
Strategy B.2: the process is the same as in strategy B.1, but the syngas and the inert gas for the 
heat removal are fed counter-current by to the reactor. With this configuration the exhaust gas 
leaves the reactor at lower temperature and more heat is available for the inert gas used in the 
heat removal phase (see discussion later).  
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Fig. 2-5: Different cycle strategies evaluated: left Case A.1, A.2, A.3 (red arrows), A.4; right case B.1 and case B.2 
(red arrows) 

The reactor geometry has been fixed and the main assumptions for the different simulations 
have been listed in the Tab. 2-3. The phase time has been chosen according to the reduction 
phase at a fixed amount of reactive species (CO and H2) in order to obtain an almost full solid 
reduction (about 95% of the total solid active phase during the reduction phase). 
The same phase time has been chosen for the oxidation/heat removal/pure oxidation phases to 
make the comparison between the configurations easier. However, the time of each single 
phase can be fixed according with the mass flow rates in order to minimize the number of re-
actors, the plant complexity and pressure drop. 
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Assumptions A1 A2 A4 B1 B2 

SYNGAS   

syngas dry composition [%vol.] H2 22%, CO 60.5%, H2O 0.3%, CO2 2.1%, N2 14.7% 

syngas dry mass flow rate [kg/s] 0.051 

H2O dilution [kg/s] 0.027 

syngas inlet Temperature [°C] 450 

syngas inlet pressure [bar] 20 

cycle time [sec.] 300 250 200 88 300 300 300 

AIR   

air composition [%vol.] O2 21%, N2 79% 

air mass flow rate [kg/s] 0.57 0.69 0.81 0.44 0.57 0.1 0.1 

air inlet Temperature [°C] 450 600 750 450 450 450 450 

air inlet pressure [bar] 20 

cycle time [sec.] 300 250 200 300 300 300 300 

NITROGEN (strategies B1 & B2) 

  

  

N2 composition [%vol.] N2 100% 

N2 mass flow rate [kg/s] 0.4 0.55 

N2 inlet Temperature [°C] 450 

N2 inlet pressure [bar] 20 

cycle time [sec.] 300 300 

PURGE GAS   

purge gas composition [%vol.] N2 100% 

purge gas mass flow rate [kg/s] 0.2 (5 X reactor volume in 10s) 

purge gas inlet Temperature [°C] 450 

purge gas inlet pressure [bar] 20 

cycle time [sec.] 10 

REACTOR GEOMETRY   

reactor lenght [m] 2.5 

reactor diameter [m] 0.3 

SOLID MATERIAL 

  Reduction 

active weight content [%of Fe2O3] 33% 28% 22% 10% 33% 33% 33% 

Oxydation   

active weight content [%of FeO] 31% 26% 20% 9% 31% 31% 31% 

particle diameter [mm] 3 

solid porosity 40% 

 

Tab. 2-3: Main assumption for the analysis of selected configurations 

Since the purge phases have the main purpose to remove the unconverted species from the re-
actor between the oxidation and reduction phase, the time phase was chosen to be 10 sec (it 
has been verified that this is enough to purge the reactor) and the mass flow rate was chosen in 
order to feed five times the total reactor volume as suggested from industrial practices. 
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Several multiple cycles have been simulated in order to reach a cyclic steady state condition 
for each strategy adopted: starting from an initial temperature profile and solid concentration 
profile, after a few cycles these profiles are stabilized and the same initial condition is ob-
tained at the beginning of each multiple cycle; concerning the gas side, the steady-state condi-
tion is reached when the outlet of the reactor is the same at each stage of the related multiple 
cycle in terms of temperature and gas composition.  
 
The dry syngas composition used has been selected from ELCOGAS Puertollano IGCC power 
plant where a system with a packed bed CLC reactor is going to be tested as experimental part 
of the research project FP7 DemoCLoCk.  
The present investigation has been carried out with reference to a reactor for 0.3 m of diameter 
and 2.5 m of length filled with solid material with a particle diameter equal to 3 mm. A sensi-
tivity analysis has also been carried out for the best cases with a CO2-diluted syngas (which is 
closer to the real syngas composition of a power plant as discussed in the next chapter). 

2.5 Results and discussions
The simulation results for the different cycle strategies are presented and discussed in terms of 
heat removal and energy efficiency of the cycle. The effect of inlet air temperature is first dis-
cussed in order to highlight its effect on the bed temperature and the solid conversion. 

2.5.1 Strategy A: Reduction/Purge/Oxidation Heat Removal/Purge

For the case A.1, the bed temperature profiles have been investigated with different air operat-
ing conditions: increasing the inlet air temperature the air mass flow rate was increased ac-
cording to the system energy balance (heat removed during a single cycle). After several mul-
tiple cycles (when the system has reached its cyclic steady state) the axial bed temperature 
profile was plotted at the beginning of the reduction phase (Fig. 2-6). The initial bed tempera-
ture profile defines how the reaction front will proceed during the reaction. For the reduction 
phase, the lower the initial bed temperature profile the lower the reaction rate. 
The amount of active material has been selected to reach the maximum temperature (1200°C) 
during the oxidation cycle. At the beginning of the reduction phase, the solid in the initial part 
of  bed  (between  60  -  70%  of  the  reactor  length)  is  at  the  same  temperature  of  the  inlet  air  
(used  during  the  heat  removal  phase),  while  the  other  part  is  hotter,  since  the  heat  removal  
phase does not remove completely the heat stored in the reactor. Comparing Fig. 2-6a-c, it can 
be observed that the higher the inlet air temperature, the higher the initial temperature for the 
reduction. 
With these temperature profiles at the beginning of the reduction phase, the solid conversion 
(amount of Fe2O3 converted in FeO) at the end of the reduction phase is plotted in Fig. 2-7a. 
Only when the air inlet temperature is 750 °C the packed bed reactor has a uniform (high) sol-
id conversion during the reduction phase, and the temperature profile during the oxidation 
phase results in a constant high temperature stream which can be used effectively in a power 
cycle (Fig. 2-7b).  
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For the cases with an air inlet temperature of 450 °C and 600 °C, the solid conversion and the 
corresponding gas stream outlet conditions are not uniform. In particular, the lower the tem-
perature the smaller the amount of oxygen carrier that is reduced (see Fig. 2-6a). Moreover, 
fuel slip occurs very fast during the reduction phase because the kinetics (especially for the 
CO) is too slow, especially at 450°C.  
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Fig. 2-6: Axial solid temperature profiles at the end of the reduction phase (red lines), at the end of oxidation phase 
(blue lines) and the heat removal phase (black lines) at 450°C (a), 600°C (b), 750°C (c); 
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Fig. 2-7: a) Axial solid conversion profiles at the end of the reduction phase at 450°C (black line), 600°C (red line), 
750°C (blue line); b) reactor outlet conditions ( temperature, mass flow rate and H2+CO composition) for the case 
at 750°C as function of time 

The main consequences of using strategy A.1 are: i) inlet air must be heated up to high tem-
perature (  750°C) in order to have an average solid temperature high enough to keep the ki-
netics during the reduction phase sufficiently fast; ii) in presence of syngas with high CO con-
tent, fuel slip occurs when the solid reduction is not properly accomplished;  iii) the solid con-
version profile (with air at 450°C and also at 600°C) shows that the solid is not well converted 
in the center of the bed: this can be explained considering the temperature profile at the begin-
ning  of  the  reduction  phase  and  the  different  velocities  of  reaction  and  heat  front.  The  fuel  
conversion will occur in the initial part - where the solid particle are exposed to the fresh fuel, 
rich in H2 for a longer time- and in the hot (last) part of the reactor where the kinetics occurs 
fast for both CO and H2. iv) the temperature profile at the reactor outlet is not uniform, when 
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working at 450°C and 600°C, because of the effect of the solid conversion: during the oxida-
tion phase the air is able to oxidize the total amount of wustite (FeO), but the final solid tem-
perature strongly depends on the active weight content of the solid phase that has to be con-
verted. The unconverted solid reduces the maximum temperature and, when the reaction front 
reaches the end of reactor, the solid temperature profile is not uniform along the bed (see Fig. 
2-6), so the gas temperature at the reactor outlet cannot be constant (this is not true when the 
air is fed at 750°C because the solid conversion is almost complete as showed in Fig. 2-7b); 
vi) the non-uniform temperature profile along the reactor leads to some hot spots that must be 
avoided to have the material in a safe operating conditions; vii) since fuel conversion is not 
complete, CO2 does not have the required high purity for storage and some additional treat-
ments would be needed. 
 
For strategy A.2 the reactors have been operated with lower solid active weight content (10% 
wt.). The main consequences of this strategy are the shorter time phase (88 s vs. 300 s) and the 
possibility to have an average solid temperature higher than for strategy A.1, with air at 
450°C. On the other hand, the solid conversion is complete in almost the entire bed (except for 
the first part) even if air is fed at 450°C. This is because the solid temperature profile is not the 
same as in case A.1, since the phase time during the oxidation is not long enough to cool down 
the entire bed (Fig. 2-8). The amount of H2 is high enough to convert the solid in the cold part 
of the reactor while the CO is basically converted along the bed where the temperature is 
higher.  

 
Fig. 2-8: Axial solid temperature profiles at the end of the reduction phase (red line), at the end of the oxidation 
phase (blue line) and at the end of the heat removal phase (black line) 

As it can be noted, the solid temperature changes from the reduction and the oxidation in a 
range of about 100°C. This effect can be explained with the higher amount of inert material 
which increases the thermal inertia of the system. Once the solid oxidation occurs, the heat of 
reaction is transferred to the gas and solid phase in which the high amount of inert does not re-
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act. This temperature stability is a positive effect of this configuration because the solid mate-
rial is not subjected to excessive thermal stresses.  
On the contrary, the gas temperature profile at the reactor outlet is never constant even if the 
maximum T for the reduction and the oxidation are respectively 40°C and 80°C (Fig. 2-9): in 
a packed bed reactor the temperature at the outlet is close to the solid temperature at the end of 
the reactor, so it depends on the heat front velocity. The solid temperature profile is not con-
stant along the reactor but, moving from the initial part to the final, the temperature increases. 
The main consequence of this behavior is that the power unit never receives a constant mass 
flow rate at constant temperature so the turbomachineries behavior is constantly under transi-
ent conditions in a relatively short time phase. However, the temperature variation is quite 
limited (less than 50°C): the compatibility with the specifications imposed by power plant 
components has to be assessed. 
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Fig. 2-9: Reactor outlet conditions (temperature, mass flow rate and H2+CO composition) for the case A.2 as func-
tion of time cycle 

The strategy A.3 has been also investigated in order to be able to feed the syngas in the hot 
part of the reactor (counter-current feeding). With this configuration the syngas will reacts 
with Fe2O3 since the solid temperature is high enough (above 1100°C) ensuring fast kinetics 
also for the CO oxidation. The main problem of this configuration is related to the different 
velocities of the heat and reaction fronts as already pointed out in the description of the reactor 
model: with the mass flow rates that are listed in Tab. 2-3 for the case of an air inlet tempera-
ture of 450°C the reaction front is much faster than the heat front, so that the fresh syngas 
meets the cold part of reactor before the heat front pre-heats the unconverted solid. The risk of 
this configuration is that after few seconds the outlet gas from the reactor will be almost un-
converted  as  for  strategy  A.1  with  air  at  450°C.  In  order  to  fix  this  problem,  the  heat  front  
must be as fast as the reaction front during the reduction phase. Another problem that has been 
observed in the reactor behavior during the oxidation phase is the possibility of hot spot for-
mation: air is fed to the reactor when the heat front is not already at the end of the reactor, 
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when the reaction front reach the hot part of the reactor the temperature increase is too high to 
assure solid material stability (higher than 1450°C which is the melting point for the ilmenite).  
As already discussed, r/h is close to 1 when the amount of inert gases in the syngas is extreme-
ly high. With high inert content in the syngas stream the heat front velocity can be almost the 
same of the reaction front velocity, and strategy A.3 could be used in a power plant. Adopting 
this solution means that high inert mass flow rate must be available in the plant: in a power 
plant  with  CO2 capture,  it  is  possible  to  recirculate  some  CO2 (or  add  some  steam  with  in-
creased efficiency penalty). 
Increasing the mass flow rate with inert gas has two main effects: the reaction rate during the 
reduction phase is slower because the gas concentration is lower and the gas velocity is higher 
resulting increased the pressure drop over the reactor, bed fluidization and, as consequence, 
CO2 compression energy requirements are higher. If the same configuration is adopted with 
lower solid active weight content (as for the case A.2) the problem still exists. This configura-
tion does not seem to have advantages over strategy A.1 and the results are not presented and 
further discussed. 
 
As it was already pointed out, the main problem of using ilmenite as oxygen carrier in a 
packed bed reactor for CLC is the slow reaction kinetics of the solid reduction with CO. The 
effect of the WGS reaction has been investigated for strategy A.4. When the WGS reaction 
occurs directly with the CLC reactions the H2O required to convert  CO is already present in 
the syngas stream due to the H2 oxidation during the reduction phase and heat of reaction is 
released at high temperature. The WGS reaction is slightly exothermic and is favored at low 
temperatures. The combined effect of WGS and H2 oxidation helps the syngas conversion be-
cause the CO oxidation can occur at low temperature and solid conversion is almost complete. 
Since no reaction rates have been considered for the WGS, the results presented below are 
based on a sensitivity analysis using the chemical equilibrium conversion.  
Increasing  the  CO conversion  through the  WGS reaction  the  H2 production during the CLC 
process permits to convert almost completely Fe2O3 to FeO (Fig. 2-10a). The present strategy 
appears very promising, and the application is based on the assumption to use a solid material 
with catalytic activity for WGS, which is stable if subjected to repetitive cycles under high 
temperature and able to obtain a high reaction rate also at low temperatures (where kinetics is 
slower, but the equilibrium conversion is higher). 
When the CO conversion by the WGS reaction is 25% or 50% of the chemical equilibrium, 
the solid conversion is almost complete (Fig. 2-10a), the air mass flow rate and the tempera-
ture at the reactor outlet during the heat removal phase are useful for a Gas Turbine (Fig. 
2-10b). It should be noted that the temperature is not constant as depicted in case A.1 using air 
at 750°C (Fig. 2-7c) because of heat of reaction of the WGS reaction. The effect of WGS 
changes the distribution of the heat of reaction: in the first part of the reactor the WGS reac-
tion changes the temperature profile (Fig. 2-10c). When comparing the cases A4-25% and A4-
50%, it is possible to notice that when WGS is more active, the solid temperature profile at the 
end of the oxidation phase is not constant and the gas temperature at the reactor outlet changes 
from 1300°C to 1200°C, affecting the GT behavior. 
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Fig. 2-10:a) Axial solid conversion profiles after the reduction phase for all cases A.4; b) Reactor outlet conditions 
(temperature, mass flow rate and H2+CO composition) for the case A.4 – 50% WGS as function of time cycle; c) 
Axial solid temperature profile for the case A.4 – 50% WGS as function of time cycle; c) Axial solid temperature 
profile for all cases A.4 at the end of the oxidation phase. 

 

In conclusion, if the solid material (ilmenite) is able to catalyze the WGS reaction by convert-
ing  some CO to  H2, especially in first part of reactor, this configuration can be suitable for 
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packed bed reactor integration in a CLC power plant. Otherwise, some WGS catalyst (that 
should be able to withstand high temperatures) can be added to the ilmenite to give some ac-
tivity towards WGS.  

 

2.5.2 Strategy B: Reduction/Heat Removal/Oxidation/Purge
In strategies B the heat removal phase is performed after the reduction phase. For cycle strate-
gies B the reactor is switched to the reduction phase after the oxidation phase which is when 
the reaction front reaches the end of reactor and the heat front is still in the first part of the re-
actor. In this case the bed temperature is close to 1200°C so the kinetics is favored except for 
the first part where the reaction occurs at 450°C.   
For case B.1 and B.2 the axial solid conversion profiles during the reduction phase (initial, af-
ter 150 seconds and at the end of reduction) are depicted in Fig. 2-12. 
The axial temperature profiles at the beginning of each phase (reduction, heat removal and ox-
idation) are shown in the Fig. 2-13 and Fig. 2-14 respectively for case B.1 and B.2.  
The gas stream conditions (temperature, mass flow rate and fuel species) are showed in Fig. 
2-15 (case B.1) Fig. 2-16 (case B.2) at the reactor outlet. It is worth noting that the tempera-
ture is almost constant during the reduction and heat removal phase for strategy B.1. 
Cycle strategy B.1 is suitable for the integration of packed bed reactors in a power plant. The 
reduction reaction is slightly endothermic and the maximum bed temperature only slightly de-
creases during the heat removal phase (about 10°C), so that the inert gas stream is produced at 
constant high temperature and high pressure. This effect depends on the fuel gas composition 
and on the oxygen carrier properties: if the syngas is richer in H2 the reduction reaction with 
ilmenite becomes more endothermic and the maximum solid temperature decreases. The H2 
and CO slip does not occur during the reduction phase except for the purge phase. 
 
Case B.2 shows similar results. The reactor outlet gas temperature is constant during the heat 
removal phase and the pure oxidation, but changes in the reduction phase. In fact, a higher ni-
trogen mass flow rate is required during the heat removal phase (+27% respect to case B.1). 
The differences in gas stream temperature profile at the outlet of the reactor can be explained 
by considering the solid temperature profiles at the beginning of the related phase (Fig. 12a vs 
Fig. 12b): for the reduction phase, in case B.1 the gas temperature at the reactor outlet is the 
consequence of the heat front that moves (from left to right) from the position at the end of ox-
idation phase (blue line) to the position at the end of reduction p (red line); in case B.2 the 
same behavior can be observed, but the heat front moves backward (from right to left) since 
the syngas is fed counter-currently. The same consideration is applicable for the different tem-
perature profile of gases exiting the reactor during the oxidation phase. 

 
Fig. 2-11: stream flow inlet directions for cycle strategies B.1 and B.2 

Air
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B1 Air
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Fig. 2-12:Axial solid conversion profile during the reduction phase: at the beginning (green line), after 150 seconds 
(red line) and at the end of the reduction phase (blue line) for case B.1 (a) and B.2 (b);  
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Fig. 2-13: Axial solid temperature profiles at the end of the reduction phase (red line), at the end of oxidation phase 
(black line) and at the end of Heat Removal phase (blue line) for case B.1 
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Fig. 2-14: : Axial solid temperature profiles at the end of the reduction phase (red line), at the end of oxidation 
phase (black line) and at the end of Heat Removal phase (blue line) for case B.2 
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Fig. 2-15: Reactor outlet gas condition during the entire cycle for case B.1: mass flow rate (black line), Tempera-
ture (blue line) and CO+H2 concentration (red line). 
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Fig. 2-16: Reactor outlet gas condition during the entire cycle for case B.2: mass flow rate (black line), Tempera-
ture (blue line) and CO+H2 concentration (red line). 

For the case B.2 the solid is completely converted during the reduction phase because of the 
effect of reverse syngas feeding that allows to the syngas to meet the bed when the solid is at 
maximum temperature along the bed. 
The difference in velocities of the heat and reaction front does not pose a problem for this con-
figuration, as was discussed previously for case A.3: when the solid reduction is completed the 
heat produced during the oxidation is still stored in the bed and it can be used for the next 
phase. 

2.5.2.1 Effect of CO oxidation reaction rate   
For the last cycle strategy B.2 a sensitivity analysis has been carried for the CO oxidation re-
action rate. The reaction rate has been evaluated respectively at 5% - 10% - 20% of the base 
case to account the possibility of a slower kinetics for the reaction of CO with ilmenite, which 
is the most critical reaction and with the largest uncertainties: this decrease in the reaction rate 
corresponds to an activation energy (Ea) of 96-103-110 kJ/mol instead of 80 kJ/mol at 1200°C.  
The H2 reaction rate has not been modified. 
The results show that this strategy becomes infeasible if the reaction rate is 5% of the reaction 
rate of the base case. In this case the lowest kinetics does not allow converting the solid com-
pletely in the left side of the reactor and the gas at the reactor outlet cannot be directly used in 
a gas turbine.  
When the reaction rate is 10% or 20% the effect of a slower kinetics does not affect the heat 
management of the system significantly. The CO is converted along the bed and the solid con-
version does not drastically change the result already discussed for the base case. As a matter 
of fact, strategy B.2 is able to work with an oxygen carrier that is not very reactive (thus also 
when the ilmenite would be somewhat deactivated after a large number of cycles). The possi-
bility to carry out the reduction phase with the bed at high temperatures makes this strategy 
very  efficient  and  suitable  in  terms  of  operability  and  integration  in  a  power  plant.   As  dis-
cussed in Fig. 2-2, at 1200°C the chemical equilibrium for solid species shows the presence of 
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metallic iron. For these strategies (B.1 and B.2) this condition must be verified, since the ki-
netics at this temperature are faster and some Fe could be present. 
 

2.5.2.2 Effect of pressure drop 
For  strategy  B.2  an  additional  analysis  has  been  carried  out  to  account  for  the  effect  of  the  
pressure drop that strongly affects power plant performance. The maximum pressure drops for 
strategy B.2 are 9.2% during the heat removal phase that represents a consistent power loss for 
GT in a power plant. In addition, the reactor length is 2.5 m and diameter 0.3 m but in a large 
scale power plant, the reactor are expected to be bigger to reduce the number of reactors oper-
ating in parallel and the switching operations, so the pressure drop is expected to be higher 
(when using particle of the same size).  For the reduction phase (B.2) the maximum pressure 
drop is 0.5%. In order to reduce the maximum pressure drop strategy B.2 has been considered 
with different phase times, with an average superficial gas velocity equal for the different 
phases keeping the reduction phase constant. The reactor outlet gas condition is presented in 
Fig. 2-17. In this case the heat management is not affected by the different phase time, so that 
the solid conversion and hot gas production occur properly according to the previous investi-
gation. Maximum pressure drop is now 1.4% and some slight difference is detected in the 
transient behavior: lowering the mass flow rate the heat dispersion (especially during the heat 
removal phase) becomes less significant so the transient step can be manipulated. The main 
problem of this configuration is related to the process economics. This strategy can be per-
formed in a large scale power plant if a large number of reactors are present in order achieve 
the required power production (hundreds of MWel). The economic analysis and the effect on 
the overall power plant efficiency is not quantified here, but only discussed from a qualitative 
point of view. 

 
Fig. 2-17: Reactor outlet gas condition during the entire cycle for case B.2: reduction (300 s), heat removal (1100 s) 
and oxidation (250 s). 
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2.5.3 Effect of syngas composition
A supplementary analysis has been carried out by changing the syngas composition, to inves-
tigate  its  effect  on  the  axial  solid  temperature  and  solid  conversion  profiles  with  a  CO2-rich 
syngas (gas composition CO 36.5%, H2 13.2%, N2 1.3%, CO2 30%, H2O 20%), more similar 
to the expected composition of a coal syngas used in a power plant with CO2 capture, where 
CO2 should be used instead of N2 as transport gas in lock hoppers. The syngas mass flow rate 
was changed (0.102 kg/s) in order to keep the same fuel thermal input (500 kW based on syn-
gas LHV).  
This analysis has included the most promising strategies according to the previous compari-
son: A.2, A.4 (with a WGS activity equal to 25% and 50% of the conversion at equilibrium), 
B.1 and B.2.  
For strategies A.2, B.1 and B.2 the axial solid conversion and the solid temperature profiles 
are not affected according to the kinetic model already described: the rate of conversion is the 
same and the reaction enthalpy does not change the temperature profile. For the strategy A.4 
the different gas composition changes the solid conversion and therefore the temperature and 
gas conditions at the reactor outlet. WGS activity reduces the solid conversion in strategy A4-
25% (not for the strategy A4-50%) if compared with the base case syngas composition. An-
other effect is the different gas temperature at the reactor outlet for case A4-50%: with CO2-
rich syngas the WGS activity is less pronounced (less H2O and higher CO2) so the heat of re-
action does not change the axial solid temperature profile at the end of reduction phase as it 
was observed before. The main effect is that the gas temperature at the reactor outlet during 
the heat removal phase presents smaller variations (close to 100°C, instead of 150°C for the 
base case).  

2.6 Comparison of strategies
In order to summarize the results three different coefficients have been defined: 
 Fuel conversion efficiency: this quantifies the amount of syngas that is leaving the re-

actor not oxidized. This parameter is in terms of energy loss as the amount of fuel Low Heat 
Value not converted during the reduction phase. 

= 1
( + ) ( 2-17) 

 

 High temperature production time: it represents the percentage of time tHTgas - with re-
spect to the total cycle tphase – respectively oxidation + heat removal phases for Strategies A 
and heat removal phase for Strategies B - in which the mass flow rate (air or N2) at the reactor 
outlet is continuously (virtually) constant and his temperature is in the range of 1150 - 
1250°C. This coefficient represents an estimation of the time to have a gas stream useful for 
electricity production in the gas turbine. The relative standard deviation is also computed to 
highlight the instantaneous change of enthalpy during the high temperature production time. 

=
( 2-18) 
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 High  temperature  energy  efficiency  of  the  system:  this  coefficient  represents  how  
much energy stored in the fuel (here simply considered as the LHV of the inlet syngas) is con-
verted in a high temperature gas stream for the GT. The remaining heat is sent to produce HP 
steam for steam cycle or the unconverted fuel because of fuel slip, since the present analysis 
has been carried out assuming no heat losses through the reactor walls. 

= , _ , _ ( 2-19) 

 

Where  is  the amount of constant mass flow rate during the during the oxida-
tion cycle (or Heat Removal cycle for case B.1 and B.2), hi,T_out  is the average gas enthalpy of 
the gas stream at the reactor outlet in the selected range of temperatures in which the hot gas 
stream is produced, hi,Tin is the enthalpy at the reactor inlet condition and HTgas is the relative 
high temperature production time as previously defined. 

In Tab. 2-4 the performance coefficients for the various cases discussed before are summa-
rized. The fuel conversion is always higher than 97% except for case at A.1 and A.4 with low 
WGS activity (5%) and for the case B.2 with the lower reaction rate. The high temperature 
production time is always higher than 70% for the configuration with a proper solid conver-
sion during the reduction that have been considered as promising for the integration in a power 
plant and also for the configuration A.1 with air at 600°C and 750°C. When  is lower 
than 70% the solid conversion is not complete during the reduction phase or the solid tempera-
ture profile along the reactor after the oxidation phase is not homogeneous (i.e. A4-50%). 

The effect of the mass flow rate is also well represented when comparing the strategies B.1 
and B.2: the increase in the mass flow rate for case B.2 is more important than the lower time 
at high temperature so the resulting HT is finally somewhat higher than for case B.2. This ef-
ficiency does not account the effect of power production from the steam cycle integrated in a 
power plant. However, the differences in the overall performance are amply discussed in the 
next chapter. 

The sensitivity analysis on the CO reaction rate shows that if the kinetics is slower (20% of the 
base case) the same efficiency HT can be reached and this confirms the feasibility of this con-
figuration even with an oxygen carrier with a lower reactivity. The comparison between the 
base syngas and syngas with the new syngas composition confirms the considerations already 
reported in the results discussion. 
  

  conv HTgas - (% std dev) HT 
syngas base composition 

A1 450 62.6% 11.7% 2.2% 13.1% 

A1 600 99.9% 75.6% 0.7% 72.7% 

A1 750 98.7% 83.0% 0.9% 72.0% 

A2 98.5% 68.6% 1.8% 62.7% 

A4 (5% wgs) 85.0% 16.7% 2.0% 18.7% 

A4 (15% wgs) 98.0% 71.3% 2.2% 77.6% 
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A4 (25% wgs) 98.3% 76.0% 2.5% 83.4% 

A4 (50% wgs) 98.3% 40.0% 2.6% 43.4% 

B1 99.1% 76.0% 1.0% 62.1% 

B2 98.5% 73.3% 0.7% 81.7% 

sensitivity analysis on CO reduction reaction rate 

B2 (rr 5%) 87.7% 55.3% 0.9% 61.5% 

B2 (rr10%) 97.1% 69.3% 0.9% 77.2% 

B2 (rr20%) 99.2% 73.3% 0.8% 81.8% 

cycle with different time 

B2 (*) 97.7% 73.5% 0.8% 82.0% 

CO2-rich syngas composition 

A2 99.9% 68.0% 1.8% 60.9% 

A4 25% 97.6% 60.7% 1.3% 65.9% 

A4 50% 97.8% 72.3% 2.0% 78.5% 

B1 100.0% 72.7% 1.0% 58.4% 

B2 100.0% 74.0% 0.9% 81.0% 

* Maximum pressure drops are 1.4% instead of 9.2% of B.2 base case 

Tab. 2-4: Summary of performances of the various cycle strategies considered. 

2.7 Conclusions
Different cycle strategies for the heat management in a packed bed reactor for chemical loop-
ing combustion have been simulated with a numerical model and discussed in detail in this 
chapter. Different layouts have been compared in order to discuss the effect on the axial solid 
temperature and solid conversion profiles, the fuel conversion and the reactor outlet condi-
tions. The effect of WGS activity of the oxygen carrier has been also commented. A sensitivi-
ty analysis has been performed for strategy B.2 to verify the feasibility of the process with a 
lower reaction rate. Furthermore, the performance of the reactor with a different syngas com-
position has been also investigated for the best cycle strategies. 
Three different coefficients have been calculated to enable the comparison between the differ-
ent strategies and to quantify the potential of the packed bed reactor for CLC technology. For 
case A4-25% the high temperature efficiency reaches 83.4% which is the best performance 
(with high standard deviation) followed by the strategy B.2 (81.7% with significantly low 
standard deviation). The difference is mainly accounted for the different time at high tempera-
ture (respectively 228s for A.4-25% and 220s for B.2). 

In a pressurized fluidized bed reactor system (PFBR) for CLC operation the high temperature 
efficiency can reach typically 75-85% which is close to the best cases here discussed. Howev-
er, the PFBR technology has to overcome some technical challenges in terms of solid circula-
tion at elevated pressures, so that packed bed reactor technology represents a very interesting 
alternative for the short mid-term. 

From a technical point of view, all the systems here discussed need high temperature valves 
(at least 1200°C) which represents a critical component in the design. Another issue is the 
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number of reactors operating in parallel to reduce the pressure drop and have continuous oper-
ation, which would affect the investment cost of the power plant. The qualitative economics 
will be further discussed. 
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3 Integration of coal gasification and packed bed CLC pro-
cess

 

3.1 Introduction
Very  few  studies  have  been  proposed  on  the  utilization  of  CLC  with  coal  thoroughly  up  to  
now.  The utilization of clean syngas produced by a coal gasification process integrated with 
CLC technology can be an efficient and economically viable solution. The purpose of this 
chapter is to present a thermodynamic analysis of coal gasification and packed bed CLC pro-
cess integrated in a combined cycle. First, a literature review of process simulation studies is 
presented; the definition of the main assumptions for the simulation of the power plant is re-
ported and the heat management of packed bed reactors is considered as discussed in chapter 
2. The results reported from the 1D model of PBRs are taken into account in the definition of 
streams properties that are connected to the CLC process. A detailed energy and mass balanc-
es are calculated for the different proposed plant layouts and a sensitivity analysis is also car-
ried out. The operation system and the switching of reactors operated in parallel are discussed. 
And finally, the most important parameters such as net electric efficiency, CO2 emissions are 
critically discussed and compared.    

3.2 Nomenclature
AGR   Acid Gas Removal  
ASU   Cryogenic Air Separation Unit 
CC  Combined Cycle 
CLC   Chemical Looping Combustion 
(C)FBR  (Circulating) Fluidized Bed Reactor  
HR  Heat Removal 
HRSG  Heat Recovery Steam Generator 
IGCC   Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle 
LHs  Lock Hoppers 
LP/IP/HP  Low/Intermediate/High Pressure 
MDEA   Methyl Diethanolamine     
Ox  Oxidation 
PBR  Packed Bed Reactor    
Red  Reduction 
SH/RH   Super-heating/Re-heating 
SPECCA  Specific Primary Energy Consumption for CO2 Avoided 
TIT  Turbine Inlet Temperature 
TOT  Turbine Outlet Temperature 
USC   Ultra Super Critical Steam Cycle 

 

3.3 Literature review
Despite the great majority of the existing process simulation studies on CLC considers natural 
gas as fuel and fluidized bed reactors, a literature review aimed at comparing the different 
choices and assumptions made by the different researchers can be useful for the definition of 
the process layout. Recently, some new studies have been published discussing the use of coal 
as fuel for power plants fuel with chemical looping technology integration. 
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3.3.1 Natural gas-fired plants
A summary of the recent studies is reviewed here. The present literature review is focused on 
different  plant  layouts  with  CLC system and  their  effects  on  the  net  plant  efficiency  for  the  
different  systems and  adopted  assumptions.  The  simplest  power  plant  layout  for  power  pro-
duction based on CLC process considers a combined cycle where the air reactor substitutes 
the combustor of the gas turbine as shown in  Fig. 3-1: natural gas enters a reactor operating 
with solid metal in an oxidized state giving up oxygen to the fuel, which is therefore oxidized 
to CO2 and water. Reduced metal oxides then ow into a reactor operated in oxidation where 
the oxygen carrier is oxidized with air. The ow of solid, oxygen-rich metal oxides and vitiat-
ed air exiting the oxidation reactor enters a cyclone, where the solid oxides are separated from 
the gas stream and recycled to the reduction Reactor. 
 

 
Fig. 3-1:Chemical Looping Combustion concept in interconnected fluidized beds 
 
After compressor, air is fed to an Air Reactor (AR) which produces a high pressure and high 
temperature oxygen depleted air from the AR which is expanded in the turbine while natural 
gas is pre-heated and sent to a Fuel Reactor (FR) where is oxidized and CO2/H2O stream from 
the FR is not diluted with N2 and ready for final compression after cooling and water conden-
sation.  
The CO2-rich stream from the FR is then cooled either in a heat recovery steam generators as 
proposed by Consonni et al. [1], and Wolf et al. [2] or it can be expanded in a turbine down to 
nearly atmospheric pressure before cooling, water separation and CO2 recompression as pro-
posed by Naqvi et al. [3].  
Net electric efficiencies of 47-53% can be expected for a maximum temperature higher than 
1000°C. The most important parameters affecting plant performance are the turbine inlet tem-
perature (TIT), linked to the maximum tolerable temperature by the oxygen carrier, and the 
turbine pressure ratio, which should be optimized on the basis of the TIT as investigated in [1] 
and [3] and respectively shown in Fig. 3-2. The effect of TIT is relevant: both studies show 
that if the TIT increases of 100°C the net electric efficiency gains 2% points.  
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Higher TITs and hence higher efficiencies can be obtained by including a post-combustion 
step on the AR exhaust, while maintaining the oxygen carrier at low temperature. Consonni et 
al. [1] assessed a post-firing system with net efficiency of 52.2% (+9 % points with respect to 
the 850°C TIT, unfired case) by increasing the AR reactor exhaust temperature from 850°C to 
1200°C. However, since natural gas was used for post-firing, CO2 emission increased accord-
ingly, from virtually zero up to 146 g/kWhel. 
 

 
Fig. 3-2: : Results from the sensitivity analysis on pressure ratio and TIT obtained in [1] (left) and [4] (right). 
 
An alternative fired case was proposed by Lozza et al. [5] where the hydrogen produced in the 
steam reactor of a three-reactors CLC layout is burned without any additional CO2 emission 
[5]. According to this concept which was also proposed for H2 production plants [6], the third 
useful oxidation level of iron oxygen carrier is exploited to produce a H2-rich fuel by steam 
reduction according to reaction (3-1), the reactions for air and fuel reactor are (3-2) and (3-3) re-
spectively: 
 
Steam Reactor: 8 + +   (3-1) 

Air Reactor: + 4   (3-2) 

Fuel Reactor: 4 + 8 + 2 +   (3-3) 
 
Different configurations are assessed in this work. Different temperatures of the H2-based fuel 
burned in the gas turbine combustor, different temperatures of steam fed to the steam reactor, 
different assumptions on H2O conversion and different stoichiometric ratios in the steam reac-
tor are included. Net efficiencies higher than 51% with virtually zero emissions have been ob-
tained for the best cases which confirm the theoretical validity of this concept (the sensitivity 
analysis is summarized in Fig. 3-3). However, this plant layout introduces additional technical 
questions which require further experimental investigations. On one hand, the kinetics of 
steam reduction by FeO needs to be verified. On the other hand, the operation of the three in-
terconnected reactor system including a counter-current moving bed FR required to reduce the 
Fe-based oxygen carrier to the FeO oxidation state while obtaining a good fuel conversion, 
must be proven. 
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Fig. 3-3: Results from the sensitivity analysis on different plant parameters carried out in [5] 
 
Another option to increase the average temperature of the heat introduction in the power cycle 
(and hence its efficiency) while maintaining acceptable temperatures of the solid material has 
been proposed by Naqvi et al.[3]. His approach is based on a reheated cycle: two CLC units 
operating at different pressures are employed to produces a high temperature O2-depleted air 
stream expanded in two air turbines. Efficiencies higher than 53% are reported in this study 
for TIT of 1200°C, with optimized pressures of the two CLC sections (Fig. 3-4). 
 

 
Fig. 3-4: Net plant efficiency of single reheat CLC-combined cycle as a function of specific work, as reported by Naqvi 
et al.[3]. Each efficiency point corresponds to the optimum pressure ratios of the two air turbines at each compressor 
pressure. 
 
Finally,  a  layout  based  on  a  regenerative  humid  air  gas  turbine  cycle  (HAT)  has  been  pro-
posed in one of the first works on CLC technology by Brandvoll and Bolland (2004) [7]. De-
spite the highest net electric efficiency reported of 55.9%, the configuration proposed contains 
some components unusual for large scale commercial power plants (i.e., highly intercooled air 
compression, recuperative cycle) that make the economic advantage over the conventional 
combined cycle configuration doubtful. 
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3.3.2 Coal-fired plants
The Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) can also be integrated with a CLC sys-
tem by substituting the fuel combustor with a CLC loop as proposed in [9] and presented in 
Fig. 3-5.  
 

 
Fig. 3-5: simplified flow diagram of CLC-IGCC [9] 
 
Syngas is produced in a coal gasification process using a dry feed, oxygen-blown entrained 
flow  gasifier,  followed  by  a  syngas  cooling  system  and  an  acid  gas  removal  unit.  After  the  
syngas is humidified and pre-heated, it is sent to the fuel reactor and oxidized to CO2 and 
H2O. As previously discussed for natural gas-fired power plant, the integrated CLC reactors 
work under pressurized conditions (20 bar) and two different systems are assessed for the ex-
haust cooling: in the first case CO2 is sent to a gas turbine to be expanded to ambient tempera-
ture and then, it  is  conveyed to a heat recovery steam generator for cooling to ambient tem-
perature; in the second case the high temperature sensible heat of the exhaust is directly re-
covered with HP steam production and then CO2 compression occurs from 18 bar. The pre-
sent analysis discusses the performance at different maximum CLC solid temperature 
(1200°C and 1300°C) and different maximum pressures at which steam is produced for the 
steam cycle.  Compared to IGCC with pre-combustion capture by means of physical  absorp-
tion, the steam turbine power output is almost equal (or greater) to gas turbine power output 
(Tab. 3-1) so the steam cycle performance affect the overall electric efficiency more than the 
other IGCCs considered in the paper.  

Increasing the TIT of IGCC with CLC increases the efficiency (+1% points of net electric ef-
ficiency every 100°C); the lower gain in electric efficiency respect the natural gas power plant 
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with CLC is the higher dependence on steam cycle performance, which reduces the impact of 
gas turbine TIT on overall plant efficiency.  

 
Tab. 3-1: key parameters of CLC systems proposed in [9] 
 

 
Tab. 3-2: flow stream parameters of system CLC-1 in (Tab. 3-1). The plant layout is shown in Fig. 3-5. data are kept 
from [9]. 
 

 
Tab. 3-1: Summary of comparison and performance of IGCC with pre-combustion CO2 capture and IGCC with CLC 
system as discussed in [9]: IGCC-1 is calculated with a GT (F-Class) while IGCC-2 is performed with an advanced 
GT (H-Class). The different characteristics of CLC systems are listed in Tab. 3-1. 
 
Also for the IGCC with CLC, the higher the TIT, the better performances are expected. Cor-
mos [8] proposes a system with chemical looping system to attain fuel oxidation and hydro-
gen production by using a fuel reactor (in the range temperature of 750-900°C) and a steam 
reactor (400-600°C) according to the reactions (3-4), (3-5) and (3-6). Steam in the steam reactor 
is used to produce rich-H2 gas that is cooled to ambient temperature and then used in GT 
combustor (N2 dilution  is  used  to  control  NOx formation)  or,  in  case  of  H2-electricity co-
production, part of it is sent to a pure-H2 production unit (the plant layout is shown in Fig. 
3-6). The chemical looping system is not used to produce O2-depleted air at high temperature 
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to use in a gas turbine, but the power cycle is fed with H2-rich syngas. Compared to the sys-
tem proposed in [5] and [6], different states of iron oxide are considered for the chemical 
looping reactions. The kinetics must be verified - especially in the presence of metallic iron 
(Fe) and at lower temperature. 
 
Steam Reactor: 3 + 4 + 4  (3-4) 
Fuel Reactor (1): + 4 3 + 4  (3-5) 
Fuel Reactor (2): + 4 3 + 4   (3-6) 
 

 
Fig. 3-6: plant layout discussed in [8] 
 
The operating temperatures are selected to obtain an almost complete syngas conversion and 
high hydrogen yield. The gasification and chemical looping units are fully integrated with the 
heat recovery steam cycle to improve the plant performance. A sensitivity analysis has been 
carried out by changing the gasification system Tab. 3-4 and the main thermodynamic proper-
ties of the best performing case are listed in Tab. 3-3.  
 

 
Tab. 3-3: thermodynamic properties of main plant stream (case1) discussed in [8]for electricity generation only 
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Tab. 3-4: Energy balance and main performance parameters from [8] for electricity generation only: Case 1 is based 
on Shell Gasification technology, Case 2 is based on Siemens Gasification with dry feed design and water quench, 
Case 3a is based on GE-Texaco gasification system with full water quench while case 3b is a GE-Texaco Gasification 
system with slurry feed and a combination of boiler system and partial water quench. 
 
In recent years, a series of CLC experimental and theoretical studies have been performed 
with solid fuels [11]. This reaction is possible because some oxygen carriers (i.e. CuO/Cu2O, 
Mn2O3/Mn3O4, Co3O4/CoO) can dissociate and produce gaseous oxygen so the coal conver-
sion goes through the fast combustion and not directly with oxygen carriers. This mechanism 
is named Chemical Looping with Oxygen Uncoupling (CLOU). The possibility to convert di-
rectly coal with oxygen carrier allows avoiding the syngas production unit. Moreover, circu-
lating fluidized bed at atmospheric pressure can be used for the CLC process instead of pres-
surized.   Authier  et  al.  [10]  propose  a  power  plant  based  on  this  technology.  Two  different  
steam cycles are used for the heat recovery: steam is produced at 280 bar and 580°C and the 
re-heat is carried out at 56 bar and 600°C using the sensible heat of the stream exiting the Air 
Reactor while a subcritical steam cycle is used in order to assess an efficient Fuel Reactor ex-
haust heat recovery with steam produced at 180 bar and maximum steam temperature equals 
to 550°C (plant layout is shown in Fig. 3-7).  
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Fig. 3-7: Plant layout of coal CLC system with steam cycle [10] 
 
The present system reaches 41.6% of net electric efficiency which is around 3 to 5 percentage 
points higher than the IGCC with CLC. Although a lower power cycle efficiency is detected 
when comparing a combined cycle with a USC steam cycle, the direct coal oxidation allows 
improving the overall plant performance. The energy balance is listed in Tab. 3-5. 

 
Tab. 3-5: Energy balance obtained in [10] for the system shown in Fig. 3-7 
 

3.3.3 Literature review final comments
To summarize, the following potentialities can be highlighted for chemical looping combus-
tion technologies: 

 Results obtained from the process simulation studies confirm the validity of the con-
cept.  CLC-based  power  plants  show  electric  efficiencies  1-2%  points  higher  than  
competitive technologies with virtually zero CO2 emission with natural gas-fired pow-
er plants. The gain in the net electric efficiency is about 2 or 3% points if coal – syn-
gas is  used (from 32% to 39%). Finally the use of direct  coal oxidation CLC reactor 
increases the net electric efficiency up to 5% points (up to 40% to 41.6%).  
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 The resulting plant layouts are also relatively simple since fuel oxidation and CO2 
separation are carried out in a single unit composed of two (o three in one case) adia-
batic rectors, with no need of solvent-based processes, air separation sections or other 
exotic processes.  

 In case of coal direct oxidation the plants is simpler than a conventional coal-fired sys-
tem with CO2 capture unit due to the fact that coal oxidation occur through a similar 
oxyfuel process and coal-to-syngas conversion is not required. 

 Since fuel oxidation occurs at much lower temperatures than conventional flames and 
with no contact with N2 from  air,  zero  NOx emission  can  be  anticipated  for  CLC  
plants, at least for layouts without post-firing.  

 The application of the current gas turbine technology appears to be possible with no 
relevant re-design of state-of-the-art machines. The use of E-class gas turbines when 
TITs of the order of 1200°C are adopted may be possible with minor modifications to 
compressor stages (e.g. addition of a front stage with higher blades height to increase 
the air flow rate) to restore a correct turbine-compressor matching.  

 A rather large successful experience has been gained by different research groups on 
lab scale installations in interconnected fluidized beds in continuous operations at at-
mospheric pressure. As a consequence, some companies are now considering the dual 
fluidized bed layout CLC process for commercial applications for utility steam genera-
tion. 

 
On the other hand, the following limits can be noted: 

 The pressurized operation of interconnected fluidized beds, needed to obtain competi-
tive efficiencies in natural gas-based power generation, still needs to be demonstrated 
and poses relevant technical challenges. Other configurations (packed bed and rotating 
fixed bed) proposed for the reactor system, may be considered for pressurized opera-
tions. However, other critical technical issues arise with these designs (e.g. heat man-
agement, carbon deposition, CO2 leakage) which make deep investigations necessary 
on the experimental side and on the reactor modeling one. Despite the reactor opera-
bility at atmospheric pressure has been successfully experienced at different lab scale, 
the use of direct coal oxidation is now under investigation by different research groups 
([12],[13]) and some critical issues need to be deeply studied: the lower oxidation 
temperature, with the kinetics associated to the process and the different hydrodynam-
ics make the fuel conversion not completely accomplished (around 15% of inlet car-
bon is not converted); the oxygen carrier has to be sulphur tolerant because S is always 
present in the fuel and the presence of ashes and unconverted fuel in the solid stream 
at the reactor outlet has to be taken into account in the solid separation system design; 

 If pressurized fluidized bed-based reactor system is demonstrated, some entrainment 
of the solid material in the outlet gas streams must be expected. Solid material en-
trained in the stream from the air reactor should be minimized to avoid catastrophic 
erosion of turbine blades. The adoption of a reliable high temperature and high pres-
sure filtering system is hence required in this case. Again, this problem may be solved 
by adopting fixed and rotating bed reactors. 
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 In plant layouts without supplementary firing, TIT is limited by the resistance of the 
oxygen carrier at high temperatures. Therefore, CLC processes will not take advantage 
from future advancements in the gas turbine material technology and a loss of attrac-
tiveness can be expected with respect to competitive layouts adopting combustion tur-
bine-based power cycle. 

 Plants with supplementary firing allow to obtain higher efficiencies but require the re-
design of the gas turbine combustor, lead to increased CO2 emission (when burning a 
carbon containing fuel) and NOx emission. 

 The IGCC units integrated with CLC are considering N2 as gas for coal transport and 
feeding: this strategy leads to a low purity of CO2 for final storage. The use of recircu-
lating CO2 in case of dry feed or slurry feed is favorable in terms of CO2 purity but the 
effects on plant performance and CO2 capture rate must be evaluated.  
 

Source Cormos [8] Erlach et al. [9] Le Mouellac [10] 

Fuel coal/sawdust -syngas coal-syngas coal 

Hydrodynamic regime of 
CLC reactors 

SR: CFB AR: CFB AR: CFB 
FR: MB FR: BFB FR:  

MeO conversion in FR 98% 98% (AR) 93% 
Oxygen carrier Fe3O4 to Fe/FeO NiO/MgAl2O4 Mn3O4/MgAl2O4 (7:3) 

Heat losses from CLC reac-
tors   FR: 3% of Input fuel AR: 1% of Input fuel   

Pressure losses in CLC reac-
tors 

SR: 1 bar AR: 0.24 bar   AR: 0.24-0.49 bar AR: 3.4 bar 
FR: 1 bar FR: 0.11-0.41 bar FR: 0.62-0.80 bar FR and SR: 10% 

Fuel conversion 100% 98% 100% 

Power cycle IGCC IGCC  USC steam cycle 

TIT(or Max steam T) 1280°C 1200-1300°C 600 

Gas turbine pressure ratio 21 21.6   

max steam pressure 146 bar 127-280 bar 127-130 bar 280 bar 
Condensing pressure 0.046 0.06 bar 0.042 bar 

FR exhaust energy recovery SC ECO + EVA + SH SC ECO + EVA + SH 
+ RH expansion + SC sub critical SC 

Net efficiency 32.9% 38.9%  37.7%-38.4% (HHV) 37.7%-39%(HHV) 41.60% 

Efficiency of the reference 
cycle (IGCC or SC) 

  36%-46%   

  TIT=1350°C (base) and 1430°C(adv.)   
CO2 final pressure 110 bar 110 bar 110 

CO2 capture ratio 98.8%-99.5% 98% 100% (coal losses are not 
included) 

NOTES 

temperature range for the 
steam reactor (400-600°C 

 Efficiency ranges due to variation of TIT, steam 
cycle operating pressures and maximum steam 
temperature according to the average temperature 
heat source  

10% of solid coal is not con-
verted (wt. basis) and leaves 
the reactor in FR lower part 

temperature range for the 
fuel reactor (750-900) TOT in Gas turbine is in the range 450-500°C 

5% (wt. Basis) of pulverized 
coal leaves the reactor with 
the gas flow 

Efficiency range due to the 
variation of Gasification 
technology 

CO2 temperature at 
HRSG inlet is 1050-
1121 °C 

CO2 temperature at 
HRSG inlet is 572-620 
°C 

some gaseous O2 from cryo-
genic ASU is used to im-
prove coal conversion 

No air reactor is considered       
Tab. 3-6: summary of literature review based on coal-fired power plant with CLC 
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3.4 Plant Configurations
According to the strategies B.1 and B.2 discussed in the chapter 2, the thermodynamic analy-
sis has been carried out by integrating the packed bed reactors in an integrated gasification 
combined cycle with chemical looping combustion (named IG-CLC-CC). Simulations have 
been carried out by a proprietary computer code (GS) developed by the Gecos group at the 
Department of Energy at Politecnico di Milano to assess the performance of gas/steam cycles, 
fuel cell systems, chemical reactors, etc.[17]. The plant scheme is reproduced by assembling 
different components in a coherent network. The different components selected in a library 
containing over 20 basic modules, whose models have been previously implemented. Built-in 
rules allow turbomachineries (gas and steam turbines, compressors) efficiency prediction as a 
function of their operating conditions.  
A simplified power plant layout, using the cycle strategies B is shown in Fig. 3-8. Syngas 
used as fuel in the PBRs is produced in a gasification island and sulphur compounds are re-
moved in an acid gas removal station (AGR) based on Selexol solvent (dimethyl ether of pol-
yethylene glycol). The exhaust gas exiting the reactor operating in reduction is cooled to am-
bient temperature and water is removed by condensation so that high purity CO2 is produced 
and sent for the final compression and storage. Air is compressed and used in a reactor oper-
ated in oxidation and the resulting N2 is then sent to the main N2 stream that during the Heat 
Removal cycle is heated up to high temperature at high pressure to be efficiently used in gas 
turbine (GT) and cooled in heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) and then partly recirculated 
to the compressor inlet. Referred to the Fig. 3-8, if the strategy B.2 is used the air for the oxi-
dation cycle is fed counter-currently (dashed line). For an efficient power production, the 
steam cycle is fully integrated with the other plant components (i.e. syngas coolers, CO2-rich 
stream and HRSG). 
 

 
Fig. 3-8: simplified plant layout using strategies B 
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Different investigations have been considered in the analysis: firstly, the detailed mass and 
energy balances are calculated for the power plants operating with the strategies B.1 and B.2; 
then a different steam cycle integration complexity allowing to reach higher plant perfor-
mance is discussed; after that two different systems are considered to carry out the coal drying 
process, and finally a sensitivity analysis is also conducted about the CO2 purity  and  plant  
performance increasing the oxygen purity produced in the cryogenic Air separation unit 
(ASU).   

3.4.1 Description of plant
The schematic plant layout is presented in Fig. 3-9. An entrained flow, oxygen-blown, dry-
feed Shell-type gasifier, operating at 44 bar and 1560°C, is used in the plant. It is a slagging 
gasifier with membrane walls cooled with 54 bar evaporating water, characterized by high 
carbon conversions and cold gas efficiency (CGE). Coal is pulverized and dried (stream #14) 
with  a  stream of  warm air,  heated  up  to  300°C by  means  of  saturated  water  from the  steam 
cycle  HP  drum  (or  using  syngas).  Syngas  composition  is  calculated  by  taking  the  effect  of  
chemical reactions occurring during syngas quenching into account, as recently discussed in 
[16]. Oxygen for coal gasification is produced with a purity of 95% in a stand-alone ASU and 
pumped at liquid state to 48 bar (stream #12). Nitrogen, released at near-atmospheric pres-
sure, is compressed and partly used to carry out the purge cycle in the CLC reactors. Pure CO2 
(stream #25) is used in lock hoppers instead of nitrogen, to avoid excessive nitrogen dilution 
of  the  exhaust  stream,  negatively  affecting  the  purity  of  CO2 to  storage.  CO2 released from 
lock hoppers is partly recovered (stream #26), filtered, compressed and sent to the CO2 treat-
ing unit to reduce CO2 emissions. 
The hot syngas exiting the gasifier is quenched to 900°C (stream #15) with low temperature 
recycled syngas. The molten fly ash entrained by the stream solidifies and syngas is cooled 
down to 300°C by producing HP steam. After dry solids removal, cooled syngas is partly re-
cycled back by means of a fan and partly sent to a wet scrubber for the removal of the remain-
ing solids and soluble contaminants. Liquid water from the scrubber is clarified in a sour wa-
ter stripper by means of LP steam and then recycled back to the scrubber. Syngas exiting the 
scrubber is heated up to 180°C and sent to a catalytic bed for COS hydrolysis.  
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Fig. 3-9: Schematic of the IG-CLC-CC with heat management based on strategies B.2 
 
After low-temperature heat recovery, syngas is further cooled and sent to the acid gas removal 
(AGR) station (stream #18). Hydrogen sulfide is removed working with Selexol solvent (di-
methyl ether of polyethylene glycol), using LP steam for regeneration, and sent to the CLAUS 
unit for sulfur recovery. After leaving the AGR unit, syngas is heated and humidified in a sat-
urator and further heated up to 350°C (stream #19), by means of a HP water loop transferring 
heat from the syngas coolers. The main assumptions for the syngas production unit are listed 
in Tab. 3-7. 
 

SYNGAS UNIT CONVERSION MAIN ASSUMPTIONS 
Gasification and coal pre-treating unit   ASU 

Gasification pressure, bar 44   Oxygen purity, % mol. 95 
Gasification temperature, °C 1560   Pressure of delivered oxygen, bar 48 
Heat losses in gasifier, % of input LHV 0.7   Pressure of delivered nitrogen, bar 1.2 
H2O in coal after drying, % wt. 2   Temperature of delivered O2 and N2, °C 15 
Carbon conversion, % 99.3   Electric consumption, kWhel/tO2 325 

Moderator steam, kgH2O/kgcoal 
0.089

5   Thermal consumption for beds regen., kWhth/tO2 58.3 
Moderator steam pressure, bar 54   Heat exchangers 
Oxygen pressure, bar 48   Minimum T in liquid-liquid, °C 10 
Temperature of O2 to gasifier, °C 15   Minimum T in gas-liquid, °C 10 
Heat to membrane walls, % of input coal LHV 2   Minimum T  in gas-gas , °C 25 
Slag handling, kJel/kgash 100   Minimum T  in condensing-liquid , °C 3 

Lock Hoppers CO2   Heat losses, % of heat transferred 0.7 
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LH CO2 pressure, bar 98   Pressure drop liquid phase, bar 0.4 
Lock hoppers CO2, °C 80   Pressure drop gas phase, % 2 
Lock hoppers CO2, kgCO2/kgdry-coal 0.826   Sulfur removal (Selexol solvent) 
Pulverisers and coal handling, kJel/kgcoal 50   Temperature of absorption tower, °C 35 

Syngas quench     Syngas pressure loss, % 1 

Quenched syngas temperature, °C 900   
MJ of LP steam for SWS, MJth/kgH2S 20.9

5 
Cold recycled syngas temp, °C 300   Sulfur removal and recovery auxiliaries, MJel/kgH2S 1.93 
scrubbed syngas temperature, °C 163   Miscellaneous BOP, % of input LHV 0.15 
Recycle compressor polytropic efficiency, % 75   Overall pressure losses before PBR, % 11 
Recycle compr. el/mech efficiency, % 92       

Tab. 3-7: Set of the calculation assumptions for the coal gasification and syngas production unit 
 
The simulation code used for the complete power plant simulation is not able to perform dy-
namic operation. A simplified model used for the simulation of packed bed reactors for CLC 
technology in the integrated plant is shown in Fig. 3-10 (named 0-D model). Syngas (#Redin) 
is converted with a stoichiometric amount of oxygen coming from the air (#OXin).  The oxi-
dized products (#Redout) are released at the average temperature of the stream exiting the reac-
tor operated in reduction. This average temperature has been calculated in the 1D model de-
scription discussed in the chapter 2. Sensible heat required for increasing the stream tempera-
ture across the reactor is a limited fraction of the total heat of stoichiometric combustion be-
tween syngas and oxygen. The remaining combustion heat is taken by nitrogen (#HRout) 
which is heated up to 1200°C. 

 
 
Fig. 3-10: schematic of PBRs 0-D model used for the complete plant simulation 
 
Once syngas is cleaned and preheated, the fuel stream is fed into the fuel reactor (stream #20) 
where oxygen carriers are reduced and syngas is totally converted to CO2 and  H2O (stream 
#21). Air for oxidation cycle (stream #1) is compressed by an air compressor and fed into the 
reactor in oxidation (stream #2); since oxygen is virtually absent, due to the stoichiometric ox-
idation, N2 at the reactor outlet (stream #4) is cooled down to 450°C and mixed with the main 
N2 flow rate used for the heat removal cycle (stream #5 + stream #7). The N2 mass flow rate 
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used for the heat removal cycle is the main stream in the power island. The main assumptions 
used for packed bed reactors are listed in Tab. 3-8 (the discussion about the PBR is reported 
in section 3.6). 
 

Packed Bed reactors (from 1D model 
active weight content - OX, %wt. of FeO 30.65 
active weight content - RED, %wt. of Fe2O3 32.92 
particle diameter, mm 5 
reactor void fraction 0.4 
realctor length, m 11 
reactor diameter, m 5 
maximum solid temperature, °C 1250 

Tab. 3-8: Set of the calculation assumptions for packed bed reactors used in the 1-D model analysis 
 
Due to the need of high N2 mass flow rate,  the gas turbine works with N2 as operating fluid 
and the system is based on a semi-closed cycle in which N2 is partly released to the stack and 
partly cooled to the ambient temperature and re-circulated back to the compressor (stream 
#6). N2 is delivered at 16.4 bar from GT compressor and TIT is equal to 1200°C. Gas turbine 
performance is calculated by a proper simulation model calibrated to reproduce the technolog-
ical level of the "state of the art" large size, heavy duty, gas turbines: a 1-D model is used for 
the GT design of each stages with a detailed calculations of cooling streams and blades geom-
etry as described in [15]. 
 

POWER ISLAND - Gas Turbine + HRSC 
N2 Gas turbine    Heat Recovery Steam Generator 

Compressor pressure ratio 16.9   HRSG gas side pressure loss, kPa 3 
Compressor polytropic efficiency, % 92.5   Heat losses, % of heat transferred 0.7 

Turbine polytr. eff. cooled/uncooled stages a, % 
93.3/93.

5   Pressure levels, bar 144/54/4 

organic efficiency, % 99.865   Maximum steam temperature, °C 
480(565

) 
Air compressor   Minimum approach point T, °C 25 

Compressor pressure ratio 16.9   Pinch point T in HRSG, °C 10 
Compressor polytropic efficiency, % 92.5   Sub-cooling T, °C 5 
Shaft (N2 gas turbine + air compressor)     Pressure losses in HP /LP economizers, % 25 
Mechanical efficiency of compressor/turbine, % 99.6   Pressure losses in superheaters, % 7 
Electric generator efficiency, % 98.5       

Steam Cycle 
Condensing pressure, bar 0.048   IP steam turbine polytropic efficiency, % 94 
Power for heat rejection, MJe/MJth 0.01   LP steam turbine polytropic efficiency, % 92 
pumps adiabatic efficiency 70   Turbine mechanical efficiency, % 99.6 
HP steam turbine polytropic efficiency, % 88   Electric generator efficiency, % 98.5 

Tab. 3-9: Set of the calculation assumptions for the power production components 
 
 

CO2 compression unit 
IC compressor isentropic efficiency, % 84 
IC compressor mechanical efficiency, % 94 
Last stage IC compressor CO2 discharge pressure, bar 89.1 
Pump mechanical efficiency, % 94 
Pump hydraulic efficiency, % 80 
CO2 purity, % >96% 
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CO2 delivery pressure, bar 110 
CO2 delivery temperature, °C 35 

Tab. 3-10: Set of the calculation assumptions for the CO2 treating unit 
 
The CO2-rich stream at the reactor outlet (stream #22) during the reduction cycle is cooled by 
producing steam for steam cycle. After water condensation, CO2 with high purity can be 
compressed, liquefied and pumped for final storage (stream #24).  
The main assumptions for the power island and the CO2 treating unit are listed in Tab. 3-9 and 
Tab. 3-10. The main assumptions for the plant modeling are mainly taken from European 
Benchmarking Task Force (EBTF) [18] and partly revised according to industrial best prac-
tices as suggested from partner from European project (e.g. FWI in FP7 – DemoCLoCK). 
 
As previously pointed out, using the different heat management strategies mainly affects the 
steam cycle integration. Three different plant layouts are here discussed with different level of 
integration. 

- Case B.1: the exhaust gas is leaving the reactor in reduction at high temperature 
(1200°C). A high amount of high temperature thermal power from CO2 cooling is 
available for the steam cycle. In this case, the maximum considered steam temperature 
is 480°C and all the different heat sources are producing superheated steam, while the 
re-heating is carried out only in the HRSG and CO2 cooling as depicted in Fig. 3-11. 
The maximum temperature is selected from the maximum steam temperature allowed 
in the HRSG since the TOT is 503°C. 

-  

 
Fig. 3-11: steam production in the different heat source: ‘QSC HT’ is the heat available in the syngas coolers at high 
temperature; ‘QHRSG’ is the heat available in the heat recovery steam generator and ‘QCO2 cooling’ is the heat 
available from the exhaust CO2+H2 
 
Case B.1 HI: due to the high availability of high temperature heat provided to the steam cycle, 
a more complicated system is considered with steam maximum temperature equal to 565°C. 
In this case, the maximum temperature of the produced steam in the syngas coolers and 
HRSG is 480°C the CO2 cooling section is used to complete the superheating to 565°C and 
the steam re-heating.  
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Case B.2: the main effect of the cycle strategy B.2 is the higher mass flow rate produced at 
high temperature for the gas turbine during the heat removal cycle and the lower temperature 
at the reactor outlet during the reduction cycle as discussed in the previous chapter. This solu-
tion implies lower heat available for the steam production with respect to the case B.1. In this 
plant layout, the maximum steam temperature is 480°C, and the steam re-heat is carried out 
only in the HRSG to reduce the extension of the superheated IP steam piping network. In 
spite  of  a  more  complicated  heat  management  strategy  with  different  inlet  directions  of  the  
flows entering the packed bed reactors due to the counter current assessment, the plant con-
figuration is simplified in terms of steam cycle integration. 

3.4.2 Analysis of results
 
The detailed energy balances comparison of the selected plant is proposed in Tab. 3-11. The 
mass balances and the stream compositions of the Case B.1 (Fig. 3-20 and Tab. 3-15: stream 
properties referred to Fig. 3-20 
), Case B.1HI (Fig. 3-21 and Tab. 3-16: stream properties referred to Fig. 3-21 
) and case B.2 (Fig. 3-22 and Tab. 3-17: stream properties referred to Fig. 3-22) are in the 
Appendix (pag. 3-30).   
The net electric efficiency is higher than 38.5% and in the best case is almost 40%. The main 
power production is due to the steam turbine (the gross power output is around 230-240 MW 
respect to 170 MW from gas turbine for case B.1) while for the case B.2 the steam turbine and 
gas turbine are almost similar (around 200 MW). The main reason is the different mass flow 
rate of nitrogen used for the heat removal process: in facts, increasing the N2 mass flow rate 
(case B.2) more heat is sent to the gas turbine and less heat is used for steam production and 
hence in the steam cycle.  
 
Power balance, MWe Case B.1 Case B.1 HI Case B.2 

coal drying syngas HP water HP water HP water syngas HP water HP water 

O2 purity from ASU 95% 95% 95% 98.5% 95% 95% 98.5% 

T max steam RH & SH 480 480 565.00 565.00 480 480 480.00 

Gas turbine (N2) + Compr  167.42 168.99 168.99 169.63 206.11 207.94 208.43 

Steam turbine 231.63 232.49 242.61 242.24 202.34 202.27 202.00 

Steam cycle pumps -4.16 -4.27 -3.99 -3.98 -3.52 -3.65 -3.64 

ASU -33.85 -33.85 -33.85 -32.44 -33.85 -33.85 -32.44 

Syngas recycle blower -0.97 -0.97 -0.97 -0.96 -0.97 -0.97 -0.96 

N2 recycle blower -1.72 -1.73 -1.73 -1.74 -1.72 -1.73 -1.74 

AGR auxiliaries -0.37 -0.37 -0.37 -0.37 -0.37 -0.37 -0.37 

N2 for purge gas -2.93 -2.93 -2.93 -2.93 -2.93 -2.93 -2.93 

CO2 compression -11.30 -11.41 -11.41 -11.27 -11.30 -11.41 -11.27 

CO2 recovery from  -5.16 -5.16 -5.16 -5.16 -5.16 -5.16 -5.16 

Auxiliaries for heat rejection -4.52 -4.50 -4.39 -4.39 -4.37 -4.37 -4.36 

Coal milling and handling -1.60 -1.60 -1.60 -1.60 -1.60 -1.60 -1.60 

Ash handling -0.48 -0.48 -0.48 -0.48 -0.48 -0.48 -0.48 

Other auxiliaries -1.29 -1.29 -1.29 -1.29 -1.29 -1.29 -1.29 

Gross power, MWe 399.05 401.48 411.60 411.87 408.45 410.21 410.43 

Net power, MWe 330.71 332.92 343.44 345.27 340.90 342.41 344.20 

Thermal input, MWLHV 859 859 859 859 859 859 859 
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CGE, % 80.74 80.74 80.74 80.89 80.74 80.74 80.89 

Net efficiency, %LHV 38.50 38.76 39.98 40.19 39.69 39.86 40.07 
CO2 purity (%vol. dry gas) 96.50 96.50 96.50 98.11 96.50 96.50 98.11 

CO2 emission, kg/MWh 28.89 18.70 18.13 18.22 28.02 18.18 18.27 

CO2 capture rate, %* 96.79 97.91 97.91 97.91 96.79 97.91 97.91 

CO2 avoided, % 96.02 97.43 97.50 97.49 96.14 97.50 97.48 

*Due to the purge gas, some CO/CO2 is released to the environment but the CO2 lost does not change results significantly 
Tab. 3-11: energy balance of selected cases 
 
The main consumptions are related to the O2 production from ASU (-32/34 MW) for the gasi-
fication process and the CO2 compression for the final storage (11.4 MW). The purity of CO2 

sent to geological storage is 96.5%. The impurities are given from presence of some H2 and 
CO unconverted fuel and the presence of N2 in the coal composition and Ar which is in the O2 
separation from air separation unit. The CO2 capture rate is around 97% depending on the dif-
ferent system used for coal drying. 
 
The most relevant change observed in the plant performance is due to the maximum steam 
temperature (case B1 vs. Case B1 HI). The increase of the steam temperature in case B.1 in-
creases the electric efficiency by 1.5 % points. This effect is only due to the higher steam tur-
bine power production (+10 MWe). The case B.1 HI reaches similar performance of the Case 
B.2 (net electric efficiency of Case B.1 HI is  0.15% points  higher).  The  reason  is  the  com-
bined effect of the low gas turbine efficiency (because of low TIT and not optimized compr), 
which affects mostly the Case B.2, and the higher steam cycle efficiency in the Case B.1HI 
respect to the Case B.2 (due to the higher steam temperature). As a matter of fact, in a CLC 
system from coal gasification plant, the overall efficiency is strongly dependent on the steam 
cycle performance due to the fact that the steam cycle power output is comparable with the 
gas turbine power output or even higher. Higher steam temperature is not possible for the 
Case B.2 because the lower CO2-rich  stream  temperature  does  not  allow  designing  a  plant  
layout as it has been done for the Case B.1 HI.  
 
Two different systems have been considered for the coal drying process: the first one is based 
on the direct combustion of a part of syngas with air and the second is the possibility to warm 
air up to 300°C with HP saturated water. The use of direct syngas combustion, which is the 
conventional procedure adopted in plant has the disadvantage of increasing the CO2 emissions 
(roughly +10 kgCO2/MWhe) with penalty efficiency of around 0.3% points. 
Using oxygen with purity equals to 98.5% has some small effects on the overall electric effi-
ciency (+ 0.20 – 0.25%) due to the higher cold gas efficiency and less O2 production accord-
ing to the gasifier operating conditions. Another effect is the higher CO2 purity (98.11% vs. 
96.5%). 
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3.5 Comparison with IGCC based on proven technologies

3.5.1 Description of reference plant
In this section the power plants integrated with dynamically operated packed bed reactors for 
CLC  are  compared  with  the  current  state-of-the-art  proven  technology  of  power  production  
with coal in integrated gasification combined cycle with and without CO2 capture. 
A brief description of both systems considered as reference cases is reported here.  
The Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle without CO2 capture is based on an entrained 
flow Shell-type gasifier with oxygen from a cryogenic ASU (O2 purity 95%). The Shell gasi-
fier is an upflow reactor fed with pulverized coal and at the bottom there are some burners (4-
6) placed diametrically opposed. The dry coal feeding is carried out with N2. O2 is pumped at 
the required pressure at cryogenic temperature and the change of phase occurs directly in the 
gasifier. The gasification process occurs by means of a series of controlled reactions where 
coal, oxygen and IP steam take part.  
Syngas stream exiting the gasifier at about 1550°C is firstly cooled by cold syngas quenching 
and then water scrubbed to remove particulates and water-soluble species. Sulfur in the raw 
coal is converted in the gasifier mainly to H2S, while COS is present in traces. COS is hydro-
lyzed in a catalytic fixed bed reactor working at 180°C and the total H2S is removed (with 
separation efficiency higher than 99%) in an Acid Gas removal working with Selexol at am-
bient temperature and high pressure. The heat for the reboiler in the regeneration tower is 
supplied by LP steam from steam turbine. The cleaned syngas is then pre-heated and mixed 
with  N2 from  ASU  and  sent  to  the  combustor  of  a  gas  turbine.  The  Gas  turbine  considered  
here has been modeled from EBTF [18] and the TIT is 1360°C which represent an advanced 
state-of-the turbomachinery. A more realistic GT has also been considered with the TIT equal 
to 1250°C in case the development of a proper gas turbine will not be attained by gas turbine 
manufacturers.  
The sensible heat of the gases leaving the turbine is recovered in a three pressure level and re-
heat HRSG. The bottoming steam cycle features a consistent integration with the syngas cool-
ing process and provides heat (from steam condensation) to the several ancillary units includ-
ed in the plant. 
 
The IGCC can be upgraded with pre-combustion CCS system by including a WGS reactors 
section and a CO2 separation  Unit  (Fig.  3-12).  WGS reaction  is  carried  out  at  two different  
temperature levels: high temperature WGS occurs after the scrubber and after the ratio H2 to 
CO of the syngas has been corrected by a significant steam injection in order to drive the 
WGS reaction to completion; a two stage process is considered to combine a high H2 conver-
sion in the colder stage with faster kinetics and high temperature heat recovery in the hot 
stage. CO2 and H2S are removed from a two absorption columns that use Selexol ® as solvent. 
H2 is then humidified, pre-heated and mixed with N2 from ASU and sent to the GT combus-
tor.  
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Fig. 3-12: Plant flow diagram of the IGCC-Sel configuration with CO2 capture 
 
The summary of performance is reported in Tab. 3-12. The main efficiency penalty of the 
IGCC-Sel system is due to the CO2 purification unit and compression which represent a net 
electric efficiency loss of 3.7% points. Another very important energy loss is due to the steam 
used in the WGS reactors. The use of IP steam in the WGS reactor instead of a steam turbine 
entails an efficiency loss of 2.8% points in terms of not supplied power production. The re-
maining efficiency loss is due to a lower GT production (respect to the coal thermal input) be-
cause of a lower CGE (72.8% respect to 81.1%) of the gasification process (the penalty effi-
ciency is calculated equal to 4.35% points). The results here reported are based on current 
technology. Similar trends are expected in case of advanced power plant with innovative and 
more efficient components. 
 
 

Configuration name IGCC-NC IGCC-NC IGCC-Sel IGCC-Sel 
CO2 capture N/A N/A Selexol® Selexol® 
State – of - the art technology current advanced current advanced 
TIT, °C 1305 1360 1261 1360 
Steam to CO ratio at WGS inlet -  1.90 1.90 
Coal input, kg/s 30.49 33.11 33.72 38.53 
Coal thermal input, MW 817.39 887.69 904.15 1033.11 
Electric power balance, MW     

Gas turbine electric power output, MW 261.61 309.43 263.86 322.46 
Steam turbine electric power output, MW 177.53 190.00 156.94 179.9 
CO2 compressor electric consumption, MW -  19.70 22.48 
ASU, MW 29.56 32.25 32.70 37.5 
AGR unit, MW 0.35 0.37 14.70 16.81 
Nitrogen compressor, MW 34.21 43.72 29.80 31.28 
Heat rejection auxiliaries, MW 2.63 2.10 2.70 3.0 
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Oxygen compressor, MW -  - - 
Other auxiliaries, MW 3.19 2.10 3.95 4.48 

Net electric plant output, MW  369.20 417.17 317.24 386.85 
Carbon capture ratio, % -  93% 93% 
CO2 mass flow rate release to ambient, kg/s -  9.11 10.48 
Specific emission, g/kWh 766.01 677.90 103.42 97.56 
Electric LHV efficiency, % 45.2% 47.0% 35.1% 37.5% 

Tab.  3-12:  summary  of  performance  of  reference  IGCCs  with  and  without  CCS  based  on  a  current  and  advanced  
state-of-the-art technologies 
 

3.5.2 Performance comparison
The main advantage of using CLC is the reduced CO2 capture power requirement due to the 
high CO2 purity  after  water  condensation  and  the  reduced  power  consumptions  for  the  CO2 
compression. When pressurized CLC is used, the CO2-rich stream is separated at high pres-
sure (17 bar) and no additional processes are required. Another advantage of the CLC tech-
nology is high performance in the carbon capture ratio (higher than 97%) with respect to the 
reference technologies (93%). 
Compared to the IGCC-Sel (current state-of the-art), the net electric efficiency is +3.4% to 
5.1% points higher. In case of advanced IGCC-Sel the  additional  efficiency  is  1%  to  2.7%  
points. The improvement in the performance is due to the low CO2 separation and compres-
sion  power  consumption,  and  the  absence  of  WGS reactors  and  hence  the  absence  of  steam 
consumption. 
The power share is different than the IGCC-Sel: on  the  contribution  of  the  GT to  the  gross  
power output is lower in the IG-CLC-CC plant,  because  of  the  operating  conditions  of  GT  
(TIT is 1200°C vs. 1260 °C or 1350 °C in the IGCC-Sel) and the lower mass flow rate ex-
panded in the gas turbine with respect to the compressed one (air + N2). The opposite trend is 
observed if the steam turbine power output is considered: in this case the absence of WGS and 
the amount of steam produced in the CO2 cooling in the IG-CLC-CC produce additional pow-
er from the steam cycle.  
Despite the extra-equipment required for the operation of packed bed reactors in terms of 
number of reactors, high temperatures valves and piping, the Gas Turbine and the CO2 com-
pression unit are not complicated and a re-design for the gas turbine is not required (except 
for the substitution of the combustor with the piping to/from the CLC unit). This aspect makes 
the technology more interesting from the economic point of view.  
In addition, no intensive processes with solvents are needed for the CO2 capture and separa-
tion.  
 
The comparison among the power plants has been discussed also in terms of primary energy 
consumptions  by  means  of  the  “SPECCA”  (Specific  Primary  Energy  Consumption  for  CO2 
Avoided) index, which represents the additional fuel thermal energy required in the plant to 
avoid the emission of one kg of CO2(Tab. 3-13). The SPECCA index is defined as follows: 
 

=

1 1

× 3600 
 
(3-7)  
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where: 
  is the electric efficiency of the plant considered; 
 REF is the electric efficiency of the IGCC with advanced/current state-of-the-art technol-

ogy (assumed as reference technology without CO2 capture); 
 E is the plant CO2 emission (gCO2 per kWh of electric output); 
 EREF is  the  plant  CO2 emission of the IGCC with advanced/current state-of-the-art tech-

nology 
 

power plants IGCC IGCC-Sel B.1 HI B.2 

maximun GT temperature (TIT), °C 1305 1305 1200 1200 

Electric LHV efficiency, % 45.20% 35.10% 39.98% 39.86% 
Specific emission, kg/MWh 766.01 103.42 18.13 18.18 

Carbon capture ratio, % - 93% 97.91 97.91 
CO2 avoided,% - 86.5% 97.6% 97.6% 

SPECCA, MJLHV/kgCO2 - 3.46 1.39 1.43 

power plants IGCC IGCC-Sel B.1 HI B.2 

maximun GT temperature (TIT), °C 1360 1360 1200 1200 
Electric LHV efficiency, % 47.00% 37.50% 39.98% 39.86% 

Specific emission, kg/MWh 677.9 97.56 18.13 18.18 
Carbon capture ratio, % - 93% 97.9% 97.9% 

CO2 avoided,% - 85.6% 97.3% 97.3% 

SPECCA, MJLHV/kgCO2 - 3.34 2.04 2.08 
Tab. 3-13: Summary of results and comparison of SPECCA 
 
The  use  of  CLC  power  plants  reduces  the  SPECCA  compared  to  the  IGCC-Sel  plant.  This  
gain in performance is more relevant in case of current state-of-the-art technology. In case of 
advanced technology the difference is lower. This result is the consequence of the low effi-
ciency penalty of CLC power plant associated with the high CO2 capture ratio obtained. 

3.6 Operation in the plant
A preliminary activity based on the power plant design and sizing has also been considered 
for the PBRs operated with strategies B.1 and B.2. A number of reactors has been estimated 
and a switching system has been proposed in order to obtain a minimum equipment and with 
a limited pressure drop. 
According to the mass balance obtained for the plant calculation and reported in the Appen-
dix, the number of reactors has been estimated with the following method: 

1. Definition of reactor diameter (D) and length (L); 
2. Definition of the particle diameter (dp) and the maximum gas superficial velocity U 

(according to the minimum fluidization velocity UMF); 
3. Calculation of the number of reactors in oxidation according to the maximum pressure 

drop ( p/p 8%); 
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4. The same number of reactors is chosen for the reduction phase (in this case pressure 
drop is not a limiting parameter because the overall efficiency is slightly affected if the 
pressure drop is contained in a certain range); 

5. Calculation of the Reduction/Oxidation time as the active solid material in the reactor 
and mass flow rate of reacting gas per single reactor: 

[ ] =
[ ]

[ ]
 

 
(3-8) 

 
6. Calculation of total number of reactors in heat removal phase according to the pressure 

drop (calculated by Ergun’s equation) 
P

= 150
(1 )

+ 1.75
(1 )

 
(3-9) 

 
For the strategy B.1 the total number of reactors as function of reactor length and diameter is 
showed in Fig. 3-13. 
  

 
Fig. 3-13: Number of reactors for the Case B.1 as function of reactor length and diameter 
 
 
 
Some comments about the estimation of number of reactors are listed below: 

 Reducing the diameter, the gas velocity tends to increase so that the bed fluidization 
starts and the number of reactors has to be increased; 

 The maximum reactor diameter is related to the possibility of moving the reactors 
from the workshop to the plant (maximum 5.5 m); 

 Increasing the reactor length, the pressure drop increases and the number of reactors 
has to be increased in order to reduce the gas velocity; 

 In presence of large particle diameter, the pressure drop is strongly reduced and the 
number of reactors is lower, but this assumption must be verified with a specific parti-
cle model to ensure that the diffusion through the particle does not become limiting for 
the oxygen carrier conversion. 

Assuming a particle diameter of 5 mm, for the strategies B.1 and B.2, the selected cases sizing 
and estimation are reported in Tab. 3-14: Number of reactors and sizing for case B.1 and B.2 
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strategies B1 5.5/11 B2 5.5/11 
NUMBER OF REACTORS 

OX phase 3 3 
RED phase 3 3 
HR phase 7 9 

purge phase 1 1 
Tab. 3-14: Number of reactors and sizing for case B.1 and B.2 
 
The reactors are operated in parallel with a phase displacement of /3, so that each reactor is 
operated for  in oxidation, /3 in purge,  in reduction and 7/3  in heat removal (Fig. 3-14 for 
the case B.1). In this case it is possible to use only 1 reactor in Purge operating for /3 which 
means 340 s. In Fig. 3-15, the outlet gas conditions of the reactor “R1” are shown.  
  
D 5.5 L 11 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 R11 R12 R13 R14 

 

/3 OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR HR RED RED RED PURGE OXI OXI 

/3 OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR HR RED RED RED PURGE OXI 

/3 OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR HR RED RED RED PURGE 

 

/3 PURGE OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR HR RED RED RED 

/3 RED PURGE OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR HR RED RED 

/3 RED RED PURGE OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR HR RED 

 

/3 RED RED RED PURGE OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR HR 

/3 HR RED RED RED PURGE OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR 

/3 HR HR RED RED RED PURGE OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR 

 

/3 HR HR HR RED RED RED PURGE OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR 

/3 HR HR HR HR RED RED RED PURGE OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR 

/3 HR HR HR HR HR RED RED RED PURGE OXI OXI OXI HR HR 

 
/3 HR HR HR HR HR HR RED RED RED PURGE OXI OXI OXI HR 

/3 HR HR HR HR HR HR HR RED RED RED PURGE OXI OXI OXI 
Fig. 3-14: Reactor phases and switching system for the case B.1 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3-15: reactor outlet gas conditions from reactor 1 in Fig. 1 14 . In this case /3 is equal to 340 s 
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Another advantage of using this mechanism to operate the reactors is the possibility to strong-
ly reduce the transient conditions in the other components of the plant otherwise they would 
be present because of the non-steady state gas conditions at packed bed reactors outlet. In 
facts, the different flows leaving the reactors operated in the same phase (but with /3 of 
phase displacement) are mixed and then sent to the plant components with a positive effect in 
the diminishing the temperature change. Due to this condition the transient gas temperature is 
reduced to about 200°C. at the reactor outlet during the oxidation phase for the case B.1 ( T 
equal to 700°C as shown in Fig. 3-15) The temperatures of the gases that are sent to the dif-
ferent plant components as discussed in the plant layout have some fluctuations as shown in 
Fig. 3-16. These fluctuations relate the gases that are provided to the turbomachinaries and the 
heat exchangers and the components involved have to be able to manage them (in particular, 
the fluctuations are in the order of 20°C every 5 minutes for the N2 to GT).  
 

 
Fig. 3-16: Gas temperatures of the gas that are working in the plant components (Heat Exchangers and Gas Turbine) 
after the mixing of different flows leaving the reactors operating in the same phase during a complete cycle as pro-
posed in Fig. 1 14. 
 
For the case B.2 the number of reactor is higher because the N2 mass flow rate is higher. the 
switching system is shown in Fig. 3-17. The gas conditions (temperature and mass flow rate) 
exiting the reactor “R1” are depicted in Fig. 3-18 while the overall gas properties of the gas 
streams leaving the PBRs unit are shown in Fig. 3-19. 
 

    R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R11 R12 R13 R14 R15 R16 R17 

 

/3 OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR RED RED RED PURG OXI OXI 

/3 OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR RED RED RED PURG OXI 

/3 OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR RED RED RED PURG 

 

/3 PURG OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR RED RED RED 

/3 RED PURG OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR RED RED 

/3 RED RED PURG OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR RED 

 

/3 RED RED RED PURG OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR 

/3 HR RED RED RED PURG OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR 

/3 HR HR RED RED RED PURG OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR HR 
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/3 HR HR HR RED RED RED PURG OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR HR 

/3 HR HR HR HR RED RED RED PURG OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR HR 

/3 HR HR HR HR HR RED RED RED PURG OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR HR 

 

/3 HR HR HR HR HR HR RED RED RED PURG OXI OXI OXI HR HR HR 

/3 HR HR HR HR HR HR HR RED RED RED PURG OXI OXI OXI HR HR 

/3 HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR RED RED RED PURG OXI OXI OXI HR 

  /3 HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR HR RED RED RED PURG OXI OXI OXI 

Fig. 3-17: Reactor phases and switching system for the case B.2 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3-18:reactor outlet gas conditions from reactor 1 in Figure 1 17. In this case /3 is equal to 340 s 
 

 
Fig. 3-19:Gas temperatures of the gas that are working in the plant components (Heat Exchangers and Gas Turbine) 
after the mixing of different flows leaving the reactors operating in the same phase during a complete cycle as pro-
posed in Figure 1 17. 
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3.8 Appendix

 
Fig. 3-20: Plant Layout of the case B.1 with maximum steam temperature equal to 480°C 
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points T p m N gas composition (%v vol) LHV 

 °C bar kg/s kmol/s Ar CO CO2 H2 H2O  H2S  N2 O2 MJ/kg 
1 15.00 1.01 177.99 6.17 0.92 0.03 1.03 77.28 20.73   
2 404.80 16.80 177.99 6.17 0.92 0.03 1.03 77.28 20.73   
3 404.00 16.80 40.93 1.28   100.00   
4 750.00 16.30 137.06 4.89 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50     
5 459.50 16.97 137.06 4.89 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50     
6 25.00 0.97 488.81 22.33 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50     
7 436.20 16.80 423.84 19.92 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50     
8 1200.00 15.58 560.90 24.81 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50     
9 503.20 1.04 625.87 27.49 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50     
10 80.00 1.01 625.87 27.49 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50     
11 15.00 1.01 120.74 4.19 0.92 0.03 1.03 77.28 20.73   
12 15.00 48.00 28.93 0.90 3.09 1.91 95.00   
13 22.40 1.16 5.00 0.18       
14 15.00 44.00 32.04 1.96 dried coal Douglas 26.81 
15 900.00 44.00 123.66 5.51 0.97 57.07 8.61 24.34 7.57 0.18 1.26   9.86 
16 292.00 41.65 111.84 4.89 0.98 55.91 10.40 23.84 7.41 0.17 1.28   9.48 
17 163.40 41.65 79.49 3.55 0.89 50.63 9.42 21.59 16.15 0.16 1.15   8.76 
18 35.00 39.60 79.49 3.55 0.89 50.63 9.42 21.59 16.15 0.16 1.15   8.76 
19 300.00 39.20 73.97 3.25 0.97 55.19 10.08 23.54 8.96 1.26   9.38 
20 747.50 17.00 147.77 5.34 0.97 33.55 31.70 14.33 18.20 1.26   4.69 
21 1200.00 17.00 188.70 5.34 0.97 0.11 65.16 0.02 32.48 1.26   0.01 
22 1200.00 17.00 114.89 3.25 0.97 0.11 65.16 0.02 32.48 0.00 1.26   0.01 
23 157.40 16.49 114.89 3.25 0.97 0.11 65.16 0.02 32.48 0.00 1.26   0.01 
24 35.0  110 82.27  1.89  1.43 96.79 1.78   
25 80.00 94.00 26.47 0.61 1.43 96.79 1.78     
26 80.00 94.00 15.01 0.34 1.43 96.79 1.78     
27 80.00 1.01 1.50 0.03 1.43 96.79 1.78     
28 300.00 54.00 2.87 0.16   100     
29 244.80 54.00 6.72 0.37   100     
30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00   100     
31 153.40 170.00 11.30 0.62   100     
32 343.80 144.00 96.71 5.33   100     
33 17.00 170.00 9.54 0.53   100     
34 338.90 144.00 9.19 0.51   100     
35 338.90 144.00 10.43 0.57   100     
36 338.90 144.00 27.79 1.53   100     
37 480.00 133.90 27.79 1.53   100     
38 343.00 144.00 107.14 5.90   100     
39 480.00 133.92 107.14 5.90   100     
40 478.50 133.92 31.32 1.73   100     
41 292.18 36.00 31.32 1.73   100     
42 476.40 29.48 35.77 1.97   100     
43 292.18 36.00 130.48 7.19   100     
44 480.00 29.48 130.48 7.19   100     
45 476.40 29.48 170.70 9.40   100     
46 32.17 0.05 168.18 9.26   100     
47 32.17 0.05 168.18 9.26   100     
48 338.90 144.00 85.41 4.70   100     
49 338.90 144.00 5.15 0.28   100     
50 338.90 144.00 17.49 0.96   100     
51 218.90 4.00 1.71 0.09   100     
52 218.90 4.00 0.73 0.04         100         

Tab. 3-15: stream properties referred to Fig. 3-20 
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Fig. 3-21: Plant Layout of the case B.1 with maximum steam temperature equal to 565°C 
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points T p m N gas composition (%v vol) LHV 
  °C bar kg/s kmol/s Ar CO CO2 H2 H2O  H2S  N2 O2 MJ/kg 
1 15.00 1.01 177.99 6.17 0.92 0.03 1.03 77.28 20.73   
2 404.80 16.80 177.99 6.17 0.92 0.03 1.03 77.28 20.73   
3 404.00 16.80 40.93 1.28 100.00   
4 750.00 16.30 137.06 4.89 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50   
5 459.50 16.97 137.06 4.89 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50   
6 25.00 0.97 488.81 22.33 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50   
7 436.20 16.80 423.84 19.92 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50   
8 1200.00 15.58 560.90 24.81 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50   
9 503.20 1.04 625.87 27.49 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50   
10 80.00 1.01 625.87 27.49 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50   
11 15.00 1.01 120.74 4.19 0.92 0.03 1.03 77.28 20.73   
12 15.00 48.00 28.93 0.90 3.09 1.91 95.00   
13 22.40 1.16 5.00 0.18   
14 15.00 44.00 32.04 1.96 dried coal Douglas 26.81 
15 900.00 44.00 123.66 5.51 0.97 57.07 8.61 24.34 7.57 0.18 1.26 9.86 
16 292.00 41.65 111.84 4.89 0.98 55.91 10.40 23.84 7.41 0.17 1.28 9.48 
17 163.40 41.65 79.49 3.55 0.89 50.63 9.42 21.59 16.15 0.16 1.15 8.76 
18 35.00 39.60 79.49 3.55 0.89 50.63 9.42 21.59 16.15 0.16 1.15 8.76 
19 300.00 39.20 73.97 3.25 0.97 55.19 10.08 23.54 8.96 1.26 9.38 
20 747.50 17.00 147.77 5.34 0.97 33.55 31.70 14.33 18.20 1.26 4.69 
21 1199.00 17.00 188.70 5.34 0.97 0.11 65.16 0.02 32.48 1.26 0.01 
22 1199.00 17.00 114.89 3.25 0.97 0.11 65.16 0.02 32.48 0.00 1.26 0.01 
23 157.40 16.49 114.89 3.25 0.97 0.11 65.16 0.02 32.48 0.00 1.26 0.01 
24 35.0  110 82.27  1.89  1.43 96.79 1.78   
25 80.00 94.00 26.47 0.61 1.43 96.79 1.78   
26 80.00 94.00 15.01 0.34 1.43 96.79 1.78   
27 80.00 1.01 1.50 0.03 1.43 96.79 1.78   
28 300.00 54.00 2.87 0.16 100   
29 244.80 54.00 6.72 0.37 100   
30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100   
31 153.40 170.00 11.30 0.63 100   
32 480.00 133.92 59.70 3.31 100   
33 17.00 170.00 9.51 0.53 100   
34 338.00 144.00 9.89 0.55 100   
35 480.00 133.90 17.10 0.95 100   
36 338.60 144.00 27.74 1.54 100   
37 480.00 133.90 27.74 1.54 100   
38 478.20 144.00 48.79 2.71 100   
39 565.00 133.92 153.33 8.51 100   
40 361.10 36.00 153.33 8.51 100   
41 478.20 36.00 5.53 0.31 100   
42 559.20 29.48 158.87 8.82 100   
43 32.17 0.05 156.55 8.69 100   
44 32.17 0.05 156.55 8.69 100   
45 338.90 144.00 48.40 2.69 100   
46 338.90 144.00 17.49 0.97 100   
47 338.90 144.00 5.15 0.29 100   
48 278.00 4.00 1.63 0.09 100   
49 278.00 4.00 0.69 0.04         100         

Tab. 3-16: stream properties referred to Fig. 3-21 
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Fig. 3-22: Plant Layout of the case B.2 
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points T p m N gas composition (%v vol) LHV 
  °C bar kg/s kmol/s Ar CO CO2 H2 H2O  H2S N2 O2 MJ/kg 
1 15.00 1.01 177.99 6.17 0.92 0.03 1.03 77.28 20.73   
2 404.80 16.80 177.99 6.17 0.92 0.03 1.03 77.28 20.73   
3 404.80 16.80 40.93 1.28 100.00   
4 450.00 16.30 137.06 4.89 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50   
5 431.50 16.97 137.06 4.89 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50   
6 25.00 0.97 633.42 22.33 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50   
7 438.60 16.80 558.42 19.92 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50   
8 1200.00 15.58 695.48 24.81 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50   
9 511.70 1.04 770.48 27.49 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50   
10 81.70 1.01 770.48 27.49 1.16 0.04 1.31 97.50   
11 15.00 1.01 120.74 4.19 0.92 0.03 1.03 77.28 20.73   
12 15.00 48.00 28.93 0.90 3.09 1.91 95.00   
13 22.40 1.16 5.00 0.18   
14 15.00 44.00 32.04 1.96 dried coal Douglas 26.81 
15 900.00 44.00 123.66 5.51 0.97 57.07 8.61 24.34 7.57 0.18 1.26 9.86 
16 292.00 41.65 111.84 4.89 0.98 55.91 10.40 23.84 7.41 0.17 1.28 9.48 
17 163.40 41.65 79.49 3.55 0.89 50.63 9.42 21.59 16.15 0.16 1.15 8.76 
18 35.00 39.60 79.49 3.55 0.89 50.63 9.42 21.59 16.15 0.16 1.15 8.76 
19 300.00 39.20 73.97 3.25 0.97 55.19 10.08 23.54 8.96 1.26 9.38 
20 518.30 17.00 147.77 5.34 0.97 33.55 31.70 14.33 18.20 1.26 4.69 
21 750.00 17.00 188.70 5.34 0.97 0.11 65.16 0.02 32.48 1.26 0.01 
22 750.00 17.00 114.89 3.25 0.97 0.11 65.16 0.02 32.48 0.00 1.26 0.01 
23 150.80 16.49 114.89 3.25 0.97 0.11 65.16 0.02 32.48 0.00 1.26 0.01 
24 35.0  110 82.27  1.89  1.43 96.79 1.78   
25 80.00 94.00 26.47 0.61 1.43 96.79 1.78   
26 80.00 94.00 15.01 0.34 1.43 96.79 1.78   
27 80.00 1.01 1.50 0.03 1.43 96.79 1.78   
28 300.00 54.00 2.87 0.16 100   
29 244.80 54.00 6.72 0.37 100   
30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100   
31 153.40 170.00 11.30 0.63 100   
32 338.90 144.00 48.40 2.69 100   
33 480.00 133.92 59.70 3.31 100   
34 338.90 144.00 5.90 0.33 100   
35 480.00 133.90 34.86 1.94 100   
36 478.43 133.92 135.83 7.54 100   
37 292.02 36.00 135.83 7.54 100   
38 476.50 29.48 148.58 8.25 100   
39 299.00 3.52 5.66 0.31 100   
40 151.80 0.05 32.17 1.79 100   
41 151.80 0.05 32.17 1.79 100   
42 338.90 144.00 5.15 0.29 100   
43 338.90 144.00 17.49 0.97 100   
44 218.90 4.00 1.71 0.09 100   
45 218.90 4.00 0.73 0.04         100         

Tab. 3-17: stream properties referred to Fig. 3-22 
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4 Finite Volume model for pressurized IT – SOFC
 

4.1 Introduction
Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) are energy conversion devices that produce electricity and 
heat directly from gaseous fuels through an electrochemical oxidation. SOFCs are expected to 
play an important role in future power generation due to their high efficiency: the electrical 
efficiency obtained from a SOFC is typically greater than that obtained from conventional 
heat engines and additional efficiency can be gained by the integration of SOFCs with 
gas/steam cycles that recover heat exhausted from the fuel cells.  

The analysis of SOFC power plant performances often requires a detailed simulation of SOFC 
internal behavior, both for the development of new cell design and materials and investigation 
of different operating conditions such as fuel composition, temperature and pressure, as well 
as for optimizing the power plant performances. 

One of the advantages of SOFC is the high working temperature (typically in the range 600-
1000°C) which allows efficiently converting gaseous hydrocarbons (such as CH4) into H2 and 
CO directly at the anode side. The continuing consumption of H2 increases CH4 and CO con-
version and the equilibrium of steam methane reforming (SMR) and Water Gas Shift (WGS) 
is further moved to the right hand of the reactions. A problem related to direct internal reform-
ing (DIR) is the carbon deposition on the anode and subsequent electro-catalyst deactivation. 

A  typical  SOFC  electrolyte  is  yttria-stabilized  zirconia  (YSZ),  while  the  anode  electrode  is  
usually nickel/zirconia cermet which provides high electrochemical performance and the 
cathode electrode is a perovskite material, such as strontium doped lanthanum manganite. 

With respect to high temperature SOFCs (HT-SOFCs) that operate at 1000°C, fuel cells at in-
termediate temperature (IT) working at around 700-800°C allow a wider range of materials 
and more cost-effective fabrication. IT-SOFCs are generally electrode supported in order to 
minimize ohmic losses.  

The present chapter discusses the development of a finite volume model for a planar solid ox-
ide fuel cell. A literature review about the different models from other authors is presented to 
introduce the different approaches with particular attention to the kinetic and the electro-
chemical models adopted. A comprehensive description of the kinetic model and electro-
chemical model which allow calculating material and energy balances for different configura-
tions (co-flow, counter-flow and cross-flow) is displayed; the results from the SOFC simula-
tion tool are compared with other models. The effects of different phenomena are commented 
and highlighted in the model description: the effect of the pressure and the CO-rich syngas 
composition are taken into account in the definition of model for the coal-derived syngas 
SOFC.  

The kinetic models of the reactions involved is considered for the calculation of electrochemi-
cal behavior: anode side materials and operating conditions allow to convert fuel into H2 and 
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CO via steam methane reforming and water gas shift reactions and fuel oxidation is carried 
out by using only H2 oxidation or combined H2-CO oxidation.  

In this model, a thermodynamic analysis is also carried out to evaluate the risk of carbon dep-
osition in presence of syngas with high carbon monoxide and methane content, according to 
Boudouard and methane cracking reactions. 

The present model is finally used to estimate the internal thermodynamic andelectrochemical 
variableprofiles of a planar SOFC working with syngas from coal gasification power plants. 
The analysis of the IGFC be amply described in the next chapter.  

Nomenclature 

AES  Anode Electrode-Supported 

AFC   Alkaline Fuel Cell 

CC  Combined Cycle 

CCS  Carbon Capture and Storage 

DIR  Direct Internal Reforming 

HT/IT   High Temperature/Intermediate Temperature 

IGCC   Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle 

PEMFC  Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell 

PEN    Positive - Electrolyte - Negative 

SH/RH   Super-heating/Re-heating 

SMR   Steam Methane Reforming 

SOFC  Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 

TPB  Three Phase Boundary 

WGS   Water Gas Shift 

YSZ  Yttria-Stabilized Zirconia 

4.2 Description of the technology and literature review
Several SOFC models based on finite-volume analysis have been developed and published in 
the last years for purposes which are similar to those which have been orienting this work. A 
literature review of different models is carried out to distinguish the different approaches used 
for the simulation of systems using natural gas and syngas from biomass or coal, having dif-
ferent design (co-flow, counter-flow and cross-flow) and configuration (planar or tubular) and 
adopting different operating conditions. The first part of the literature review is oriented to 
point out the different models used to describe the kinetic phenomena model in presence het-
erogeneous reactions such as SMR and WGS that directly occurs at the anode surface. After 
that, the literature review is focused on the comparison of different electro-chemical models 
used to calculate the current density and the polarization losses in presence of different fuels. 
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4.2.1 Overview of the different kinetic models
SOFCs can be very efficient if the fuel conversion can occur directly at the anode side, sup-
pressing the external process of fuel conversion into a specific gas to be used in the fuel cell 
which is typically required by different fuel cell systems (e.g. PEMFC, AFC, etc…), since the 
presence of CO or CO2 in the fuel does not poison the anode reaction. The use of Ni-based 
materials at the anode support layer allow to convert directly hydrocarbons in the fuel channel 
with the advantage of carrying out fuel conversion and oxidation in the same process as de-
picted in Fig. 4-1. The reactions involved are generally the steam reforming (4-1) in presence 
of humidified CH4-rich syngas and Water Gas Shift (WGS) (4-2). The CH4 in the syngas re-
acts with H2O to form H2 and CO. Hence, CO also reacts with H2O to produce H2 and CO2. 
Despite CO and CH4 have some charge transfer rates that allow to directly oxidizing with O2 
from the cathode side, the H2 production via SMR and WGS is generally faster and CO and 
CH4 are generally converted into H2 during the diffusion along the anode layer and not direct-
ly oxidized. 

 

+ 3 +  = 206 /  (4-1)

+ +  = 41.6 /  (4-2)

 
Fig. 4-1: Microscopic representation of a Membrane-Electrode Assembly 

The majority of literature models deals with natural gas applications. Among those, Aguiar et 
al.[3] describe a mathematical model of YSZ electrolyte 1-D co-flow and counter-flow SOFC 
operating with pre-reformed natural gas with direct internal reforming, working at atmospher-
ic pressure and 700-800°C. The model used for the mass balance assumes that all CH4 is con-
verted through the SMR reaction by assuming a first order kinetic expression that depends on 
reactants partial pressures, while WGS is considered at the equilibrium. The effect of H2O and 
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CH4 partial pressures are accounted for with different coefficients according to the operating 
parameters of the system. The same kinetic model for SMR and WGS has been used also in 
Campanari and Iora [5] in which a 2D model comparison of different planar cell geometries 
for pre-reformed natural gas at atmospheric pressure and operating temperature of 1000°C, as 
well as a model for tubular configurations with atmospheric and pressurized operation [7], are 
proposed. The CH4 conversion is calculated with a kinetic equation that considers the partial 
pressure of CH4 according to Achenbach et al.[1], Costamagna et al.[8] while the WGS is cal-
culated at equilibrium. The same model is also used in Li et al.[15].  

The use of pressurized SOFC and different syngas composition is discussed in Gemmen et 
al.[10]. This work has specifically investigated the behavior of coal-derived syngas in planar 
Ni/YSZ cermet. The model provides the description of transport of gases through the anode, 
as well as gas species reactions within the anode such as WGS and SMR. The chemical reac-
tions are calculated according to Lenhert et al.[14] and Divisek et al.[9]: the rates of converted 
reactants are calculated considering the forward and reverse rate constants of different reac-
tions. The SOFC operating temperature is 800°C and the operating pressure has been varied 
from 1 to 15 atm. Results show the effect of pressure on SMR: working at low pressure the 
reaction is favored and H2 is produced; increasing the operating pressure the effect of reverse 
SMR reaction is detected and CH4 is produced so the positive effects of high temperature and 
continuous steam production that move the equilibrium to the right hand of the SMR reaction 
are partially counterbalanced by the effect of pressure. 

Yakabe et al.[28] proposed a 3D mathematical model for a planar SOFC operating at 900-
1000°C. Different input parameters have been used for the simulation such as fuel velocity, 
flow pattern, syngas composition. The rate of CH4 conversion via SMR is calculated adopting 
an empirical formula for Ni/YSZ in an Arrhenius form that depends on reactants partial pres-
sure and anode structure density (Da) while WGS rate of conversion is determined for the 
forward and backward reactions.  

Equation for SMR in anode-SOFC References 

= × ×  
[10] [14] [9] 

= × × exp ( ) ( ) [3] [5] [8] 
[15] 

= × × exp ( ) × ( ) [28] 

(*) 1, 1 ,k0, ECH4 are different according to authors assumptions and anode-SOFC operating conditions 

Tab. 4-1: List of different models used for the kinetic of the SMR reaction 

Equation for SMR in anode-SOFC References 

= , × × 1
×

× ×
 [3] [5] [8] [15] 
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= exp
4276

( ) 3.961  

= × ×  
[10] [14] [9] 

Tab. 4-2: List of different models used for the kinetic of the WGS reaction 

 

The  effect  of  carbon deposition  is  often  discussed  if  SOFCs are  fed  with  hydrocarbons:  the  
presence  of  Ni  at  the  anode  surface  improves  the  C  formation  via  Boudouard  and  methane  
cracking reactions. The formation of solid carbon has to be prevented to avoid fast degrada-
tion of cell and a relevant cell voltage drop. A comprehensive discussion of the phenomena 
and the effect on cell performance and the strategies to limit carbon formation are reported in 
Miao et al. [30] while Klein et al.[12] discussed the effect of syngas composition and current 
density from a qualitative point of view, with the calculation of driving forces for the Bou-
douard (4-4) and methane cracking (4-3) reactions expressed by: 

4 + 2 2 = 2
2

4

(4-3)

2 + = (4-4)

 

When j in equations (4-1) and (4-2) is higher than 1 the carbon deposition is not thermody-
namically possible while if j is lower than 1 a kinetic model is needed for to estimate if car-
bon deposition occurs and the amount that is formed.   

4.2.2 Overview of the different electrochemical models
SOFC operated under open-circuit conditions shows a maximum cell potential Voc,cell close  to 
the reversible potential known as Nernst potential Erev. A difference can arise in presence of 
internal  parasitic  currents  which  short-circuit  part  of  the  cell  potential  even  at  open  circuit.  
However, these losses are generally small and heavily dependent on the cell design and manu-
facture, so that they are generally neglected at modeling level; by contrast they can be includ-
ed when calibrating a model against specific experimental results [33]. Neglecting this effect, 
it is possible to write 

, = =
G

 
(4-5)

 

In this expression  is the Gibbs free energy calculated at standard conditions for the re-
action of fuel oxidation (e.g. + O), ne are the moles of electrons transferred per 
mole of fuel converted (for the H2 oxidation ne is equal to 2), F is the Faraday’s constant (F= 
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96485 A/mol of electrons), pk is the partial pressure of  the species involved in the oxidation 
reaction and k is the stoichiometric coefficient of single species. 

While the current is delivered, the reversible potential and the open circuit potential cannot be 
achieved. The electric potential losses are related to internal barriers and are called overpoten-
tials i. Three different overpotential losses can be distinguished: i) activation overpotential 
are associated with the energy needed to be overcome in order to obtain the ions dissociation 
at the electrodes; the ohmic overpotential losses are related to the effect of resistivity along the 
surfaces that the ions O= have to cross; iii) the concentration overpotential losses are associat-
ed with the gas-phase transport within the porous electrode structures. The final cell voltage is 
then expressed as: 

= ( ) , ( ) , ( ) , ( ) , ( ) (4-6)

The definition of the activation overpotential is based on the Butler-Volmer relation in the 
form: 

= , , ( 1) ( )
( 4-7)

where  is the transfer coefficient (usually is taken to be 0.5) and i0 is the exchange current 
density. Its expression depends on the electrode considered. At high temperature (e.g. 
1000°C) the electrode reaction is rapid with the consequence of small overpotential loss asso-
ciated, but when the SOFC operating temperature drops the activation losses can represent the 
most relevant voltage drop. Lot of research is ongoing and several publications have been 
proposed but a detailed understanding of the electrode reaction mechanism, its microstructure 
and its effects on cell losses is difficult. Aguiar et al. [3] assume a Butler-Volmer equation 
correction in the case of anode, because the charge and mass transfer occur at comparable 
rates; Campanari and Iora [5] calculate the exchange current density i0 following the values 
reported in Costamagna et al.[8] and the overpotential is approximated in linear form (with 
respect to the current i if the polarization conditions are low, or neglecting the second term in 
the equation (4-6) and writing the relation as Tafel’s law. In Achenbach [2] a simplified 
method is proposed in which the activation overpotentials are written in terms of electrical re-
sistance.  

The Ohmic losses are caused by resistance to conduction of ions through the electrodes and 
electrons through the electrolyte and by contact resistance between cell components. The de-
pendence is defined by the first Ohm’s law where the equivalent ohmic resistance depends al-
so on the anode, cathode and electrolyte resistances that are generally calculated with the sec-
ond Ohm’s law. 

Concentration overpotential losses are present when the mass transport from the bulk phase to 
the electrode hinders the electrode reactions: a diffusion mass transfer process occurs and the 
gas concentrations at cell reaction sites are different than the bulk flow gas composition. The 
different concentration leads to a lower cell voltage that is in general very small at the cathode 
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but, increasing the fuel utilization and hence the current density, it can become significant at 
the anode. The diffusion process inside the porous electrode materials can be calculated by us-
ing the Knudsen model with diffusion coefficient calculated as function of average pore side 
and tortuosity. The effect of conc depends on electrodes thickness, porosity and tortuosity and 
to a first approximation is proportional to partial pressure of reactant species. 

The main differences in the SOFC models are generally based on the definition of overpoten-
tial losses, in particular the activation losses, and the assumption that CO direct oxidation oc-
curs. Despite the great majority of models working with natural gas are considering only the 
current from H2, neglecting the effect of other species (e.g. CO and CH4), in the recent years 
an increasing number of works are focusing on the description of the effect on cell perfor-
mance of different oxidative gas mechanisms. The use of CO-rich syngas leads to an in-
creased current due to the direct CO oxidation.  

+ + 2  (4-8)

+ + 2  (4-9)

 

 

If  only  H2 oxidation (4-8) is assumed the equivalent electric circuit model is shown in Fig. 
4-2a and the electrochemical balance ( 4-7) is  related  only  to  H2 oxidation ([3], [5], [12], 
[16]). If charge mass transfer by means of CO oxidation (4-9) is considered, the equivalent 
electric circuit is different (Fig. 4-2b) and electrochemical balance equation becomes a system 
of (non-linear) equations which can be expressed as follows: 

= , ( ) _ ( ) , ( ) _ ( ) , ( )
= , ( ) _ ( ) , ( ) _ ( ) , ( )

= +
 

(4-10)

(4-11)

(4-12)

Where Erev,j is the Nernst potential of reaction j (respectively H2 and CO oxidation), and iH2 
and iCO are the current density associated to the H2 and CO oxidation. This system is not valid 
when the current density tends to zero, where it shall be substituted with a different simplified 
expression keeping continuity of results.  

The CO oxidation is taken into account in different models: in general two different ways can 
be considered in the prediction of the activation overpotential: i) the activation overpotentials 
are calculated as electrical resistances as proposed by Achenbach [2] and also performed in 
Nishino et al.[21] or Petruzzi [23], otherwise ii) the Butler-Volmer equation is reported with 
the use of different parameters that are calibrated after fitting experimental data. This proce-
dure is based on the assumption that the current generated by hydrogen oxidation is higher 
than the current generated by carbon monoxide oxidation; however different approaches are 
possible, ranging from the definition of a constant ratio among the two currents to more com-
plicated models. Reflecting this approach, Gemmen et al.[10] assumed that iH2 = 4×iCO, while 
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Matsuzaki et al.[18] suggested that the ratio between electrochemical oxidation of H2 and CO 
is in the range 2.5:3.In another work, Suwanwarangkul et al.[25] describes a more complete 
model in which the exchange current density from CO is 2.5 times lower then exchange cur-
rent density from H2 and the current densities are also dependent on the equilibrium constants 
respectively of H2 an CO oxidation. The same model has also been used recently in Anders-
son et al. [19] and Iwai et al.[22].  

 
Fig. 4-2: Equivalent electric circuit models: a) only H2 is converted through oxidation; combined H2-CO oxidation 

A list of different set of equations is collected in Tab. 4-3. The values used for the calculation 
of current (or activation overpotential losses) such as the activation energy Eact or the pre-
exponential factor k,el differ in the various cases because they feature different operating con-
ditions,  cell  geometries and configurations as well  as a different calibration systems. In par-
ticular, in presence of H2-CO combined oxidation there is poor consistency in literature about 
the electrochemical behavior and overpotentials prediction electrochemistry. The effect of dif-
ferent coefficient k,el or different Eact can  drastically  change  the  performance  of  the  system  
considered. This point will be discussed in the next part of the chapter but a sensitivity analy-
sis has been carried out in [7] and [15]. 
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Tab. 4-3: electrochemical model used in the literature for the calculation of activation overpotentials 

A detailed and comprehensive description of the different models is discussed in a recent re-
view by Hajimolana et al. [29] in which a significant number of references and assumptions 
are reported. 

4.3 Model Description
In the model developed in this work, the cell is simulated with a pseudo 2D approach, divid-
ing each cell into a pre-defined number of finite volumes. The cell is a planar SOFC with dif-
ferent possible designs, featuring direct internal reforming. The model implemented is able to 
simulate different reactant flow configurations: co-flow, counter-flow and cross-flow. The 
cell  considered  in  the  simulations  carried  out  here  has  the  same  specifications  proposed  by  
Aguiar et al.[3] and the geometry is reported in Tab. 4-4. Due to the high computational time 
the simulation was limited to a single channel with cell width of 1 mm, while the length has 
been considered the same reported in the reference: the purpose of this study is focused on the 
investigation of temperature and chemical concentration profiles and effects on gas conver-
sion across the cell. 

Dimension of cell elements 

Cell length, mm 400 Anode thickness, m 500 

Cell width, mm 100 (1)  Cathode thickness, m 50 
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Fuel channel height, mm 1 Electrolyte thickness, m 20 

Air channel height, mm 1 Interconnect thickness, m 500 

Tab. 4-4: dimension of cell elements 

Despite the model is able to simulate different flow configurations, the analysis here present-
ed is based on co-flow configuration, as represented in Fig. 4-3. Single cells can be connected 
to generate more power thanks to the possibility to add more elements and to create modules 
that form a SOFC stack, for instance as depicted in Fig. 4-4.  

 

   
Fig. 4-3: single element cell in co-flow configuration 

 
Fig. 4-4: SOFC stack 

 

4.3.1 Kinetic model
As previously discussed in the literature review, the SOFC fuelled with syngas can perform 
the SMR and WGS directly at the anode surface to produce H2. Despite the great majority of 
studies about SOFC models are operated at atmospheric pressure, the possibility to use 
SOFCs at high pressure has the potential to increase the cell voltage and hence the electrical 
efficiency; moreover it is particularly interesting for applications with syngas generated by 
pressurized gasifiers [34]. The kinetic model used for the analysis has been selected according 
to [9] in order to consider the possibility of working at high pressure and keeping into account 
the partial pressure of both reactants and products. The model is arranged to calculate first the 
kinetics of heterogeneous reactions and then the electrochemical reaction of H2 or H2/CO oxi-
dation. For Ni-based material the forward reaction rate constants are described by polynomial 
equations and hence the gas-solid reactions at three phase boundary (TPB) are described with 
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the use of coefficients that describe the kinetics of SMR (subscript r) and WGS (subscript a) 
reactions. 

These chemical reactions are accounted for, respectively as: 

 

 

Where k+
r, k+

a and k-
r e k-

a represent the forward and reverse reaction constants, respectively 
for steam methane reforming and water gas shift. The rate constants can be expressed in Ar-
rhenius form through the following equations: 

= = × ×
(4-13)

= = × ×
(4-14)

The forward and backward reaction rate constants are calculated with the set of equations pre-
sented below, where the rate constants  and the equilibrium constants 

 are calculated as a function of temperature and  as a function of 
gas species partial pressures. 

 

= (1.942)(2395)
231266 (4-15)

= (1.185)(0.0171)
103191 (4-16)

= =
( ) (4-17)

= =
(4-18)

= (1.003)(1.0267 × 10 ) ( 0.2531 + 0.3665 + 0.581 27.134 + 3.277) (4-19)

= (1.049) ( 0.2935 + 0.6351 + 4.1788 + 0.3169) (4-20)

=
1000

( ) 1
(4-21)

With the use of this model the reaction equations take into account the effect of pressure (in 
particular the SMR which is not favored when the pressure is high) and the reactions are not 
considered at the chemical equilibrium in general. 
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The molar rates of formation for the various species involved in the system are:  

4CH
r

dN R
dt  ; 

CO
r

dN R Rs
dt

 ; 
2 3H

r
dN R Rs

dt
 ; 

2H O
r

dN R Rs
dt

; 
2COdN Rs

dt
 

   

The advantages of using this kinetic model are briefly summarized: i) the reaction of SMR 
and WGS are calculated simultaneously, ii) if the reaction is very fast (i.e. high temperature) 
the conversion tends to equilibrium (which might be overtaken under certain conditions if on-
ly the kinetic of the direct reaction is considered); iii) WGS is not considered at the equilibri-
um as proposed in several previous works.   

4.3.2 Electrochemical Model 
Two different electrochemical models have been implemented to compare the resulting SOFC 
performance predictions. The first model considers only the electrochemical conversion of H2 
and neglects the possibility to convert also CO at electrode surface with oxygen (named “only 
H2”); the second model calculates the current contributions of both H2 and CO (named “com-
bo CO-H2”). 

After running the kinetic model, which calculates the composition in a generic cell element, 
the electrochemical model calculates the current flow, the power output and the anode chemi-
cal species mass flows rates for each element of the cell. For all cases a uniform average tem-
perature of each cell element is assumed for the solid structure, as well as the anode and the 
cathode flow.  

The correlations used for the models are taken from the literature. In case of “only H2” model, 
the reference considered is Aguiar et al. [3] while in case of “combo CO-H2” the model of 
Suwanwarangkul et al.[25] has been used; the activation energies have been calibrated in or-
der to obtain the same current from H2 oxidation and the same overpotential losses obtained 
with  the  model  “only  H2”  when the  model  “combo CO-H2” has been run assuming the CO 
current equal to zero. 

In the next paragraphs the set of equations implemented will be listed to quantify the different 
overpotential losses for the models by solving the electrochemical balances (4-22) and (4-23).  

Only H2 = , ( ) , ( ) , ( ) , , ( ) , ( ) (4-22)

Combo 
CO-H2 

= , ( ) _ ( ) , ( ) _ ( ) , ( )
= , ( ) _ ( ) , ( ) _ ( ) , ( )

= +
 (4-23)

4.3.2.1 Nernst Voltage 
The Nernst voltage is the maximum cell voltage achievable if current is zero. It is defined for 
H2 and CO as function of temperature, pressure and composition. Thermodynamic data of 
gaseous species for the calculation are taken from chemical data handbooks, in particular 
from Barin [32]: 
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2 0
2

2
2 2 101325

0.5

(4-24)

0
2 = 1.2729 (2.7632 × 10 4) (4-25)

0 2
2

2 101325
0.5

(4-26)

0 = 1.4671 (4.5292 × 10 4) (4-27)

4.3.2.2 Ohmic Overpotential 
Ohmic losses are caused by resistance to conduction of ions through the electrodes and elec-
trons through the electrolyte, as well as by contact resistance between cell components.  

The overall system resistance is divided into the losses in the air channel interconnection, in 
the solid structure of anode, cathode and electrolyte layers and in the fuel channel intercon-
nection. 

The solid structure resistance (Fig. 4-5a) is calculated from the temperature-dependent mate-
rial resistivity of anode, cathode and electrolyte and the equivalent electric circuit is shown in 
(Fig. 4-5b), following the approach proposed in [7];  the resistance of “L-shaped” intercon-
nection form is calculated considering the different rectangular parts (I, II, III) and the re-
sistances are according to Ohm’s law (RIII is calculated by using an empirical function): 

= ( ) =
( )

( ) =
1

0.41 1.2

= + 2

 
Fig. 4-5: ohmic overpotential geometric model (a), and equivalent electric circuit for one half of cell element 
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Correlations used for the calculation of the single resistivity are listed in Tab. 4-5. 

[ ] 1.25 × 10

[ ] 1.19 × 10

[ ]
33.4 × 103

10300
1

[ ] 9.3 × 106 1100
1

Tab. 4-5: Correlation used for the calculation of resistivity 

4.3.2.3 Concentration Overpotential 
Concentration overpotentials conc are associated with gas-phase transport within electrode 
structures. The calculation of cell reversible potential is based on average bulk flow reactant 
chemical composition. The partial pressure of reactants is lower at the electrolyte interface 
than the bulk flow. The difference between the reversible potential calculated at bulk flow 
conditions and at the electrolyte interface, both for the anode and cathode, is called concentra-
tion overpotential. These losses are function of current density because at increasing current 
more fuel is consumed and partial pressure of products increases in the porous electrode, 
while the partial pressure of reactants tends to decrease, and hence conc is higher.  

The expressions used to evaluate the concentration overpotentials at anode and cathode side 
are listed below: 

, = 4
4-28)

, = 2
4-29)

, = 2
4-30)

 

4.3.2.4 Activation Overpotential 
Activation overpotentials are associated with the need of energy to overcome the two reac-
tions of (i) hydrogen/carbon monoxide combination with oxygen ions and electrons and (ii) 
oxygen reduction at the electrode layers. The relationship between activation overpotential 
losses and current density is given by Butler-Volmer equation and the different relations have 
been discussed and listed in Tab. 4-3. The coefficients and equations used in the model “only 
H2” have been taken from Aguiar et al. [3]. For the model “combo CO-H2” the equations used 
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are given in in Suwanwarangkul [25] but the activation energies are different as discussed lat-
er. 

The correlations used here for the different models are reported in Tab. 4-6. 

Exchange current density and current density values 

H2 only  

cathode 

= = 2.35 × 1011 2

= 137 × 103 1

= 0.5= , , ( 1)

anode 

= = 6.54 × 1011 2

= 140 × 103 1

= 0.5= ,

,

,

,

,

, ( 1)

combo 

H2-CO 

 

cathode 

, = 101325
. = 2.5 × 109 2

= 108 × 103 1

= ,
2 , 2 ,

Anode H2 

, = ,

, ,

.

,
. , 2 = 2.1 × 1011 2

= 100 × 103 1

, 2 =
29.5 × 103

6.411

Anode CO 

, = ,

, ,

.

,
, , = 8.4 × 1010 2

, = 100 × 103 1

, =
34.05 × 103

10.5

 , = ,
2 , ,   

Tab. 4-6: Correlations and values used in the models for the calculation of activation overpotential losses in the model 
"H2 only and "combo CO-H2". 

4.3.3 Thermal Model
Simulation of the electrochemical model is strongly influenced by the internal temperature 
profile. The model is based on finite volume elements and performs the energy balance of 
three volumes (cathode, anode and solid structure). The model considers the effect of heat ex-
change and heat produced (or consumed) by the chemical reactions involved. 
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The energy balance of each cell element is calculated for the anode and the cathode sides (re-
spectively (4-31) and (4-32)). The conductive thermal flux in the solid part of the volume el-
ement is modeled by Fourier’s law with the energy balance (4-33). 

+ ,

where H2 H2O, CO, CO2 CH4 N2

(4-31)

+ ( , )

where O2 N2

(4-32)

2

2 +
2

2 + ( , ) + , + +

= 0

where Wel is the electric power and Qloss is the thermal power dissipation

(4-33)

4.4 Models comparison
The model here implemented has been compared with literature data to evaluate the different 
forecasts of cell performance and axial profiles of relevant variables along the cell.  

4.4.1 Effect of kinetic model
In this part the numerical analysis is focused on the case of a HT-SOFC working at 1000°C 
with pre-reformed natural gas in co-flow configuration. The purpose of this comparison is to 
highlight the effect of pressure of two different models on the cell performance. This compar-
ison has been carried out only for the kinetic model. The kinetic model described in the previ-
ous part has been compared with a different electrochemical model (a comprehensive descrip-
tion of that model is reported in [5]). 

The  aim  of  this  analysis  is  the  validation  and  comparison  of  models  at  different  operating  
pressures (respectively at 1.05 bar and 20 bar). The cell simulation is performed for an elec-
trolyte-supported cell (cell length 100 mm and cell width 3 mm for 12 channels) 

First comparison: two cases at high temperature (HT) and atmospheric or pressurized condi-
tions with pre-reformed NG 

The first analysis is carried out for 0.38 mol/h of pre-reformed natural gas (molar composi-
tion: 17.1% CH4; 2.9% CO, 26.3% H2,  4.4%  CO2,  49.3%  H2O)  and  with  5.3  mol/h  of  air  
(21% O2, 79% N2) that are fed at 900°C and 1.05 bar. Cell voltage is set equal to 0.7 V, calcu-
lating the resulting current density, and heat losses are neglected.  

The second analysis reported in this part is a comparison of the two models at 20 bar, with 
fuel and air inlet at 900°C. The same cell voltage and cell geometry of the cases at atmospher-
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ic pressure have been considered. The fuel molar flow is 1.1 mol/h and air molar flow is 15.3 
mol/h. 

The results of the present comparison are reported in this section. The summary of results is 
presented in Tab. 4-7: in terms of overall performance the system at atmospheric pressure is 
almost similar in the simulation run with the two considered models, since the difference in 
current density and power output is 0.6%; at 20 bar the difference increases approaching 
2.7%. The differences in the results are confirmed in the axial profiles of current density and 
Nernst voltage in Fig. 4-6 and Fig. 4-7: the higher Nernst voltage in [5] at 20 bar in the first 
part is due to the higher SMR reaction rate as depicted in Fig. 4-9 which increase H2/H2O ra-
tio and reduces the minimum fuel temperature because of the fast of SMR (endothermic reac-
tion). At atmospheric pressure the differences are smoother and both models show same over-
all results and the profiles coincide along the axial position. 

To summarize this comparison: 

i) The fuel temperature profiles are almost similar and the temperature differences are 
mainly concentrated in first part of fuel channel because the effect of different models 
adopted for SMR reaction; the model here described predicts a smoother conversion 
of CH4 and the effect of endothermic reaction that lowers the fuel temperature is 
stronger in the reference model [5];  the local minimum fuel temperature differs of 
20°C in the atmospheric cell and 40°C in the pressurized cell; 

ii) The Nernst potential has a similar behavior at the different section and the differences 
are related to the first part of the system where the H2 concentration is different; iii) in 
HT-SOFC the high operating temperature increase the CH4 conversion which is com-
pleted at the beginning of the cell, but, at lower temperature (for instance in the range 
of 700-800°C) the kinetic model, and the effect of gas species and operating pressure 
change the methane conversion and the forecasts about cell performance are different 
(see also the discussion in the following). 

model Ref.[5] % model Ref. [5] % 
  atmospheric cell pressurized cell 
Anode off-gas composi-
tion (% vol.)       14.6 15.5 5.9% 
H2 12.4 12.4 -0.2% 67.2 66.3 -1.3% 
H2O 69.3 69.3 0.0% 4.9 5.5 12.0% 
CO 4.4 4.7 7.5% 13.3 12.7 -4.4% 
CO2 13.8 13.5 -2.4% 0.0 0.0 0.0% 
CH4 0.0 0.0 0.0%       
Cathode off-gas composi-
tion (% vol.) 

   
18.9 19.0 0.3% 

O2 18.8 18.8 0.1% 81.1 81.0 -0.1% 
N2 81.2 81.2 0.0%     
main cell parameters 
(Vcell=0.7 V) 

   
46.2 44.9 -2.7% 

net electric efficiency, % 48.5 48.2 -0.5% 29.5 28.7 -2.7% 
DC power, W 10.7 10.6 -0.6% 6314.9 6143.8 -2.7% 
Average current intensity 
i, Am-2 

2290.1 2277.0 -0.6% 
73.2 71.2 -2.7% 
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fuel utilization factor Uf , 
% 

76.9 76.4 -0.6% 
12.2 11.9 -2.7% 

Air utilization factor Ua , 
% 

12.8 12.7 -0.5% 
999.1 994.3 -0.5% 

Tmin solid, °C 1000.7 999.6 -0.1% 820.5 791.9 -3.5% 
Tmax solid, °C 865.6 852.0 -1.6% 3371.7 4999.1 48.3% 

imax, Am-2 1158.9 1161.5 0.2% 7667.2 7594.8 -0.9% 
imax, Am-2 2692.2 2687.2 -0.2% 4056.1 2595.7 -36.0% 
imin, Am-2 1533.3 1525.8 -0.5% 14.6 15.5 5.9% 

Tab. 4-7: comparison of two different models with atmospheric and pressurized cells. 

 
Fig. 4-6: current density and Nernst voltage (EH2) profiles comparison of model (#2, red lines) and reference [5] (#1 , 
black line) for atmospheric cell 

 
Fig. 4-7: current density and Nernst voltage (EH2) profiles comparison of model (#2, red lines) and reference [5] (#1 , 
black line) for pressurized cell 
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Fig. 4-8: H2 and CH4 molar fraction profiles and fuel temperature profiles comparison of model (#2 red lines) and ref-
erence [5] (#1 black line) for atmospheric cell 

 

 
Fig. 4-9: H2 and CH4 molar fraction profiles and fuel temperature profiles comparison of model (#2 red lines) and ref-
erence [5] (#1 black line) for pressurized cell 

 

Second comparison: a case at intermediate temperature (IT) and atmospheric pressure with 
pre-reformed NG 

The kinetic model and the electrochemical model “only H2” have been compared with the re-
sults obtained in [3]. Reactant inlet temperature is 750°C; the geometry of cell is described in 
Tab. 4-4. This time the simulation is carried out by imposing the current output and finding 
the corresponding voltage: the cell is operated with a total current density of 5000 Am-2 (ac-
cording to the same analysis proposed in [3]) and the resulting electrochemical behavior is 
presented in Fig. 4-10. 
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Fig. 4-10: Axial profiles of current density, Nernst potential and overpotential losses of the system in [3]. The Nernst 
potential prediction in Aguiar [3] is also reported. 

The results obtained with the model underestimate the total cell voltage by about 0.05-0.06 V 
(0.607 V vs. 0.67 V) with respect to the values predicted in the reference paper. The differ-
ence in cell voltage is not related to the prediction of overpotential losses, which are calculat-
ed with the same model, and the average values (such as the axial profiles) substantially agree 
with the values discussed in Aguiar et al. [3] (the average values here calculated are respec-
tively act,cat 0.14 V, act,an 0.087 V, ohm 0.051 V,  conc 0.001 V) but the difference is in the 
Nernst potential. In facts, in Fig. 4-10 the Erev,H2 shows the difference between the Nernst 
potential in the reference paper and the Nernst potential in the model (the average Erev,H2 is 
0.056 V). This difference results from the kinetic model, in particular the effect of SMR reac-
tion rate: in the kinetic model here adopted the CH4 conversion is slower and the H2 to H2O 
ratio along the cell is significantly different, as it can be verified by the average H2/H2O con-
centration ratio which is 0.3 here while in the reference case it is 1.03.  The resulting differ-
ence of the logarithmic term in the Nernst potential is 0.056 V (assuming the average temper-
ature of 800°C) when the different H2/H2O ratios are considered, which practically explains 
all the difference between the two total voltage values. 
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Fig.  4-11: fuel  channel component mole fractions along the cell  length at the anode side (with current density 5000 
Am-2); on the right side the results obtained in Aguiar et al. [3] 

The results obtained in this comparison point out the need of a correct calibration of the mod-
el with specific experimental data, which unluckily are hardly available due also to intellectu-
al property reasons. The model shows to generate reasonable and well explainable trends, 
however some remarks about the results deserve to be underlined:  

i) the effect of SOFC operating temperature is very relevant in the gas conversion 
prediction with the model here presented; in the HT-SOFC the 97% of CH4 is con-
verted in the first 20-40% of the cell length (Fig. 4-8 and Fig. 4-9), while in the IT 
SOFC the model predicts a slower conversion as shown in Fig. 4-11 and the com-
plete conversion occurs at the end of the cell. 

ii) If the difference in the syngas conversion is relevant, the cell performance predic-
tion may vary considerably (in the cases considered here, the difference in cell 
voltage is about 10% respect to the reference case); 

iii) The combined effect of pressure and temperature becomes more relevant if SOFC 
is operated with lower fuel utilization, because some CH4 can remain unconverted 
and hence the cell voltage prediction may differ. 

4.4.2 Effect of CO oxidation
In the previous section the model “only H2” has been discussed and compared at different op-
erating temperature and pressure and the effects of the kinetic model on the cell performance 
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prediction have been pointed out. In this section the electrochemical model “combo CO-H2” 
is discussed. In order to compare the two models in a homogeneous way, a calibration of the 
model “combo CO-H2” has been carried out according to the previous results obtained with 
the model “only H2”: starting with the results obtained with the model “only H2”, the same re-
sults (global performance and overpotentials profiles) have been obtained with the model 
“combo CO-H2” using only the current from H2 oxidation by changing the activation energy 
of activation overpotential at the anode and cathode sides. 

This calibration is required since the values used in the different models and presented in the 
literature are often obtained in a certain range of operating conditions, which varies case by 
case.  

Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis is here proposed to see the effect of changing the different 
value used in the equation for the definition of activation overpotential losses. According to 
the equations used in Suwanwarangkul [25] for the activation overpotential at the cathode and 
at the anode side (for the H2), the current density drastically changes if the activation energy is 
varied or the activation losses are different.  

For the cathode, the energy activation has been varied between 100-130 kJ mol-1 and the acti-
vation loss act, cat has been changed in the range 0.05-0.2 V. The results are depicted in Fig. 
4-12. For the anode side the ranges considered are respectively 90-130 kJ mol-1 and 0.05-0.2 
V. Similar investigations based on cell performance are also amply described in [7] and [15]. 
At the anode side, the current density (as function of activation overpotentials) is also function 
of operating temperature and H2/H2O ratio, and at the cathode side it depends also on the oxy-
gen partial pressure as reported in the equations for the model “combo CO-H2” in Tab. 4-6 
(see i0,cat, i0, H2 and i0, CO). The results reported in the figures below are the average values ob-
tained in the range of temperature 700-900°C and the average value of H2/H2O ratio  (2.5  –  
0.05) at the anode side and the average value of current in the range of temperature 700-
900°C and O2 partial pressure (0.16 – 0.21 bar) at cathode side. In case of “only H2” model 
the current density is function of the temperature, activation energy and activation overpoten-
tials and not function of the gas composition as reported in Tab. 4-6, hence the data of the av-
erage value of current density reported in Tab. 4-8 and Tab. 4-9 are calculated in the range of 
temperature 700-900°C.  
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Fig. 4-12: Sensitivity analysis on current density varying the activation energy and the overpotential losses at the 
cathode side in the range of 700-900°C and oxygen concentration at cathode side in the range of 0.17-0.21, based on 
the model described in Suwanwarangkul [25] 

 
Fig. 4-13:Sensitivity analysis on current density varying the activation energy and the overpotential losses at the an-
ode side (H2 oxidation reaction ) in the range of 700-900°C and H2/H2O ratio at the anode side in the range of 0.05-2.5, 
according to the relation in Suwanwarangkul [25] 

It is possible to see how deep is the effect of these parameters on the model results: it comes 
out the extreme importance of adopting correct values for the activation energy (and pre-
exponential factor that it is not varied in this analysis) in the equations listed in Tab. 4-6, a 
task which is complicated by the relatively wide dispersion of values proposed in the litera-
ture.  

The calibration proposed in this work has been carried out by changing properly the activation 
energy at the anode and cathode side to obtain the same current density of model “only H2” 
for a certain range of activation losses. The values obtained are 108 and 100 kJ mol-1 respec-
tively for cathode and anode. In Tab. 4-8 and Tab. 4-9 the current density prediction is calcu-
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lated respectively for the cathode and the anode sides. The differences between the model 
“only  H2”  and  “combo  CO-H2” (in this case CO current is not considered) regarding the 
Nernst potential and the overpotential losses profiles along the cell are shown in Fig. 4-14. As 
it is possible to see, the differences of the Nernst potential and the overpotential losses is very 
small in for the case considered.   

act,cat [V] 0.05 0.1 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.2 
i [A m-2] 3657 8319 10737 15273 21304 26440 

Tab. 4-8: Sensitivity analysis on current density varying the activation overpotential losses at the cathode side in the 
range of 700-900°C  according to the model “only H2” 

 

act,an,H2 [V] 0.05 0.1 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.2 
i [A m-2] 7374 16774 21647 30787 42937 53283 

Tab. 4-9: Sensitivity analysis on current density varying the activation overpotential losses at the anode side in the 
range of 700-900°C according to the model “only H2” 

 

 
Fig. 4-14: Results of calibration in the comparison of only H2 model and combo CO-H2. 

 

4.5 Cell operated with coal-derived syngas
The models here described have been finally used to calculate the cell performance of two dif-
ferent syngas streams from coal gasification power plant integrated with SOFC and CO2 cap-
ture.  

The detailed analysis of the power plants is discussed in the next chapter. In this part, the dis-
cussion deals with the SOFC behavior with syngas coming from a gasification island and 
downstream an acid gas removal unit. 

The operating conditions of the cell are in the range of 670- 830°C and the cell is operated 
under pressurized conditions. In the first case (case A) the CO/H2-rich syngas is diluted with 
the recirculating anode exhaust to increase the gas inlet temperature and the amount of CO2 
and H2O in order to control carbon deposition. The resulting composition is: (CO 19.6%, CO2 
44.8%, H2 6.43%, H2O 27%, N2 2.13%) and the operating pressure is 19.1 bar, significantly 
lower than the upstream syngas pressure (gasifier pressure is set at 44 bar) due to the pressure 
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drop  required  to  drive  the  ejector  used  for  the  HT  gas-recirculation.  In  this  case  the  SOFC  
cooling is carried out by using a high air mass flow rate. 

In the second case (case B) the syngas is converted differently in order to achieve a CH4-rich 
syngas composition. The syngas treating includes a first section of CO2 separation and a high 
temperature methanation process. The resulting syngas is at high temperature (675°C) with 
reduced CO content. For this reason the operating pressure can be higher (34.15 bar) and 
closer to the gasifier pressure, because no anode exhaust recirculation is required. The result-
ing syngas composition is: (CH4 27.8%, CO 3.7%, CO2 8.09%, H2 20.55%, H2O 24.88%, N2 
15%). Due to the presence of high CH4 content,  the  DIR  allows  to  strongly  reduce  the  air  
mass flow rate for the cell cooling with an increase in the air utilization factor. The operating 
conditions of the cells are reported in Tab. 4-10. 
 

Input data Ufuel, (%) 

Fuel utiliz. 

Uair, (%) 

Air utiliz. 

Vcell (V) 

Cell voltage 

Pin (bar) Tin (°C) 

Case A 
(CO-rich) 

70 8.6 0.747 19.1 675 

CO-rich syngas composition (%vol) 

CO 19.6% H2 6.43% H2O 27% CO2 44.8% N2 2.13% 

Case B 

(CH4-rich) 

74 44.8 0.816 34.15 700 

CH4-rich syngas composition (%vol) 

CH4 27.8% CO 3.7% CO2 8.09% H2 20.55% H2O 24.9% N2 15% 

Tab. 4-10: summary of input data 

Both syngas and systems have been simulated with the model “only H2” and “combo CO-H2”: 
reactants mass flows rate have been changed to obtain the values reported in Tab. 4-10 for a 
fixed cell geometry and the current densities have been calculated consequently. 

4.5.1 Case A: CO-rich syngas
The  gaseous  species  concentration  profiles  of  case  A  are  reported  in  Fig.  4-15.  Due  to  the  
high syngas dilution with CO2 and H2O, the H2 and CO are converted (and oxidized) along 
the cell without any specific gas species gradients. The T along the cell is about 100°C with 
a minimum T at the inlet side. Due to the kinetic model, some CH4 (maximum molar fraction 
of CH4 is 0.1%) is formed at the inlet because the presence of H2 and CO moves the equilibri-
um of SMR reaction to the side of the reactants. However, this effect is not relevant in the cell 
behavior.  
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Fig. 4-15: gas species profile for the case A 

The electrochemical behavior using the model “only H2” is presented in Fig. 4-16, while us-
ing the model “combo CO-H2”  is  depicted  in  Fig.  4-17.   The  first  comment  is  the  different  
current density predicted. The second comment to the figures is the different cell potential 
drop associated to the activation overpotentials: in case “only H2” the activation overpotential 
at the cathode is more relevant (average value along the cell is 0.111V) than the activation 
overpotential at the anode (average value 0.067 V); in case of “combo CO-H2“ model the 
cathode activation overpotential is 0.068V while at the anode two different values are distin-
guished (according to the electrochemical model shown in Fig. 4-2), respectively 0.0897 V 
(H2 current branch) and 0.091 V (CO current branch). This difference in the weight of activa-
tion overpotentials is mainly due to the different equations used in the definition of act ,an 
including also the effect of calibration that has been carried out in a different region of opera-
tion (atmospheric pressure and less diluted syngas) which can affect the results. It is notewor-
thy that the cathode activation overpotential are lower in the model “combo CO-H2” even in 
presence of higher current density: the reason of this result is again related to the different 
models adopted; in facts, increasing the current density, the overpotentials at cathode ex-
pected to be higher if “electric resistance” associated to the cathode overpotential remains the 
same. Due to the set of data used for the calculation of activation overpotential and the elec-
trochemical balance, the results are not easily comparable if a correct calibration is not carried 
out with experimental data. Different values have to be used to appreciate this effect. Howev-
er, the predicted values are in the range of results reported in the literature (e.g. [19]).  

The main difference of cell forecasts is the total current density: using the model “only H2” 
the total current is 1827 Am-2, while in case of “combo CO-H2“ the current density is the sum 
of contribution of CO and H2 oxidation; in this case the current density from H2 oxidation is 
2206 Am-2 while from CO is 904 Am-2 (iH2/iCO currents ratio is 2.43 while in case of exchange 
current density the ratio i0,H2/i0,CO is 2.5). Hence, the total current output increases by about 
70% at the same given overall voltage. 
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Fig. 4-16: Electrochemical behavior of case A calculated with the model "only H2" 

In case of “combo CO-H2“ model, the same axial profile of Nernst voltage for CO and H2 has 
been  obtained.  The  reason  of  this  result  is  related  to  the  WGS  reaction.  In  facts,  when  the  
WGS reaction is at equilibrium condition, H2 and CO oxidation produces the same Nernst po-
tential in the fuel cell (the demonstration is reported in the Appendix). The combined effect of 
CO and H2 oxidation produces more than 70% of extra current for the same cell. The power 
densities for the case A are respectively 1365 Wm-2 for the system simulated with “only H2” 
model and 2322 Wm-2 with system simulated with “combo CO-H2”. The H2 current density in 
the model “combo CO-H2” is higher than the current density obtained in the model “H2 only”. 
The reason is not a different Nernst potential in case of “only H2“ model but the lower activa-
tion overpotential at the anode side allowed by operating with two parallel “branches” for cur-
rent generation. By this point of view, the combo CO-H2 model allows avoiding an underes-
timate in current output which would be entailed by the “only H2” model. This in turns allows 
individuating more correctly the cell surface (and related proportional costs) required to oxi-
dize a given syngas fuel. Finally in Fig. 4-18 the CO molar fraction profiles and the current 
densities are included for a final comparison of the different models. 
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Fig. 4-17: Electrochemical behavior of cell A calculated with the model "combo CO-H2”. The blue dashed line is 
Nernst potential associated to the CO oxidation reaction while the red line is the Nernst potential associated to the H2 
oxidation. 

 

 
Fig. 4-18: comparison of CO molar fraction and current density on the case A using different models 
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4-20 the CO and H2 molar fraction profiles are also presented to highlight the differences in 
the axial profile using the different models. 

 
Fig. 4-19: gas species profiles for the case B 

 
Fig. 4-20: CO and H2 molar fraction profiles calculated for case B. Red dashed lines are referred to the gas profiles 
obtained with “combo CO-H2” model. 

 

The electrochemical behavior of the cell is reported in Fig. 4-21 using the “only H2” model 
and in Fig. 4-22 if using the model “combo CO-H2”.  The  act, an and  the act, cat predictions 
show the same differences as explained for the case A. In this analysis the estimated cell cur-
rent density is 1245 Am-2 (only H2) and 1931 Am-2 (combo CO-H2). The possibility to con-
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ditional current with the same surface and the power densities are respectively 1017 Wm-2 and 
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1577 Wm-2. Due to the lower carbon compounds content in the inlet syngas, the effect of con-
sidering CO oxidation is lower than in the previous case, but still very relevant. 

The Nernst voltage profiles of H2 and CO direct oxidation are very similar (see the two top 
lines in Fig. 4-22) so WGS reaction is expected to be very close to the chemical equilibrium. 
The present model represents a good validation of the assumption that WGS reaction is calcu-
lated at chemical equilibrium when the range of temperature is 700-1000°C. The case B is ex-
pected to be strongly dependent on the kinetic model adopted: as pointed out in the section 
4.4.1, increasing the CH4 reaction rate increases the H2 concentration and reduces the steam 
content at the same time, allowing to increase the Nernst voltage and hence the current densi-
ty, improving the overall cell performance. 

 

 
Fig. 4-21: Electrochemical behavior of cell B calculated with the model "only H2" 
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Fig. 4-22: Electrochemical behavior of cell B calculated with the model "combo CO-H2". Nernst voltage profile for H2 
direct oxidation is given in red. ”. The blue dashed line is Nernst potential associated to the CO oxidation reaction 
while the red line is the Nernst potential associated to the H2 oxidation. 

 

 
Fig. 4-23: current densities of case B calculated with different models. 
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In this part the axial profile of the parameter boud and crack are reported to check if along the 
cell  there  are  some  particular  carbon  risk  zones.  Due  to  the  absence  of  CH4 in case A, the 

crack parameter profile is useless and hence not presented. The parameters j are meaningful 
for the carbon deposition description, although it is not possible to quantify the amount of 
carbon that is formed. Nevertheless, with this analysis is possible to verify if the carbon for-
mation may occur. The j are function of pressure, temperature, gas concentration and they 
take into account the chemical equilibrium of the reactions involved.  

4 + 2 2 = 2
2

4

(4-34)

2 + = (4-35)

If j is higher than 1, the velocity of carbon consumption is higher than the velocity of carbon 
formation according to the equilibrium constants Kj. If j is in the range of 0-1, then the car-
bon formation phenomena cannot be thermodynamically described, but only a kinetic relation 
associated to the anode material is able to describe the possibility to reach the actual carbon 
deposition in the porous surface. 

The analysis on carbon deposition shows that the most critical zone is the inlet section. In 
case A the minimum j is 2.07: the carbon deposition does not represent a problem. In case B 
the minimum boud is 1 at the inlet condition while crack is 0.97.  

 
Fig. 4-24: effect of carbon deposition in cell A using both electrochemical models: blue is referred to "only-H2" and 
red is referred to "combo CO-H2") 
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Fig. 4-25: effect of carbon deposition (Boudouard reaction) in cell B using both electrochemical models: blue is re-
ferred to "only-H2" and red is referred to "combo CO-H2"); an enlargement of the critical zone in the first part of the 
cell is aslo reported. 

 

  
Fig. 4-26: effect of carbon deposition (methane cracking reaction) in cell B using both electrochemical models: blue is 
referred to "only-H2" and red is referred to "combo CO-H2")"); an enlargement of the critical zone in the first part 
of the cell is aslo reported. 

The prediction about the risk of carbon deposition comes out very similar in the two models, 
so that from this point of view it is possible to conclude that the two approaches do not show 
significant differences. 

4.6 Conclusion
This chapter has been focused on the description of a SOFC model for the definition of cell 
performance. The kinetic model adopted has pointed out the difference on syngas conversion 
along the fuel channel and the different prediction obtained. In this respect a comparison with 
experimental data would help the correct calibration of the model to ensure the correct predic-
tion in particular in presence of CH4-rich syngas. The lack of experimental data, in particular 
in presence of pressurized SOFC operated at intermediate temperature (around 800°C), makes 
this investigation still ongoing and some improvements are possible and desirable; this also in 
view of the important gain for the power generation electric efficiency allowed by using a me-
thane rich syngas within IGFC plants, as it will be further discussed.  
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In terms of electrochemistry, the present analysis has discussed two different models: the first 
model has considered only H2 oxidation and the second model adopts a more complex reac-
tion scheme that operates with combined CO-H2 oxidation. The comparison shows that in 
presence of CO oxidation, a higher current density is achieved for the same voltages, with im-
provement in terms of prediction of required cell surface for the same power output and, con-
sequently, from the economic point of view. 

The simulations of SOFC operated with coal-derived syngas have been run under pressurized 
conditions at intermediate temperature. The use of high pressure allows to operate with high 
voltage and thus with high SOFC efficiency and the models show the achievement of the cur-
rent densities (both for case A and B) as reported in the summary table presented below (Tab. 
4-11). The advantage in the thermodynamic point of view could be canceled in presence of a 
very high specific cost of the cell stacks if the power density should be considered too low 
and large surface is required. The optimization of system should be done by considering both 
the performance and the cost of electricity. As discussed before, especially in presence of 
CH4-rich syngas, the kinetic model is essential in order to estimate the correct H2/H2O gas 
concentration ratio and therefore the correct Nernst voltage. In facts, in presence of a higher 
Nernst voltage (and at fixed cell operating voltage) the current density is higher with im-
portant saving in the cell surface. From a scientific point these investigations have as conse-
quences the possibility to drive the research on SOFC devices: for instance, a great improve-
ment in cell performance may be achieved by improving the catalyst properties to methane 
conversion, while it is shown the importance of allowing a contribute by direct CO oxidation 
in syngas fuel operation.  

 

current density [A m-2] iH2 iCO iTOT 

Case A only H2 1827.5 - 1827.5 
Combo CO-H2 2205.5 903.9 3109.4 

Case B only H2 1245.7 - 1245.7 
Combo CO-H2 1368.7 562.5 1931.2 

Tab. 4-11: summary of performance for coal-derived syngas. The current densities are reported for the different elec-
trochemical models. 

Finally the carbon deposition issue is investigated, due to its implications in terms of plant re-
liability and lifetime, especially if working at high pressure and intermediate temperature with 
CO-rich syngas. A qualitative analysis is carried out, which is able to define the correct condi-
tions to operate safely. In order to achieve higher electric efficiency more severe conditions 
are required (for instance low dilution or higher pressure) that could reduce the j parameters 
lower than 1. In this respect a kinetic model for carbon deposition is needed to properly pre-
dict the carbon deposition phenomena, and further optimize the plant efficiency. Again, the 
development of materials highly resistant to carbon deposition at high pressure could be an-
other branch of SOFC research worth of more efforts. 
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4.8 APPENDIX
In this section is reported the demonstration of the statement that in presence of WGS reaction at the chemical equilibrium, 
the Nernst voltage of H2 oxidation and CO oxidation reactions are the same.  

If WGS reaction is at the chemical equilibrium condition it is possible to write 

, = exp =  

If the Gibbs free energy of the WGS reaction is decomposed and the term ( ) .  is added and subtracted, then 

exp
( + ) + ( ) . ( ) .

=  

Now it is possible to distinguish the Gibbs free energy of CO oxidation and H2 oxidation as follow 

exp , , =
exp ,

exp ,
=  

If the ratio of products/reactants partial pressure is multiplied and divided to the square root of O2 partial pressure and re-
arranging the equation the result is: 

( ( ) . )
exp , =

( ( ) . )
exp ,  

If the logarithmic of the single term is calculated and since ln(ab) = ln(a)+ln(b) and considering that ln(exp(a)) = a 

( ( ) . )
+ , =

( ( ) . )
+ ,  

If both terms are multiplied for the terms   

,
2 2 ( ( ) . )

,
2 2 ( ( ) . )  

And the equation above corresponds to the equivalence of Nernst voltage for the CO and the H2 oxidation reactions. 

, = ,  
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5 Integration of SOFCs in Integrated Gasification Power
Plants

 

5.1 Introduction
The application of fuel cells (FC) in power generation can be the key for the achievement of 
very high conversion efficiency while keeping extremely low pollutants emissions. Different 
thermodynamic cycles integrating FCs and gas turbines (GT) have been proposed in literature 
in recent years,  where high temperature fuel cells  (Solid Oxide Fuel Cells,  SOFC or Molten 
Carbonate Fuel Cells, MCFC) work within a simple or modified Brayton cycle to form a hy-
brid FC-GT cycle. The proposed configurations are generally based on a natural gas fired GT 
cycle (with simple, recuperated, intercooled or reheat cycle) where a FC is placed to oxidize 
fuel instead of a combustor, generating electricity and producing a hot gas stream which is 
expanded in the turbine section for power generation. The FCs may work under pressurized 
conditions, receiving hot and pressurized air from the compressor ([1], [2], [3]) or at atmos-
pheric pressure, exchanging heat with the GT cycle through a heat exchanger [4].  Further-
more, the FCs may operate with a single stage oxidation process or in a multi-stage arrange-
ment, enhancing the fuel and air utilization factor [5],[6]. Finally, the cycle may include a heat 
recovery bottoming cycle (steam or ammonia as a working fluid) to further increase the sys-
tem efficiency ([3], [7], [8]) 

Although hybrid cycles have been experimented on very few, small-scale existing prototype 
plants, several studies indicate a strong interest in their potential application to large power 
plants. While the majority of research and literature papers deal with the case of natural gas 
hybrid plants, focusing on 1-10 MW scale “distributed generation” applications, important 
international projects (e.g. the FutureGen Vision21 projects of the US DOE [2], [9]) are fo-
cusing on the development of larger hybrid cycles, especially dealing with the use of coal as 
primary fuel. 

The idea of integrating high temperature fuel cell hybrids with coal gasification plants, obtain-
ing a system generally called Integrated Gasification Fuel Cell cycle (IGFC), is pushed by the 
possibility of exploiting a low cost fuel while achieving a very high conversion efficiency, 
and by the future perspective of applying such technology to carbon dioxide capture and stor-
age (CCS). Some examples of studies on IGFC systems are here briefly reported.  

Parsons et al. [12] considered a slurry feed, oxygen blown, entrained flow E-Gas (Destec) 
gasifier, with integrated high pressure cryogenic ASU, radiant syngas cooler and a hot gas 
cleanup system. Clean syngas is partly (58%) sent to the SOFC and partly directly fired in a 
W501G gas turbine where the unconverted syngas from the fuel cell is also burned. A net 
LHV efficiency of 56.4% is calculated for this 640 MWe plant. A similar plant including car-
bon capture by means of shift reactors and a Rectisol process CO2 absorption is also assessed 
in this study, with a calculated LHV efficiency of 49.7%. 
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Ghosh and De [11] assessed a 20 MWe system based on a slurry feed, oxygen blown en-
trained flow GE (Texaco) gasifier, with oxygen produced by means of an integrated high 
pressure cryogenic ASU. Syngas exiting the gasifier is cooled in radiant and convective heat 
exchangers which provide heat for steam generation and superheating. A hot gas cleanup sys-
tem operating at 400°C is used, which purifies syngas from particulate and sulfur compounds 
before utilization in the fuel cell. Air is preheated by means of SOFC exhaust gas before being 
sent to the fuel cell. Rather high cell voltage ranging from 0.91 to 0.965 V is assumed in this 
study and LHV efficiencies of 47.5-54.6% are reported, depending on cycle pressure ratio, 
which is varied between 5 and 35. 

Kivisaari et al. [10] studied a 30 MWe cogeneration system based on a dry feed, oxygen 
blown, entrained flow Prenflo gasifier. Syngas produced is quenched by means of cold recir-
culated syngas and cooled in convective heat exchangers where heat is recovered for steam 
generation. After purification, syngas is heated either with SOFC exhaust gas or by means of 
anode gas recirculation, while cathode recirculation is always assumed. With a SOFC poten-
tial of 0.725 V and 85% of fuel utilization, LHV electric efficiencies of 43.3% and 46.7% 
were calculated without and with anode gas recirculation respectively. 

Verma et al. [9] studied a rather complex configuration with CO2 capture as part of the Vision 
21 project. The plant includes: i) an oxygen blown fluidized bed gasifier, ii) an ITM for oxy-
gen production, iii) a methanation reactor, iv) a SOFC-based hybrid cycle fed by CH4 and re-
circulated H2, v) shift reactors, vi) membrane-based hydrogen separation, vii) a catalytic com-
bustor for complete carbon oxidation, viii) a CO2 compression section and ix) a heat recovery 
steam cycle. After optimization, assuming a SOFC voltage of 0.75 V and a fuel utilization of 
85%, a LHV efficiency ranging from 50.6% to 52.9% was calculated for this zero-emissions 
350 MWe system, depending on SOFC operating pressure which was varied between 6 and 
20 bar.  

Liese [13] discussed alternative options for CO2 capture on large scale (700-800 MWe) IGFC 
plants, with a simplified approach not simulating processes for syngas production and steam 
cycle integration. Two post-anode capture configurations with oxycombustion of unconverted 
syngas were compared to two pre-anode capture schemes with Selexol-based CO2 absorption 
and H2 feed FC. Calculation were performed assuming a SOFC voltage of 0.75 V, a fuel utili-
zation of 80% and operating pressures between 2.2 and 9 bar depending on the configuration 
considered. HHV efficiencies of 43.3-47.1% and 52.1-53.0% were calculated for the post-
anode and pre-anode configurations respectively. 

Lanzini et al. [52] compared a large scale power plant (1828 MWLHV) with CO2 capture based 
on three different novel configurations with pressurized SOFC integrated with Shell gasifier; 
the design variations focus on syngas cleaning and pre-processing. Two different methanation 
systems are compared: the HICOM process and the TREMP process. The LHV electrical effi-
ciencies  are  in  the  range  of  47.3  to  50.6  %  and  the  economics  estimate  a  levelized  cost  of  
electricity (LCOE) in the range of 84.8 to 90.6 $/MWhel (SOFC are calculated assuming a 
power density of 500 mW/cm2 and a specific active area cost of 0.054 $/cm2). 
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Manufacturers are mainly focusing on the development of fuel cells suited for operating with 
coal syngas fuels, rather than on IGFC systems optimization, which are reported with lack of 
details. Siemens assessed a 170 MWe with 90% CO2 capture obtaining a HHV electric effi-
ciency of 50% [15]. GE assessed systems without and with CO2 capture [16]: assuming SOFC 
potential of 0.75V and fuel utilization of 80%, HHV efficiencies around 50% were obtained 
in  preliminary  calculations  for  cases  with  CO2 capture. FuelCell Energy reports the perfor-
mance calculated for an IGFC plant with a Selexol-based pre-combustion CO2 capture. For 
more than 90% CO2 capture, a HHV efficiency of 53.6% before CO2 compression was calcu-
lated [17]. 

In this chapter, the results of a thermodynamic analysis of IGFC power plants are reported in 
detail. 

The thermodynamic analysis of IGFCs is related to three different plant layouts:  

 IG-SOFC-base:  IG-SOFC  with  no  CO2 capture  system  to  predict  the  potential  of  fuel  
cell integration in coal-based power plant. This part of the chapter discusses how IGFCs 
could be designed around Intermediate Temperature (IT) SOFCs, also analyzing the in-
fluence of important preliminary design parameters such as FC fuel utilization factor. 
Moreover, different arrangements of the fuel oxidation process providing a better plant 
economics by the point of view of investment costs are also presented. 

 IG-SOFC-cryo: Solid oxide fuel cells, while oxidizing the fuel and generating electric 
power,  also  behave  as  air  separators  since  oxygen  atoms  only  are  transported  from  the  
cathode air stream to the anode side. Hence, fuel exiting the anode does not contain nitro-
gen from air. The unused CO and H2 are oxidized in an oxy-combustor, leaving CO2 and 
H2O only, which are separated by H2O condensation. Hence, in this case the SOFCs are 
coupled with oxyfuel system to complete fuel oxidation. 

 IG-SOFC-meth: based on previous results obtained in the thermodynamic analysis, IG-
SOFC with CO2 capture is based on the production of syngas with high CH4-content by a 
methanation process to exploit SOFC cooling through internal reforming and improve 
thermal integration with GT cycle; CO2 capture process is carried out by using physical 
absorption and the not oxidized hydrogen that leaves the SOFC anode is used as fuel for 
the gas turbine cycle, increasing substantially the TIT and thus the performance of the 
SOFC bottoming cycle. 

Apart from the SOFC, whose economic applicability in such configurations and size is still to 
be proven, all the proposed plant layouts do not include any exotic component far from the 
nowadays state of the art (such as hot gas clean-up systems or membrane separation reactors, 
or catalytic gasifier), and are designed taking into account the most important expected feasi-
bility constraints for next generation IGCCs. 

Nomenclature 

ASU   Air Separation Unit 

CGE   Cold Gas Efficiency 
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DC  Direct current 

F  Faraday constant 96487 C/mol 

FC  Fuel Cell 

GT  Gas Turbine 

HHV  Higher Heating Value 

IGCC   Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle 

IGFC   Integrated Gasification Fuel Cell 

LHV   Lower Heating Value  

NG  Natural Gas 

R  Gas constant 8.314 J/(mol-K) 

SOFC  Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 

TIT  Turbine Inlet Temperature 

TOT  Turbine Outlet Temperature 

Ua  Air utilization factor: Ua=O2,consumed / O2,inlet 

Uf  Fuel utilization factor: Uf =(H2,consumed)/(H2, equivalent in) 

WGS   Water Gas Shift 

5.2 Fuel Cell model
The fuel cell is simulated with a lumped-volume (or zero-D) model which calculates SOFC 
energy balances, thermodynamic properties and chemical composition of anode and cathode 
outlet and stack exhaust gases, as a function of reactant utilization factors (Uf,  Ua) and inlet 
compositions. Cell voltage is here calculated starting from a uniform potential of 0.75 V as-
sumed for a reference case and correcting it in the other cases as function of pressure and 
streams composition (H2, H2O, O2 concentration at anode and cathode outlet): 

= 2
,

,
+

1
2 ,

+
1
2 ,

( 5-1) 

For simplicity, reforming reactions are calculated with the hypothesis of thermodynamic equi-
librium, since the investigation of kinetic effects on reforming reactions can be performed ac-
curately only with different modeling approaches, requiring detailed information on the con-
sidered SOFC technology (e.g. material and layer properties) and a specific calibration. Wa-
ter-gas shift reaction is also calculated at thermodynamic equilibrium, reproducing with good 
accuracy the real conditions as discussed before. However, an extensive discussion about 
SOFC and the internal behavior has been presented in the previous chapter. 

5.3 Plant Configurations

5.3.1 Assumptions

Main assumptions used for the calculations are reported in Tab. 5-1.  Assumptions regarding 
the gasification island and syngas treating processes are derived from a literature review of 
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different works on IGCC plants, mainly based on Shell gasification process ([32], [42], [43], 
[19], [14]). Air separation unit is treated as a black box, according to data reported by Air 
Products [18]. 

Ejectors are used at the cathode and anode sides. Pressure drops at the ejectors are calculated 
by solving momentum and energy balance equations ([23], [36], [37] for a constant area mix-
ing channel and assuming nozzle and diffuser isentropic efficiencies of 97% and 50% respec-
tively.  The  rather  low value  of  diffuser  isentropic  efficiency  takes  also  into  account  friction  
losses occurring during the mixing process and was calibrated on the specifications of an in-
dustrial product [38]. 

Gas turbine and steam cycle are calculated by assuming parameters typical of advanced state 
of the art combined cycles. Heat recovery steam cycle can be based either on a three pressure 
levels and reheat or on a two pressure levels with no reheat HRSG, depending on the tempera-
ture of the gas turbine exhausts. 

Fuel input was set equal to 950 MWLHV in all the examined cases.  

The  reference  power  plants  used  for  the  technology  comparison  with  the  conventional  sys-
tems  are  an  IGCC  and  an  IGCC  with  Selexol  absorption  process  for  the  CO2 capture unit. 
Some of the assumptions related to the power plants simulation differ from the set of assump-
tions reported in the EBTF document [45], which has been used in the power plant simulation 
in chapter 3. The differences in the assumptions slightly change the overall performance of 
the plant. In facts, the IGCC calculated with the assumptions here reported presents an electri-
cal efficiency of 47.24% instead of 47% as it has been obtained in the reference case in chap-
ter 3 for the case of advanced state-of-the-art technology. Despite these differences are ac-
cepted, the qualitative analysis is not influenced and the related comments and discussion are 
still valid. 
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Gasification pressure, bar 44 Operating temperature, °C 800
Gasification temperature, °C 1550 Heat loss, % of fuel LHV 2
Heat losses in gasifier, % of input LHV 0.7 Electrical efficiency, % 97
Steam for coal drying, kJ per kg of evaporated H2O 2950 Maximum gas temperature increase, °C 100
H2O in coal after drying, % wt. 2 Air and fuel side pressure losses, % 2
Carbon conversion, % 99 Ejectors
Moderator steam, kgH2O/kgcoal 0.06 Nozzle isentropic efficiency, % 97
Moderator steam pressure, bar 48 Diffuser isentropic efficiency, % 50
Oxygen pressure, bar 48
Temperature of O2 to gasifier, °C 15 Combustor pressure loss, % 3
Heat to membrane walls, % of input coal LHV 2 Oxygen content at oxyfuel combustors outlet, % vol. 2
Lock hopper nitrogen pressure 88 Compressor polytropic efficiency a, % 92.2
Lock hoppers N2/CO2 temperature, °C 80 Turbine polytr. efficiency cooled/uncooled stages a, % 93.3/93.5
Lock hoppers N2/CO2 to dry coal ratio, l/kgdry-coal 2.6 Mechanical loss of compressor/turbine, % 0.135

Gas turbine auxiliaries, % of power output 0.35
Oxygen purity, % mol. 95 Electric generator efficiency, % 98.7
Pressure of delivered oxygen, bar 48
Pressure of delivered nitrogen, bar 1.2 Pressure levels, bar (130)/54/4
Temperature of delivered O2 and N2, °C 15 Minimum approach point T, °C 25
Electric consumption, kWh/tO2 325 Pinch point T in HRSG, °C 10
Syngas quench Sub-cooling T, °C 5
Quenched syngas temperature, °C 900 Steam cycle (case without combustion turbine)
Cold recycled syngas temperature, °C 200 Pressure levels, bar 180/4
Recycle compressor polytropic efficiency, % 75 Preheaters outlet temperature, °C 280
Recycle compr. electrical/mechanical efficiency, % 92

Gas side pressure loss, % 3
Minimum T in gas - water heat exchangers, °C 20 Heat losses, % of heat transferred 0.7
Heat losses, % of heat transferred 0.7 HP/IP live steam temperature, °C 565
Overall pressure losses between gasifier and FC, % 18.3 Pressure losses in SH/RH, % 8

Pressure losses in economizers, bar 30
Temperature of absorption tower, °C 35 Condensing pressure, bar 0.04
Syngas pressure loss, % 1 Power for heat rejection, MJe/MJth 0.01
Moles of CO2 removed per Mole of H2S 1.1 Turbine mechanical efficiency b , % 99.5
Steam consumption (net of Claus plant), Electric generator efficiency, % 98.7
MJ of LP steam per kg of H2S removed 16
Sulfur removal and recovery auxiliaries, MJe/kgH2S 1 CO2 delivery pressure, bar 150
Sour water stripper Number of stages before/after purification 3/2
Steam consumption, kJLP steam / MJ inlet coal, LHV 12 Inter-cooling temperature, °C 30

Compressors isentropic / mech.-electric efficiency, % 82/94
Pulverisers and coal handling, kJe/kgcoal 50 Pump hydraulic / mech.-electric efficiency, % 75/90
Slag handling, kJe/kgash 100 Minimum T in cryogenic heat exchanger, °C 2
Miscellaneous BOP, % of input LHV 0.15 Incondensable gas separation temperature, °C -54

Auxiliaries

Sulfur removal (MDEA)

Heat exchangers

ASU

Gasifier

CO 2  compression and conditioning

Steam cycle (common assumptions)

Steam cycle (cases with combustion turbine)

Gas turbines and combustor

SOFC

 

Tab. 5-1: Main assumptions used for the plant calculation 

5.3.2 IG-SOFC base

The first kind of integrated gasification fuel cell cycles considered are shown in Fig. 5-1 and 
Fig.  5-2  and  are  based  on  an  Intermediate  Temperature  (IT)  SOFC.  It  is  assumed  that  the  
SOFC operates at an average temperature of 800°C, generating hot exhaust gases at the same 
temperature. 
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Fig. 5-1: Schematic of the IT-SOFC-based IGFC cycle, with two pressure levels HRSG (IG-SOFC-base 1) 

The description of plant is referred to Fig. 5-1. An entrained flow, oxygen-blown, dry-feed 
Shell-type gasifier, operating at 44 bar and 1550°C, is used in the plant. The hot syngas exit-
ing the gasifier at 1550°C is quenched to 900°C (stream 14) with lower temperature recycled 
syngas. The molten slag entrained by the gas stream solidifies and syngas is cooled down to 
200°C by producing HP steam (or superheated steam). After dry solids removal, cooled syn-
gas is partly recycled back by means of a fan (stream 15) and partly sent to a wet scrubber 
(stream 16) for the removal of the remaining solids and soluble contaminants. Liquid water 
from the scrubber is clarified in a sour water stripper by means of LP steam (stream 30) and 
subsequently recycled back to the scrubber. Syngas exiting the scrubber at about 140°C 
(stream 17) is heated up to 180°C by means of water from IP drum, and sent in a catalytic bed 
for COS hydrolysis. After low-temperature heat recovery, syngas is further cooled with cool-
ing water and sent to the acid gas removal (AGR) station, after condensate separation. Hydro-
gen sulfide is removed by means of a MDEA process, using LP steam for regeneration 
(stream 30), and sent to the sulfur recovery unit (not shown for simplicity). 

After gasification, syngas is cooled, depurated from particulate and sulfur compounds and fed 
to the fuel cell system (which can be designed as a network of FC modules, reaching the high 
power output required in the simulated plant). Before being fed to the FC, syngas is humidi-
fied in a saturator using low temperature heat (stream 19), in order to limit the anode recycle 
required to avoid carbon deposition in the fuel cell. Syngas exiting the saturator is further 
heated up to 330°C (stream 20) by a closed loop of pressurized water transferring heat from 
syngas coolers. This solution prevents from the risk of sulfur and dust contamination of the 
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clean syngas, which is not in direct contact with the raw syngas stream, in case of a heat ex-
changer failure. 

A sulfur guard should be however introduced after bulk H2S removal carried out in the AGR 
unit to reduce sulfur compounds below the concentration tolerated by the SOFC in order to 
avoid poisoning of the fuel cell materials. Further syngas cleanup processes could be also in-
troduced to remove other traces of potentially harmful compounds (e.g. Cl, P, As, Hg), fol-
lowing approaches tailored according to the tolerance limits of each specific SOFC technolo-
gy [22]. 

The fuel cell operates in a hybrid layout with a gas turbine, with the cathode fed with pressur-
ized air coming from the compressor of the gas turbine. The air stream exiting the compressor 
(stream 2)  at 330-500°C (depending on the pressure ratio) is heated up to the assumed tem-
perature of 700°C, required by the SOFC before entering the fuel cell cathode (a maximum 

T of 100°C across the fuel cell was assumed). The requested air temperature is reached by 
two steps: 

1. Air is firstly heated up to 600°C by SOFC exhaust gases through a heat exchanger located 
within the FC modules (stream 3). 

2. A further temperature increase is obtained by mixing the airflow with cathode exhaust, 
recirculated by means of an ejector (cathode recirculation), which brings the oxidant 
temperature up to the stipulated value before feeding the SOFC cathode side (stream 4). 
The ejector allows eliminating or reducing the thermal duty of high temperature air 
preheaters, following an approach proposed by some manufacturers for future low-cost 
hybrid plants [5] and already discussed in literature for natural gas hybrids [23]. 

Anode recirculation is also performed by means of ejectors. Here recirculation is needed both 
to increase fuel inlet temperatures to the same level assumed for the cathode side and to in-
crease water content at the anode inlet, above the carbon deposition limit. No heat exchanger 
is used to preheat syngas in order to avoid metal dusting conditions1. Given the high flow 
rates involved, ejectors should be intended as divided in groups of parallel elements within 
each FC module. 

Unconverted syngas exiting the fuel cell is burned and expanded in the gas turbine, whose 
exhausts feed a bottoming steam cycle.  

The following five plant configurations were assessed in the sensitivity analysis, mainly dif-
fering in the strategy for syngas humidification and the bottoming combined cycle layout: 

1. In the base configuration (Fig. 5-1), syngas is humidified just in the saturator before en-
tering the ejector (Case A). At these conditions, anode recirculation is governed by hu-
midification requirements and fuel enters the FC at temperatures higher than 700°C 
(stream 21). Calculations were performed by considering high fuel utilizations and TITs 

                                                
1 Metal dusting is a serious corrosion phenomenon which leads to the disintegration of metals and alloys when exposed to gaseous 

atmospheres with carbon activity higher than 1 (i.e. when carbon formation would occur at chemical equilibrium), at temperatures of 400-
800°C [20]. Metal dusting can be prevented by adding sulfur to the gas or by using metal dusting resistant materials or coatings. However, 
ultimate materials and protection methods have not been developed yet and metal dusting remains today a challenge in process and 
equipment design [21]. 
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and gas turbine exhausts temperatures much lower than in conventional combined cycles 
were consequently obtained (230-350°C). Therefore a two pressure levels (54/4 bar) heat 
recovery steam cycle is used and steam superheating is completed in syngas coolers. The 
integration between the steam cycle and the gasification island brings about an effective 
heat recovery, increasing plant efficiency. 

2. In the second set of simulations (Case B), syngas is further humidified after saturator with 
steam extracted from the steam turbine (stream 28 in Fig. 5-1). In this way, anode recir-
culation is calculated to obtain the required SOFC inlet temperature and recirculation ra-
tio is reduced, obtaining higher SOFC operating pressures. Also these cases were calcu-
lated by considering high fuel utilizations, leading to low turbine outlet temperatures 
(230-450°C) and the same steam cycle configuration of the first cases was considered. 

3. The third configuration (Case C) is calculated starting from the second one, but with rela-
tively low fuel utilizations, leading to higher turbine outlet temperatures (470-570°C). A 
three pressure levels (130/54/4 bars) with reheat steam cycle was hence adopted, with a 
more conventional configuration, where saturated steam is produced in syngas coolers, 
while superheating is performed with gas turbine exhausts (Fig. 5-2). 

4. The fourth  configuration  (Case  D)  is  a  variation  of  the  previous  one,  where  part  of  the  
syngas is directly sent to the GT combustor by-passing the fuel cell (dashed line in Fig. 
5-2), increasing turbine inlet temperature and GT power output. 

5. Finally, the fifth configuration (Case E) differs from the fourth one because anode and 
cathode exhausts are cooled down to 600°C before entering the GT combustor. Cooling is 
performed by preheating air and fuel entering the fuel cell up to 600°C (metal dusting re-
sistant materials are needed for fuel preheating) and by rising high pressure steam. This 
layout aims at reducing the temperature of the piping system as described later. 
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Fig. 5-2: Schematic of the IT-SOFC-based IGFC cycle, with three pressure levels HRSG (IG-SOFC-base 2) 

 

Results of the calculations are reported in Fig. 5-3, where the dependence of efficiency and 
the main cycle parameters (SOFC voltage and pressure, turbine inlet temperature and the frac-
tion of plant gross power generated by the SOFC) on fuel utilization is shown. A maximum 
plant efficiency of almost 52% is obtained for the first assessed cases (no steam injection and 
two levels HRSG), for fuel utilizations of 85-90%. The efficiency curve has a maximum 
(“case A”), as a result of two opposite effects: 

 By reducing Uf, a lower fraction of fuel is converted in the SOFC with the high efficiency 
typical of a hybrid cycle. Moreover, lower fuel utilizations bring about lower water content 
at the anode exhaust and a higher anode recycle is required for fuel humidification. Conse-
quently, higher pressure drops occur in the ejector, which penalize both fuel cell and gas 
turbine performance. 

 By increasing Uf, lower SOFC potentials are obtained because of the lower hydrogen par-
tial pressure at fuel cell outlet, decreasing the efficiency of the conversion into electricity 
of the fuel utilized in the cell. More important, a larger air flow rate is required for fuel cell 
cooling and the anode exhaust is poorer in fuel. Consequently, lower temperatures are ob-
tained after combustion, negatively affecting the power from their expansion and the quali-
ty of the heat recovered in the bottoming combined cycle.  

The high anode recirculation ratio, responsible of the high pressure drop, can be reduced by 
humidifying syngas with steam extracted from the steam cycle. The second set of simulations 
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(cases with steam injection and two pressure levels HRSG) was obtained with this configura-
tion. In these cases, anode recirculation is controlled to heat the syngas up to 700°C, while 
carbon deposition is avoided by means of steam injection. 

As shown in Fig. 5-3, for cases B higher voltage is obtained because of higher SOFC operat-
ing pressure (the diluted syngas is at high temperature before the mixing in the ejector). 
Working with low Uf allows obtaining less air mass flow rate for the cell cooling and higher 
TIT (also higher fuel species in the anode exhaust). Efficiency penalties here arise because 
steam used for dilution is discharged at higher temperature with gas turbine exhausts, instead 
of being condensed in a condenser. Penalization associated with this effect is conceptually the 
same occurring in a steam injected gas turbine cycle (STIG), when compared to a combined 
cycle [26]. 

When low fuel utilizations are considered, a larger amount of fuel is oxidized in the combus-
tor and higher turbine inlet and outlet temperatures are consequently obtained. In these cases, 
a two pressure levels heat recovery steam cycle can be inadequate for a good heat recovery 
and important benefits can arise by adopting an advanced three pressure levels with reheat 
HRSG. In the case C, this configuration was assumed, together with the steam injection op-
tion for fuel humidification. Efficiency gain for low Uf cases is relevant and the optimum 
“case C” efficiency is equal to 54.24%, almost 0.9 percentage points higher than case B.  

The lowest fuel utilization considered in this set of simulations gives a turbine inlet tempera-
ture of 1335°C, like the reference gas turbine used in the IGCC plant. However, the same TIT 
can be obtained by keeping higher Uf and by-passing part of the syngas directly to the com-
bustor.  The results of the simulations of this configuration are shown in Fig.  5-4.  The curve 
again presents a maximum (“case D”), resulting from lower SOFC potentials at high Uf and 
high steam injections at low Uf. The curve is however rather flat for most of the considered 
field, with efficiency variations of less than 0.4 percentage points for fuel utilizations between 
45% and 80%. 

Finally, when the layout with syngas by-pass and maximum piping temperature of 600°C is 
considered, a relevant penalty is calculated with respect to the previous cases. For the best 
case calculated (“case E”) an efficiency of 2.6 percentage points lower than case D is ob-
tained.  
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Fig. 5-3: Effect of fuel utilization on net efficiency, voltage, TIT, SOFC pressure and SOFC power share on the overall 
gross power output 

 
Fig. 5-4: Effect of fuel utilization on net efficiency for the cases with syngas by-pass and TIT =1335°C 
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air): the higher the specific work, the lower the cost per kW. In the usual gas turbine op-
erating range, specific work decreases by increasing TIT and pressure ratio. Again, cases 
with low fuel utilizations are favored, with specific work even higher than the one of state 
of the art gas turbines (specific work of the natural gas fired SGT5-4000F turbine is 
423 kJ/kga). 
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 As already discussed, temperature of the piping system can significantly affect plant cost. 
When piping temperature is not controlled, air exiting the fuel cell is partly cooled down 
to preheat air from air compressor up to 600°C in a regenerative heat exchanger. Its final 
temperature mainly depends on the compressor pressure ratio (determined by SOFC op-
erating pressure) and ranges between 580°C of case A and 670-685°C of cases B, C and 
D.  

 An important issue which should be considered in modern power plants is water con-
sumption. In the plants studied, water is consumed (i.e. is finally emitted at plant stack) as 
a consequence of syngas dilution, while the use of cooling towers for heat rejection 
would further increase water consumptions. Syngas saturator is a component common to 
all  the  configurations,  which  does  not  cause  very  large  consumptions,  also  considering  
that water condensing in final syngas cooler could be used after treatment for this pur-
pose. Consumption calculated for case A and for the reference IGCCs are comparable. 
Conversely, cases where syngas is diluted with steam from steam cycle, water consump-
tions are one order of magnitude higher. In these cases, low Uf cases are penalized and 
by-pass case D has some advantage because not all the syngas must be diluted, but just 
the fraction sent to the fuel cell. 

 

5.3.3 IG-SOFC cryo
Solid oxide fuel cells, while oxidizing the fuel and generating electric power, also behave as 
air separators since oxygen atoms only are transported from the cathode air stream to the 
anode side. Hence, fuel exiting the anode does not contain nitrogen from air. The unburned 
CO and H2 are oxidized in an oxy-combustor, leaving CO2 and H2O only, the latter removed 
by condensation. For this reason SOFCs appear particularly suited to be coupled with oxyfuel 
systems to complete fuel oxidation. 
The first plant configuration with CO2 capture proposed in this work is shown in Fig. 5-5. It is 
based  on  the  same  gasification  island  of  the  plant  without  CO2 capture, with the only 
difference that CO2 is used in lock hoppers for coal feeding instead of nitrogen, to limit 
syngas dilution and to increase final CO2 purity. Also the fuel cell operates at the same 
conditions (except for the fuel utilization factor, as discussed later on), but combustible 
species in anode exhaust are burned with oxygen produced in the ASU (stream 23) and 
oxygen depleted air from the cathode (stream 6) is directly expanded in a turbine after being 
cooled down against air from the compressor. A bottoming steam cycle is used for heat 
recovery from the CO2-rich stream from oxyfuel combustor (stream 24). Despite the low 
calorific value of the anode exhaust gas (stream 22), a high temperature (1160°C) is obtained 
at oxyfuel combustor outlet because of the lack of nitrogen dilution. Therefore, the heat 
recovery section adopts a high pressure steam cycle with RH and water pre-heaters, as usual 
for steam power plants. However, the heat exchangers used here are very different from 
conventional boilers and heat recovery steam generators, in view of the pressurized conditions 
of the hot stream. 
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A large amount of thermal power is also available from the expanded air from the turbine 
(stream 7), but at a much lower temperature (about 190°C) because of the low GT inlet 
temperature and its relatively high pressure ratio. Heat from this stream is used for water 
preheating and to generate additional low pressure steam. 
CO2 compression/liquefaction section includes a separation process of the inert incondensable 
gases (O2,  N2, Ar). The low purity CO2 stream at high pressure (17.8 bar) from the heat 
recovery section is cooled down to -54°C (close to the triple point of CO2) and mostly 
liquefied. Incondensable gases, with gaseous CO2 traces, (stream 28) are separated from 
liquid CO2. The cooling duty for liquefaction is obtained by evaporation of the purified CO2, 
throttled at 13.5 bar to obtain a suitable T in the heat exchanger, with the essential 
contribution of the cooling energy coming from the reheating of the incondensable gases, 
during their multi-stage expansion to the atmospheric pressure. The 96.5% purity CO2 stream 
is therefore compressed to 90 bar (above the critical pressure): a fraction is used in gasifier 
lock hoppers, the remainder is liquefied by cooling and pumped to the final pressure (150 
bar). 

 
Fig. 5-5: Schematic of the IGFC plant with CO2 capture and steam cycle based bottoming cycle (IG-SOFC-cryo) 
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The optimized fuel utilization for the plants with CO2 capture is 84-89%: for the latter, 
needing oxy-combustion to complete fuel oxidation, a better Uf allows for a reduced oxygen 
requirement with a lower ASU consumption. A larger fuel utilization factor also brings about 
a higher power generated by the SOFC, but with lower potential. 
The bottoming steam cycle generates most of the electric power after the fuel cell. A rather 
low temperature is obtained at the entrance of the air expander (659°C), because the anode 
exhaust fuel is not used in the air gas turbine as for the case without CO2 capture. Therefore, 
air GT electric production is very low, despite the much larger compressed airflow rate (1026 
kg/s),  compared  to  the  IGFC  without  CO2 capture and the IGCC. This means that high 
temperature heat transferred in the fuel cell to the cathode air (about 20% of the input heat) is 
converted with very low efficiency in the gas turbine, merely acting as a turbo-charger of the 
SOFC. 
The larger auxiliary consumption is due to air separation, responsible of a penalty of 4.8 
percentage points: the higher loss in the CO2 capture  cases  is  due  to  the  larger  amount  of  
oxygen produced to complete oxidation of anode exhausts. The CO2 compression and 
liquefaction (also including compression of CO2 used in lock hoppers for coal loading) 
represents 1.6% points of penalty efficiency and two intercooled compressor stages, instead of 
five (in case of CO2 compression unit operated with atmospheric gas), are needed. 
 
Another option to exploit the calorific value of anode exhaust gas is to expand it after the oxy-
combustion, to obtain power from a CO2–H2O turbo-expander. The power island of the plant 
layout is depicted in Fig. 5-6 (the gasification and syngas treating section is the same of Fig. 
5-5). The CO2 rich stream exits the combustor at a temperature similar to the one of state-of-
the-art gas turbines (1320°C) and can be efficiently expanded and cooled down at atmospheric 
pressure. Blade cooling is required for the CO2 expander: a compressor recycling part of the 
cooled CO2 (stream 26) is adopted to supply the coolant. This plant layout is thus based on 
two Joule cycles: the semi-closed CO2 cycle handling anode exhaust gas and the air cycle 
connected to the FC cathode. Heat recovery steam cycle exploits heat from the high 
temperature CO2 stream, used for HP steam generation plus SH and RH, as well as from low 
temperature oxygen depleted air, used for LP steam generation. 
In the plant configuration of Fig. 5-6, the improvement in power production from the CO2 
expander is partly balanced by the larger CO2 compression requirement. In this case, the plant 
performance is expected to be 0.4% points higher (47.14% vs. 47.57%). However, the CO2-
H2O cooled turbine is an exotic component which brings about a new gas turbine design 
because of the big differences in the GT operating gas and blade’s cooling gas to take into 
account different heat exchange coefficients. 
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Fig. 5-6: Schematic of the power island of the IGFC plant with CO2 capture and semi-closed CO2 combined cycle. 

 

5.3.4 IG-SOFC meth
On the basis of the previous plant descriptions, the following considerations can be made, 

useful when designing an IGFC plant layout: 
 High fuel cell operating pressures favor overall plant efficiency. Beneficial effects result-

ing from high SOFC voltages compensate the higher than optimal gas turbine pressure ra-
tio (for the typical resulting turbine inlet temperatures). The resulting FC operating pres-
sure is much higher than in usual SOFC-GT hybrid cycles (20-35 bar vs. 4-10 bar), but 
the development of SOFCs capable of operating at such pressures does not appear a real 
barrier for long term plants such as IGFCs. 

 An optimal fuel utilization factor, which maximizes overall plant efficiency, exists for the 
fuel cell. On one side, with high fuel utilization, high fractions of fuel are converted in the 
SOFC with the high efficiencies typical of hybrid cycles. Higher water content at anode 
outlet is another consequence of high fuel utilizations, which leads to reduced anode re-
cycle rate or steam addition required for fuel humidification to avoid carbon deposition. 
On the other side, low fuel utilizations lead to higher hydrogen contents at fuel cell outlet 
and consequently higher voltages. More important, lower air flow rate are required for 
fuel cell cooling and greater combustible species result at anode exhaust. Consequently, 
higher turbine inlet temperatures are obtained after combustion of the fuel cell outlet 
streams, positively affecting the efficiency of the bottoming cycle. 

 The use of CH4-rich syngas performing the direct internal reforming in the SOFC reduces 
the air mass flow rate for SOFC cooling. Coal syngas composition does not contain CH4 
because of the very high temperature of gasification process. To increase the CH4 content 
in the coal syngas, a methanator is required as discussed in Lanzini et al. [52] or the use 
of a low temperature catalytic gasifier can be adopted instead of a more conventional gas-
ification technology ([53][54]).  
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 Bypassing  part  of  the  syngas  directly  to  the  GT combustor  has  positive  effects  on  both  
plant efficiency and economics reducing the power produced from SOFC: Contribution 
of fuel cell (the highest cost power generation component) on plant gross power produc-
tion reduces and gas turbine specific work increases substantially (i.e. more power is gen-
erated by the gas turbine with a given air flow rate). Both these factors positively affect 
plant economics. Also efficiency increases moderately by burning part of the syngas in 
the GT combustor, bypassing the fuel cell.  

The  system  IG-SOFC  cryo  based  on  oxycombustion  of  SOFC  anode  exhaust  gas  presents  
penalties of about 6% points with respect to an IGFC cycle without CO2 capture. The largest 
weakness of that configuration is the very low temperature of the cathode exhaust air, ex-
panded in the gas turbine with no further combustion. Any combustion with anode gas or by-
passed syngas is in fact not feasible because it would lead to relevant CO2 emissions. As a 
result, sensible heat collected in the SOFC by the relevant air flow is converted in the GT cy-
cle with an extremely low efficiency and specific work. 

The plant layout proposed of the system IG-SOFC meth is defined to overcome these limits, 
by introducing two new processes: 

1) a methanation process, aimed at increasing the methane content in the fuel gas and 
hence reducing the air flow rate needed for SOFC cooling and improving the energy 
conversion efficiency of the integrated power cycle; 

2) a hydrogen firing before the gas turbine, using a post-SOFC absorption process for CO2 
capture and for the recovery of the hydrogen not oxidized in the fuel cell, which can be 
used as fuel for the gas turbine cycle, increasing substantially the TIT without any addi-
tional CO2 emissions. 

3) Two water gas shift (WGS) reactors and a pre-SOFC CO2 absorption process were also 
included in the plant in order to obtain an admissible H2/CO ratio at methanation reac-
tor inlet and to convert CO in the anode exhaust stream into CO2 and H2. 

 
The power plant layout is shown in Fig. 5-7. Gasification is based on a dry-feed, oxygen-
blown, entrained flow Shell type gasifier operating at 44 bar and 1550°C. Coal feeding is car-
ried out by using part of N2 produced in the ASU as in conventional Shell-type gasifier. In the 
syngas cooler HP and IP steam is produced and the syngas exiting the heat exchangers at 
200°C is partly recirculated to the Gasifier and partly sent to a wet scrubber.  
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Fig. 5-7: Layout of the proposed IGFC cycle using a methanation reactor and hydrogen firing in the combined cycle 
(IG-SOFC-meth) 
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Most of the absorbed carbon dioxide is released in flash chambers and compressed to lique-
faction, while H2S is desorbed in a stripper and sent to a Claus unit for elemental S produc-
tion. Claus off-gas, rich of CO2 and containing small amounts of unconverted sulfur species 
(95% of H2S is assumed to be converted into S, considering the H2S/CO2 ratio at Claus inlet) 
are firstly sent to a hydrogenation/hydrolysis catalytic reactor where the remaining sulfur is 
reduced to H2S and then recycled back to the H2S absorber inlet. Hydrogen sulfide is hence 
reabsorbed and CO2 is not vented, increasing the overall carbon capture ratio of the plant. 
Syngas exiting the Selexol unit has a hydrogen sulfide content of 10 ppmvd, while concentra-
tions below 0.1 ppm are required to avoid fast poisoning of the following methanator Nickel-
based catalyst. Therefore, an additional sulfur scavenging process is adopted after bulk re-
moval in the Selexol unit. Sulfur scavenging processes are non-regenerative systems used to 
remove small quantities of sulfur compounds from gas streams. A number of sorbents (e.g. 
iron oxide, zinc oxide, nitrite solutions, poly-amine solutions) can be used in such processes 
[47]. The most suitable one should be evaluated on the basis of economic analyses, highly 
dependent on the syngas composition. An already well known alternative, when very deep gas 
desulfurization is required, is the chilled methanol-based Rectisol process, which seems to be 
preferred in industrial practice. For example, in the Great Plains Synfuels Plant in North Da-
kota (USA), the only commercial synthetic natural gas (SNG) plant which convert coal into 
natural gas, a Rectisol process is used for H2S and CO2 removal, producing a 20 ppb H2S feed 
for the methanator. However, Rectisol process is characterized by high complexity and energy 
consumptions and a system based on Selexol + sulfur scavenging seems preferable in plants 
like IGFCs, aiming at very high efficiencies. 
Clean syngas from AGR unit is heated and sent to a methanation process (stream 19), where 
carbon monoxide and hydrogen are converted into methane on a nickel-based catalyst accord-
ing to the exothermic reaction: 

 CO + 3H2  CH4 + H2O      H°r = -206 kJ/mol  
The main issues to be considered when designing a methanation process are ([48], [49]): 
(i) operating at high temperature/high pressure conditions assuring fast kinetics and high CH4 
yields, (ii) avoiding catalyst poisoning due to the presence of sulfur species and chlorine, 
(iii) avoiding conditions, particularly critical at low temperatures and with low H2/CO ratio, 
which can lead to catalyst deactivation for carbon deposition and nickel carbonyl formation, 
(iv) avoiding catalyst sintering at high temperatures. Temperature control is particularly im-
portant to respect these conditions and appears crucial considering the high exothermic char-
acter of methanation reaction. Processes proposed by manufacturers are generally based on 
fixed bed reactors operating between 250 and 700°C and using cooled product gas recycling 
(Lurgi process, TREMP of Haldor Topsøe and HICOM process of British Gas Corporation), 
cooled reactors (Linde process) or steam addition (RMP process and ICI process) to limit 
temperature increase along the reactor [49]. Steam addition also contributes increasing hydro-
gen and oxygen content in syngas, reducing the risk of carbon deposition. In all these process-
es, other lower temperature adiabatic reactors with intermediate cooling follow the first high 
temperature reactor to increase methane yield, which is favored at low temperatures for ther-
modynamic reasons. In the IGFC plant considered in this work, methanation is carried out in 
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an adiabatic reactor with product gas recycle operating between 300 and 675°C, like in 
TREMP process proposed in [50] for applications in IGFCs. Product gas is recycled by means 
of a blower and is cooled by superheating high pressure steam. A single stage high tempera-
ture process is here adopted because high methane purities are not needed by SOFC and be-
cause using lower temperature reactors would also require heat exchangers to heat the me-
thane-rich gas up before entering the fuel cell. 
The fuel cell is working at 800°C operated at elevated pressure, as imposed by the gasification 
island, with beneficial effects for its potential (as previously discussed). The air stream feed-
ing the cathode, exiting the compressor at about 590°C (stream 2), is heated up to 700°C (a 
maximum T of 100°C across the fuel cell was assumed), by recycling air exiting the FC 
cathode  by  means  of  ejectors.  Ejectors  allow preheating  the  airflow.  Thanks  to  the  efficient  
cell cooling allowed by the reforming reactions taking place in the FC module (CH4 content in 
the syngas is 26.3%), the amount of heat released to the air flow can be handled with the stip-
ulated temperature rise (100°C) limiting the airflow (stream 3) to 437 kg/s (vs. 2033 kg/s 
found in previous configurations for the same power output) This allows operating the FC 
with a higher air utilization factor (about 46%), with beneficial effect on the overall plant effi-
ciency. 
Anode exhaust gas (stream 21) is cooled by producing high pressure superheated and reheated 
steam and sent to a post-SOFC high temperature WGS reactor, where carbon monoxide is 
converted into CO2 and H2 by reacting with water. Steam to CO ratio at anode outlet is higher 
than 8 and high CO conversions can be obtained in a single stage high temperature reactor 
without  further  steam  addition.  Gas  exiting  the  post-anode  WGS  reactor  is  cooled  down  to  
nearly ambient temperature and sent to a post-SOFC CO2 absorber using Selexol as physical 
solvent. The complete acid gas removal process is hence made of an H2S absorption column 
and two (pre- and post-SOFC) CO2 absorption columns. Hydrogen-rich gas released from the 
Selexol process is compressed, heated up (stream 23) and burned with cathode exhausts in-
creasing the gas turbine cycle temperature and hence its efficiency and specific work. Fuel 
utilization in the fuel cell was calibrated to obtain a hydrogen stream flow rate sufficient to 
reach a turbine inlet temperature to 1335°C. 
A single pressure level with reheat steam cycle (130/54 bar, 565/565°C) was selected for heat 
recovery. Most of the high temperature heat (over 350°C), which can be used for evaporation, 
superheating and reheating, is obtained by gasifier syngas cooling (121 MWth), followed by 
methanation recycle (91 MWth), anode exhaust cooling (50 MWth)  and  GT  flue  gas  
(27 MWth). In Fig. 5-7 superheaters and reheater are positioned to recover heat from clean 
syngas, while gasifier syngas is cooled by evaporating steam in order to limit the heat ex-
changers surface exposed to high dust environments. Different configurations could be how-
ever adopted to increase plant operability and economics. A well designed heat recovery 
steam cycle, effectively exploiting high temperature heat, is anyway important for plant per-
formance. 
The proposed power cycle achieves 51.6% net electrical efficiency (LHV base) with 95.3% 
carbon capture, a result which is about 4.5% points better than what was achieved with IG-
SOFC cryo system, not exploiting the modifications introduced here (methanation reactor, 
WGS reactors and H2 firing).  The  efficiency  decay  featured  by  the  IGFC with  CO2 capture 
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with respect to the cycle without capture is limited to 2.7% points, about one third of the val-
ue obtained in the IG-SOFC base demonstrating a more efficient thermodynamic integration 
among the energy conversion devices composing the power cycle. 
Such a performance is obtained despite a rather low cold gas efficiency: SOFC fuel input in 
terms of LHV is in fact about 60% of the inlet coal LHV (against the 76.3-78.1% of the refer-
ence cases), the remaining 40% being converted into sensible heat. Most of the CGE reduc-
tion occurs in the methanation process where heat generated by the exothermic reaction is 
partly recovered by steam superheating and partly remains as sensible heat in the high tem-
perature syngas. However, heat of methanation reaction is converted back into chemical ener-
gy in the SOFC by the endothermic steam reforming reaction, counterbalancing the CGE re-
duction. 
The power balance shows that 52.5% of gross power is produced by SOFC, still a high value 
thinking to the expected high specific costs of fuel cells. The gas turbine generates a relatively 
small contribution to the power output, but, differently from other cases, its operating parame-
ters (TIT and pressure ratio) are comparable with those of advanced aero-derivative commer-
cial units, while air flow rate and power are respectively 80% and 30% larger than the largest 
simple-cycle aero-derivative machine now on the market [51]. Hence, a lower specific work 
also results, due to the extra power required by the compressor to drive the cathode ejector 
and to compress the oxygen used in the SOFC, which is not expanded in the turbine. 
As anticipated,  the SOFC works with a high air  utilization fraction (46.5%). However,  from 
the point of view of cell efficiency, the negative effect of a lower minimum oxygen fraction at 
cell outlet (8.1% vs. 18%), reducing the ideal Nernst voltage, is more than counterbalanced by 
the positive effects of operating at high pressure and with a limited fuel utilization and the re-
sulting cell voltage is 0.812 V vs. 0.747 V of the IG-SOFC cryo. 
As to the combustion process taking place downstream the SOFC, the lower oxygen fraction 
at cathode exhaust should be high enough for efficiently completing the H2 combustion, leav-
ing a O2 fraction at combustor outlet of about 2.3%. Another consequence is the low stoichi-
ometric flame temperature (1910 K), which leads to low NOx emissions obtained without fuel 
dilution or post-combustion selective catalytic reduction SCR. 

 

5.4 Conclusion
In the APPENDIX are reported the mass balances and the thermodynamic properties of the 
systems described above. The thermal balance and the main operating parameters of the se-
lected plant are shown in Tab. 5-2.  

Compared with an IGCC, the power plant performance increases of 7.3% points in case of no 
CO2 capture. The gross power output from fuel cell modules network is the 32.5% of the total 
and the bottoming combined cycle is an advanced state-of-the-art gas turbine with steam cy-
cle. In the long term, the use of coal in IG-SOFC is the most efficient way to convert fossil 
fuels into electricity. 

Applying CO2 capture in IG-SOFC allows reaching 9.6-14.1% points increase in electrical 
efficiency and reduce CO2 specific emissions of 40-60 g/kWhel. The integration of SOFC in 
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power plant with CO2 capture, has been investigated with two main configurations: i) in the 
first case (IG-SOFC cryo), CO2 is separated in the SOFC that is operated with very high fuel 
utilization factor (around 90%) and the remaining unburned species are oxidized with O2 from 
ASU. The main limits of this power plant are the high power share from SOFC (about 60% of 
total gross power output), the high air mass flow rate required for the SOFC cooling and the 
very low efficiency of the GT (gross power output is only 5%). From the economic point of 
view, this configuration is not very attractive. In facts the use of high air mass flow rate (1026 
kg/s) affects the cost of turbomachineries, the fuel cell contribution is costly and the use of a 
pressurized boiler operating with CO2-rich gas requires a design and technology improve-
ment. According to the result of the SOFC model which reports an average current density of 
3109 A/m2 and hence power density of 1365 W/m2, a total active surface of 73366 m2 is also 
required. 

IGCC IG-SOFC-base IGCC IG-SOFC-cryo IG-SOFC-meth

CO2 capture N N Y Y Y

H2S/CO2 treating MDEA M DEA Selexol MDEA/cryo Selexol

TIT [°C] 1360 1335 1360 659.4 1329

compressor ratio 18.2 25.5 18.2 22.1 38.7

SOFC potential [mV] - 808 - 747 812

SOFC pressure [bar] - 23 - 20 33.12

fuel utilization [%] - 60.1 - 89.2 74

air utilization [%] - 16.1 - 16.1 46.5

flow at GT inlet [kg/s] 527 428.7 587.2 1026 264.7

Anode recirculation, % - 75.9 - 78.3 -

Gas Turbine [MW] 309.43 246.3 322.46 27.9 82.77

Steam Turbine[MW] 190 136.6 179.9 161.5 193.9

SOFC [M W] - 183.8 - 331.4 305.9

N2/H2 compressor -43.72 - -31.3 - -1.12

ASU [MW] -32.25 -36.17 -37.5 -45.55 -36.17

AGR [MW] -0.37 -0.35 -16.81 -0.35 -13.45

CO2 compression - - -22.48 -15.22 -21.79
Net power output, MWe 417.17 515.7 386.85 447.8 490.4
Fuel input LHV, M Wth 887 950 1033 950 950

CGE, % 81.17 78.7 72.8 76.27 59.98
Carbon capture ratio, % - - 93 97.5 95.33
Net LHV efficiency, % 47 54.29 37.5 47.14 51.62
SPECCA,  M JLHV/kgCO2  - - 3.46** 1.7* 0.6*

Specific CO2 emission, g/kWh 677.9 629.6 97.56 21.1 30.9  
Tab. 5-2: summary of performance of power plants. 

Finally the system IG-SOFC-meth is performing the best electric efficiency. Despite a good 
improvement in term of power share (52.5% from fuel cell) and a reduced air mass flow rate 
due to the improvement in the SOFC cooling system, the equipment required includes: HT-
WGS units for the CO conversion after syngas coolers and before the H2 separation; a CO2 
capture unit with physical absorption by means of Selexol process for CO2 capture before the 
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methanation  unit  and  after  the  SOFC;  a  methanation  reactor.  According  to  the  result  of  the  
SOFC model which reports an average current density of 1931 A/m2 and hence power density 
of 1577 W/m2, a total active surface of 103977 m2 is required. 

In  terms  of  SPECCA,  the  IGCC  with  CO2 capture presents a specific primary energy con-
sumption of 2.7 MJLHV/kgCO2 compared to the IGCC. The reference plant for the IGFC with 
CO2 capture is not IGCC but the IG-SOFC base. The SPECCA obtained is respectively 1.6 
and 0.6 for the IG-SOFC-cryo and IG-SOFC-meth. The reason of a lower energy penalization 
when CO2 capture is applied in an IGFC is the effect of SOFC that intrinsically acts as a CO2 
concentrator, and hence the process energy consumption required for the CO2 separation is 
lower. Moreover, in case of IG-SOFC meth, the use of different component allows increasing 
the electrical efficiency considerably and thus the SPECCA is very low. 

An economic analysis about the IG-SOFC-meth has been carried out and it is briefly summa-
rized in in the following: i) a sensitivity analysis has been carried out in the SOFC specific 
cost (from 500 to 2500 €/MWel) which corresponds to 783-3917 €/m2 according to the current 
density calculated for the case B in the previous chapter; ii) the COE varies from 74.8 to 
119.7 €/MWhel depending on the cost of SOFC and the associated cost of CO2 avoided varies 
from 18 to 81.8 €/tCO2.; iii) compared to the reference technology economics of reference 
technology  the  IG-SOFC  becomes  competitive  if  the  cost  of  SOFC  is  in  the  range  of  500-
1000 €/MWel. However this cost analysis requires a deep investigation to quantify more in 
detail the cost of the SOFC (€/m2) and a sensitivity analysis on V-i is necessary to minimize 
the total cost of plant featuring an economic and thermodynamic optimization. 
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5.6 APPENDIX
 

 
Fig. 5-8: power plant layout "IG-SOFC base" 
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point 
T, p, G, Molar composition, % 
°C bar kg/s Ar CH4 CO CO2 H2 H2O N2 O2 H2S 

1 15.0 1.01 428.7 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 1.04 77.28 20.73 0.00 
2 491.7 25.60 327.1 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 1.04 77.28 20.73 0.00 
3 600.0 25.09 327.1 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 1.04 77.28 20.73 0.00 
4 700.0 23.00 647.6 0.95 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 1.06 79.45 18.51 0.00 
5 800.0 22.53 628.1 0.97 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 1.09 81.66 16.25 0.00 
6 1406 21.42 423.9 0.93 0.00 0.00 13.97 0.00 16.21 62.15 6.74 0.00 
7 568.0 1.04 525.5 0.93 0.00 0.00 11.26 0.00 13.27 65.09 9.45 0.00 
8 88.0 1.01 525.5 0.93 0.00 0.00 11.26 0.00 13.27 65.09 9.45 0.00 
9 15.0 1.01 136.6 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 1.04 77.28 20.73 0.00 
10 80.0 88.00 7.86 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 
11 15.0 44.00 35.75 dry coal (%wt.: 67.4 C, 4.2 H, 7.7 O, 1.6 N, 0.8 S, 5.0 H2O, 13.3 ash) 
12 15.0 48.00 32.73 3.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.91 95.00 0.00 
13 300.0 54.00 2.14 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 
14 900.0 44.00 149.5 0.95 0.01 59.16 2.64 23.23 4.04 9.67 0.00 0.30 
15 210.7 44.44 76.11 0.95 0.01 59.16 2.64 23.23 4.04 9.67 0.00 0.30 
16 200.0 41.83 73.36 0.95 0.01 59.16 2.64 23.23 4.04 9.67 0.00 0.30 
17 138.8 40.99 76.28 0.91 0.01 56.41 2.51 22.14 8.51 9.22 0.00 0.29 
18 180.0 40.17 76.28 0.91 0.01 56.41 2.51 22.14 8.51 9.22 0.00 0.29 
19 131.0 36.67 74.77 0.92 0.01 57.36 2.23 22.52 7.58 9.38 0.00 0.00 
20 387.7 35.94 55.33 0.62 0.00 38.68 1.50 15.19 37.69 6.32 0.00 0.00 
21 700.0 23.00 320.8 0.62 0.00 17.41 22.77 13.29 39.59 6.32 0.00 0.00 
22 800.0 22.54 340.3 0.62 0.00 8.96 31.22 12.53 40.35 6.32 0.00 0.00 
23 330.8 147.0 44.93 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 
24 332.0 130.0 86.20 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 
25 538.7 119.6 102.4 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 
26 416.1 54.00 101.4 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 
27 541.2 49.68 117.6 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 
28 268.8 54.00 10.97 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 
29 506.7 40.00 22.03 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 
30 330.8 130.0 6.56 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
31 252.7 6.00 7.28 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 

Tab. 5-3: temperature, pressure, flow rate and composition of selected points on the plant in Fig. 5-8 
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Fig. 5-9: power plant layout "IG-SOFC cryo" 
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point T, p, G, Molar composition, % 

°C bar kg/s Ar CH4 CO CO2 H2 H2O N2 O2 H2S 
1 15.0 1.01 1026.0 0.92   0.03  1.04 77.28 20.73  
2 460.1 22.18 1026.0 0.92   0.03  1.04 77.28 20.73  

3 600.0 21.74 1026.0 0.92   0.03  1.04 77.28 20.73  

4 700.0 19.94 2032.7 0.94   0.03  1.05 78.60 19.38  

5 800.0 19.54 1994.8 0.95   0.03  1.07 79.95 18.00  

6 659.4 19.15 988.1 0.95   0.03  1.07 79.95 18.00  
7 187.1 1.04 988.1 0.95   0.03  1.07 79.95 18.00  

8 156.0 1.02 988.1 0.95   0.03  1.07 79.95 18.00  

9 15.0 1.01 172.9 0.92   0.03  1.03 77.29 20.73  

10 80.0 90.00 15.28 1.00   96.50  0.00 0.70 1.80  

11 15.0 44.00 35.71 dry coal (%wt.: 67.4 C, 4.2 H, 7.7 O, 1.6 N, 0.8 S, 5.0 H2O, 13.3 ash) 
12 15.0 48.00 34.02 3.09      1.91 95.00  

13 300.0 54.00 2.14      100    

14 900.0 44.00 167.3 1.07  61.59 9.02 17.02 9.73 1.27  0.30 

15 210.2 44.44 85.57 1.07  61.59 9.02 17.02 9.73 1.27  0.30 

16 200.0 41.83 81.74 1.07  61.59 9.02 17.02 9.73 1.27  0.30 
17 154.2 40.99 84.02 1.07  61.59 9.02 17.02 9.73 1.27  0.30 

18 180.0 40.17 84.02 1.03  59.36 8.69 16.40 13.00 1.23  0.29 

19 149.0 36.67 82.98 1.04  59.98 8.53 16.58 12.63 1.24   

20 344.0 35.94 86.98 1.03  56.38 8.02 15.58 17.88 1.16   

21 700.0 19.95 401.7 0.98  19.60 44.80 6.43 27.03 1.16   
22 800.0 19.16 124.9 0.98  5.01 59.39 2.80 30.66 1.16   

23 15.0 19.16 7.44 3.09      1.91 95.00  

24 1165.6 18.58 132.3 1.14   62.92  32.69 1.25 2.00  

25 300.0 18.25 132.3 1.14   62.92  32.69 1.25 2.00  

26 88.6 18.03 132.3 1.14   62.92  32.69 1.25 2.00  
27 38.3 150.0 89.98 1.00   96.50   0.70 1.80  

28 -54.0 17.14 4.47 14.70   37.37   23.31 24.62  

29 565.0 165.6 102.7       100    

30 565.0 49.68 104.4      100    

31 280.0 3.92 14.09      100    
32 282.4 200.0 66.65      100    

33 380.0 180.0 91.27      100    

34 260.8 54.00 18.31      100    

35 530.3 40.00 4.00      100    

Tab. 5-4: temperature, pressure, flow rate and composition of selected points on the plant in Fig. 5-9 
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Fig. 5-10: power plant layout "IG-SOFC meth" 
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point 
T, p, G, N, Molar composition, % 

°C bar kg/s kmole/s CH4 CO CO2 H2 H2O Ar N2 O2 H2S 

1 15 1.01 264.71 9.18   0.03  1.03 0.92 77.28 20.73  
2 589 38.80 211.14 7.32   0.03  1.03 0.92 77.28 20.73  
3 700 34.84 437.50 15.30   0.03  1.12 1.00 83.71 14.14  
4 800 34.15 405.30 14.30   0.03  1.20 1.07 89.61 8.09  
5 1420 33.13 193.00 7.05   1.20  10.65 1.34 84.56 2.25  
6 451 1.05 247.10 8.90   0.96  8.64 1.25 83.04 6.11  
7 79.7 1.01 247.10 8.90   0.96  8.64 1.25 83.04 6.11  
8 15 1.01 136.65 4.74   0.03  1.03 0.92 77.28 20.73  
9 80 88.00 7.87 0.28       100.00   
10 15 44.00 35.75 dry coal (%wt.: 67.4 C, 4.2 H, 7.7 O, 1.6 N, 0.8 S, 5.0 H2O, 13.3 ash) 

11 15 48.00 32.74 1.02      3.09 1.91 95.00  
12 267 60.00 11.08 0.62     100     
13 900 44.00 149.52 6.76  59.16 2.64 23.22 4.05 0.95 9.67  0.31 

14 210.7 44.44 76.15 3.44  59.16 2.64 23.22 4.05 0.95 9.67  0.31 

15 200 41.80 73.37 3.32  59.16 2.64 23.22 4.05 0.95 9.67  0.31 

16 140 41.00 76.50 3.49  56.21 2.50 22.07 8.82 0.90 9.19  0.29 

17 199.1 41.00 100.40 4.82  40.71 1.82 15.98 33.97 0.65 6.65  0.21 

18 400 40.99 100.40 4.18  13.93 28.60 42.77 7.19 0.65 6.65  0.21 

19 300 35.55 39.02 3.20  20.68 4.42 64.09 0.06 0.93 9.82   
20 675 34.84 39.03 2.10 26.29 3.75 8.26 20.43 24.87 1.42 14.98   
21 800 34.15 71.23 3.20  5.94 19.17 16.11 48.05 0.93 9.82   
22 400 32.44 71.23 3.20  0.97 24.13 21.07 43.08 0.93 9.82   
23 250 40.98 14.10 1.09  2.80 4.77 61.97 0.06 2.51 27.89   
24 35 2.50 1.70 0.04  0.10 72.30 0.10 2.40 0.20 0.20  24.80 

25 36.3 150.00 86.71 1.99  0.40 98.20 0.30  0.20 0.80   
26 565 119.60 85.56 4.75     100     
27 565 119.60 144.86 8.05     100     
28 565 49.70 129.84 7.21     100     
A 325 130.00 98.50 5.47     100     
B 267 60.00 11.08 0.62     100     
C 15 160.00 99.13 5.51     100     

Tab. 5-5: temperature, pressure, flow rate and composition of selected points on the plant in Fig. 5-10 
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6 Conclusions and future improvements
 

6.1 Conclusion
The present work has discussed two novel concepts for the use of integrated coal gasification 
power plant with CO2 capture. 
The technologies here discussed represent a mid-long term solutions for the CO2 emissions 
mitigation with reduced efficiency penalties. 
In the present work thesis the discussion has been focused on the development of models able 
to predict the behavior of the new components studied, the integration of the components in 
the power plant in order to predict the performance of the systems and at later stage the 
comparison with the reference power plants with CO2 capture that are ready for the 
commercialization and use. Most of the related conclusions have been reported in each 
chapter. In this part the final comments are collected and contextualized in the general field of 
CCS and clean coal technologies. 
The technologies studied are Chemical Looping Combustion with dynamically operated 
packed bed reactors and Solid Oxide Fuel Cells. 

6.1.1 Chemical Looping Combustion with Packed Bed Reactors technology
The technology studied  for  the  CLC has  been  assessed  in  terms  of  feasibility  and  operating  
conditions for the use with syngas from coal gasification plant. 
The reactor model has been used to evaluate the kinetics involved when using ilmenite as 
oxygen  carrier  with  CO/H2 rich syngas. The study here proposed has been accomplished to 
define a suitable procedure and operating conditions for the use of dynamically operated 
reactors with combined cycle power plant working with coal derived syngas. Two different 
cycle strategies have been described for the reactor heat management in order to obtain good 
performance of syngas conversion and high temperature heat production with high attention 
to the material properties and matching with power plant operating conditions. 
The use of reactor model, with the proper heat management selected has been investigated in 
terms of overall power plant performance. Two main systems has been assessed: the first case 
is based on the production of high temperature exhaust gas exiting the reactor (1200°C) 
operated in reduction; the second case is based on the production of very high mass flow rate 
to Gas Turbine with elevated N2 mass flow rate during the heat removal phase. A sensitivity 
analysis has been carried out changing some variable in the gasification island such as the 
system  to  perform  the  coal  drying  and  the  O2 purity from Air Separation Unit; the most 
relevant result has been achieved by changing the maximum steam temperature for the steam 
cycle integration. Due to the elevate HT heat available as steam cycle thermal power source, 
the possibility to produce steam at 565°C instead of 480°C increases the overall electric 
efficiency of 1.5% points approaching the efficiency of 40% based on LHV of inlet coal. The 
second part of chapter 3 has been focused on the possibility to define a clear switching system 
for several reactors dynamically operated in parallel in order to estimate the equipment and 
the cycle time for the application in a large scale power plant. In this case, the combined use 
of 1D adiabatic reactor model and power plant process simulation have shown the advantages 
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and the problems that can be encountered. The dynamic operations can be dumped or 
canceled by using a proper number of reactors and a phase displacement of the different 
reactor operated in the single phase cycle; due to the low gas velocity expected to keep the 
pressure drops low, lot of reactors are required and each reactor is made of HT switching 
valves and piping.  
Finally the use of dynamically operated packed bed reactors in coal gasification power plant 
shows better performance compared to the reference technology with pre-combustion capture. 
In particular, in presence of advanced IGCC with physical absorption of CO2 with proper 
development (especially for the GT) the maximum electrical efficiency expected is 37.5% 
with CO2 emissions of 97.56 gCO2/kWhel and SPECCA equal to 3.34. The systems operated 
with CLC through PBRs are expected to be close to 40% with around 18 gCO2/kWhel of CO2 
emissions  and  SPECCA  coefficients  of  2.04-2.08.  In  terms  of  plant  performance,  the  CLC  
with PBR is expected to play an important role in the mid-term scenario especially working 
with syngas under pressurized conditions where the use of interconnected fluidized beds 
displays critical issues from a technological point of view. 

6.1.2 Solid Oxide Fuel Cell technology
Despite the technological development is at early stage, Solid Oxide Fuel Cells are expected 
to  represent  the  turning  point  to  break  50%  of  electrical  efficiency  using  coal  power  plant.  
The use of SOFC in coal power plant has the advantage to efficiently convert chemical energy 
with the typical electric efficiency of hybrid cycles. At the present, the high specific cost of 
the SOFC and the scalability at hundreds of MW with the severe operating conditions make 
this technology not ready and promising in the long term scenario. 
The study related the SOFC modeling has been focused on the definition of a model able to 
describe the SOFC internal behavior. According to the operating conditions that have been 
selected for cell, a specific kinetic model is required: the use of WGS and SMR reactions at 
the three phase boundary at the anode side has been amply discussed with the important 
conclusion that the kinetics, especially for SMR is essential in the fuel conversion and it 
strongly affects the cell performance when the cell are operated at intermediate temperature 
and the SMR is not fast enough to approach the chemical equilibrium conversion. Two 
different electrochemical models have been described and compared: in the first case the H2 
oxidation is the only electrochemical reaction (Only H2), while in the second model the 
combined oxidation of CO and H2 occurs (combo CO-H2). The electrochemical model 
description has pointed out some important remarks: i) the literature available is based on 
different models and the values used for the cell performance prediction differ prominently 
because the values are often based on a calibration that is carried out in a specific range of 
operating conditions and thus not always valid; ii) the calibration carried out for the definition 
of the activation energies in the combo CO-H2 model is a valid method but the selected value 
also need to be confirmed in a different range of operating conditions with literature data, or 
better with experimental results that unlike are not available; iii) the effect of CO oxidation as 
electrochemical reaction increases the total current with the advantage to obtain a higher 
SOFC power density.  
The calculation of SOFC performance of two different syngas from coal gasification plant has 
been carried out: the current densities of both cases have been assessed departing from syngas 
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composition, cell voltage and utilization factors already calculated in the thermodynamic 
analysis of the power plant as discussed in chapter 5 about the SOFC integration in the coal 
power plant. The results have been presented with the use of both the electrochemical models 
and the current densities obtained have been used to estimate the total cell area required for a 
multi-MW  planar  SOFC.  The  results  obtained  have  underlined  that  the  plant  optimization  
based on the performance improvement has to be coupled with the effects on economics: 
working at high pressure and hence with high cell voltage, improve the cell cooling and the 
overall power plant performance, but it reduces the current density and thus the specific cell 
cost increases. 
The thermodynamic analysis of IGFC power plants has proven the potential of integrating the 
SOFC with  coal  syngas  based  power  plant.  Despite  SOFC are  far  to  be  commercialized  for  
MW applications, the power plants here described do not present any other components far 
from  nowadays:  the  majority  of  plant  components  are  based  on  proven  technology  and  the  
technological challenges (such as a pressurized oxy-combustion boiler) are expected to be 
overcome probably  in  the  next  recent  years.  The  use  of  SOFC in  power  plant  without  CO2 
capture makes the net electric efficiency higher than 54% with a positive power share 
between SOFC, Gas turbine and Steam Turbine; the optimization of fuel utilization has shown 
that  the  maximization  of  power  production  from  SOFC  does  not  increase  the  electrical  
efficiency, but an optimum value exists as combination of efficient chemical-to-electric 
energy conversion in the SOFC increasing the fuel utilization and improvement in the 
bottoming cycle (GT+HRSG) and high voltage in the cell at low fuel utilization. Another 
issue is the humidification of syngas to avoid carbon deposition that has been carried out with 
different methods and amply discussed. 
The IGFCs attain very good performance in presence of CO2 capture. The main reason is the 
combined action of the SOFC to separate pure O2 from cathode side and produce electricity at 
the same time, while in a conventional oxy-combustion process the high purity O2 separation 
via cryogenic ASU represents the reason of a very high efficiency penalty due to the elevated 
energy  consumption.  The  plant  layouts  are  using  different  systems for  CO2 capture and the 
electrical efficiencies are in the range of 47-51.5% which is more than 10% points higher than 
an advanced IGCC with pre-combustion capture. In case of cryogenic system, the very high 
mass flow rate required at the cathode side does not allow performing a good efficiency of the 
gas turbine adopted in the bottoming cycle because of the very low TIT. A novel concept has 
been discussed with two stages of physical absorption for CO2 separation: in the first stage a 
CO2 rich  stream  is  obtained  after  a  WGS  reactor  to  balance  the  H2 to  CO  ratio  for  a  
convenient methanation reaction at high temperature that produces CH4-rich syngas that is 
then efficiently used in the SOFC with advantage of high operating pressure and reduced air 
mass flow rate for the cell cooling. The use of a reduced fuel utilization factor allows 
recovering H2 stream that is then used to increase the maximum gas turbine temperature and 
hence the overall plant efficiency. This novel concept has the advantage to overcome the 50% 
of net electric efficiency with the use of coal as primary fuel achieving near zero-emissions 
with  limited  penalty  efficiency.  Apart  from the  SOFC,  this  power  plant  suffers  also  for  the  
high  equipment  required  and  the  feasibility  of  this  plant  becomes  possible  if  the  SOFC  
specific cost is limited in the range of 500-1000 €/kWel. 
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6.2 Future improvements
The description of the work has been oriented to two different technologies that have been 
described in terms of process intensification and also integration in the power plants. Lot of 
work has been done, but future improvements are required in different fields and directions. 
In this part the most relevant future research on the topics discussed in this thesis are listed. 
The discussion about the dynamically operated packed bed reactor for chemical looping 
combustion has been performed with the use of a kinetic model described from literature data. 
The data used in model has been reproduced also with the TGA experiments at TU/e and then 
validated. The possibility to obtain a maximum temperature increase on more than 700°C 
during the oxidation phase has not been demonstrated yet. Part of experimental activity 
performed (not described previously because it is not completed yet) has been related to the 
experimental analysis of ilmenite in lab scale pressurized adiabatic packed bed reactor 
operated at 10 bar with maximum operated temperature of 1100°C which is located at the 
Technical University of Eindhoven. The preliminary tests have shown that the maximum 
temperature increase has reached 350°C, but the particle used at the moment in the reactor is 
not optimized, heat losses influence the results and improvements are expected with the use of 
different particle material. Another discussion which has been discussed in packed bed reactor 
model has related the possible WGS activity of ilmenite. Some preliminary experiments have 
been carried out also in this respect with the use of kinetic setup and some WGS activity has 
been detected and the experimental activity is still ongoing with the purpose to define a 
reaction rate for the WGS reaction in presence of ilmenite. Another improvement is related to 
the possibility to detect carbon deposition in presence of pressurized operating condition. 
Finally,  the  use  of  syngas  with  sulphur  is  interesting  to  investigate  in  order  to  simplify  the  
power plant layout. 
In this respect, the positive results obtained in the power plant performance with the 
integration of PBR can be improved if the sulphur removal unit is carried out downstream the 
CLC process and S compounds are separated (in the form of SO2) in FGD operated with CO2-
rich stream or sent directly to the geological storage (this condition depends on several 
parameters and it is not further discussed). In this case, the syngas from the high temperature 
syngas coolers does not need to be cooled down and then pre-heated with simplification in the 
equipment required and with thermodynamic advantages. The CLC combustion based on 
direct coal oxidation with the mechanism of oxygen uncoupled as briefly mentioned in the 
literature review in chapter 3 could represent an important and valid alternative to the 
technology here described with lot of advantages in terms of equipment required and probably 
also in term of electrical efficiency, but this technology is at the first stages of investigation. 
An interesting comparison would be required if the use of direct coal oxidation with Chemical 
Looping Combustion will represent another option. 
 
The second part of this work has been focused on the analysis of SOFC and the integration in 
coal based power plant. In this field lot of research is still ongoing and future improvements 
are expected. 
The SOFC results here described need to be validated with experimental data that at the 
moment are not available for different reasons that have been discussed in the chapter 4. The 
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kinetic model predictions strongly affects the SOFC performance and then the possibility to 
compare the fuel species profiles at the anode side with experimental results could be the key 
of a correct calibration of parameters used in the model - especially for IT-SOFCs - that are at 
the moment taken from literature. 
The electrochemical models here described have been discussed and the calibration of the 
model with the parameters listed in the chapter 4 is essential for the variable profiles 
calculated. As discussed in the previous part, the variation of the parameters affects the final 
results. Different possibilities are possible in this case: the calibration is carried including also 
the pre-exponential factors so that a large variety of data can be managed; the equation types 
adopted are changed in a simplified form (as discussed in the literature from different authors) 
and only the global results are considered for a raw calibration; the use of a different 
electrochemical set of equations that have been used with SOFC in the range of operating 
conditions  discussed  in  this  work.  A  comprehensive  comparison  of  the  different  
electrochemical model has not been carried out yet in the literature and the lack of data at the 
operating conditions that are required in this analysis make the SOFC modeling very 
complicated and at the same time more interesting to deal with. 
Related to the SOFC integration in coal based power plants, future improvements in terms of 
performance may be expected with the use of additional components and not conventional 
systems that have been excluded so far. An interesting improvement would be an economic 
analysis including the effect of operating conditions (such as cell voltage) and hence the 
estimation of cell area. In this case it would be possible to see the optimum economics and 
cell operating conditions. This comparison may affect the mass and energy balances 
calculated for the plant and some consequences in terms of integration have to be included. In 
this respect, an interesting possibility of plant layout is to move the investigation from 
pressurized to atmospheric SOFC. Despite a lower voltage has to be expected, some 
improvement can be obtained with the reduced need of water for fuel humidification which 
represents an important efficiency penalization and also a reason of high water consumption. 
The use of atmospheric cell can be integrated with a very efficient steam cycle and GT system 
with the related effects amply discussed will not be considered.  
 
In conclusion, the present work is resulting from different analyses here described and future 
investigations are possible and well appreciated to obtain improvements in the results 
reported. The quality of future improvements is not possible to quantify so far, but, “If we 
knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called research, would it? A.E.”  
 
 
 


